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ABSTRACT 

The global picture archiving and communications systems (PACS) and telemedicine ap

plications can provide time efficient treatments for patients and can save time and cost 

of health care services. Global multimedia communications networks are essential for 

supporting global PACS and telemedicine applications. However, global PACS internet

work environments are expensive to implement. Thus, the general internet working designs 

for backbone networks are investigated. The differences between global multimedia com

munications networks and the traditional data communications networks are presented. 

The communications requirements for time-sensitive voice and video communications ser

vices and for error-sensitive data and image communications services are considered in the 

global backbone network designs for global PACS. The impacts of constant-bit-rate ser

vices, variable-bit-rate services, effective end-user bit rates, aggregate network bit rates, 

and the high-bandwidth and large end-to-end delay factors are investigated for the designs 

of global backbone networks. Based on considerations of the factors listed above, a na

tional backbone network for global PACS in the United States is designed and proposed. 

The design is simulated using COMNET II.5, and the ~imulation results, which meet the 

two-second PACS medical image transfer requirement of global PACS, are presented. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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The rising health care cost has become a national issue in the United States. The objec

tives of Global Picture Archiving and Communications Systems (GPACS) and telemedicine 

applications are to p~ovide better and time efficient health care services with saving time and 

cost by using high-performance computer and multimedia workstation technologies, high

capacity database systems of medical images and records, and high-bandwidth fiber-optic 

communications networks. Global PACS enable telemedicine applications such as remote 

consultation and diagnosis, teleradiology, telepathology, home care and patient monitoring, 

distance learning and education, virtual health care team, and medical library access [3,31]. 

Medical imaging is an essential part of today's health care systems. Conventional X-ray 

medical imaging reconis patients' X-ray images in (14" x 17") or (8" x 10") analog films. 

These films are stored in the hospitals' film libraries and are manually retrieved for diag

nosis by radiologists, physicians, and other medical specialists. Manually archiving and 

retrieving film libraries often result in lost or misplaced X-ray films, which cause delays 

of diagnoses and treatments. Other modern medical imaging systems, such as, computer

aided tomography (CAT), magnetic resonance imaging (MRl), can generate digital medical 

images directly. The concepts of totally digital medical imaging systems and totally digital 

medical image archiving and retrieving systems have been studied since the late 1970s. 
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Electronic storage and retrieval of a patient's medical images and records via communi

cations networks can provide a basis for coordinating medical services among teams of 

health care professionals who may be in different departments, hospitals, cities, or coun

tries. The combination of high-capacity digital medical image archiving and retrieving 

systems, high-bandwidth fiber-optic communications networks, and high-performance mul

timedia workstations will provide the basis of computer-supported cooperative work for 

medical professionals to save time and the cost of health care services. 

For example, in today's hospitals using traditional medical film and paper medical im

ages, the typical turnaround time for a consultation involving X-ray, magnetic resonance 

imaging, or computer-aided tomography scan imaging is 48 hours or longer. In many cases, 

the patient may lie in a hospital bed at a cost on the order of $1000 per day while waiting for 

the consultation and diagnosis results [31]. Via high-speed communications networks, the 

turnaround time could be significantly shortened by using picture archiving and communi

cations systems which can instantaneously transfer medical images from imaging equipment 

to database archive systems and can retrieve the stored medical images for consultation and 

diagnosis. Thus, PACS can save time and cost for health care services and provide more 

time-efficient treatments for patients. However, the tremendous volumes of medical images 

need very high-capacity magnetic and optical storage devices and very high-bandwidth 

communications networks. For example, a (14" x 17") X-ray images is about 50 Megabits; 

one MRI examination generates an average of 80 images which are about 330 Megabits per 

MRI examination [30]. In recent years, because of the advances of computer processing 

power such as multimedia workstation technology, the storage capacity of magnetic and 
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Average 
Imaging Modality Resolution Images/ Mb/ Exams/ Gb/ 

Exam Exam Day Day 

Chest X-ray 2048 x 2400 x 12 1.5 88 250 22.00 
Other X-ray 1024 x 1024 x 12 3.5 44 500 22.00 
Computed Tomography 512 x 512 x 16 30.0 126 50 6.30 
Magnetic Resonance 256 x 256 x 8 30.0 16 50 0.80 
Nuclear Medicine 128 x 128 x 8 30.0 4 30 0.12 
Digital Subtraction Angiography 512 x 512 x 16 15.0 39 30 1.17 
Fluoroscopy 512 x 512 x 10 7.5 20 30 0.60 
Ultrasound 512 x 512 x 8 30.0 63 30 1.89 
Thermography 256 x 256 x 8 7.5 4 30 0.12 
TOTAL 1000 55.00 

Table 1.1: Medical Image Data Volumes for a Typical Medical Center Performing 1000 
Patient Examinations per Day 

optical disks, and high-speed fiber-optic communications networks, it becomes technically 

and economically feasible for the global PACS and telemedicine applications. The contri-

butions of this dissertation is to design and simulate global backbone networks to support 

the multimedia communications based global PACS and telemedicine applications. 

Table 1.1 shows the medical image data volumes for a typical medical center performing 

1000 patient examinations per day [150]. As shown in Table 1.1, there are different image 

modalities which generate various image sizes and various average numbers of images per 

examination. For example, the chest X-ray image size is 2048 x 2400 x 12 bits per image, 

and an examination needs an average of 1.5 images; this generates an average of 88 Megabits 

per chest X-ray examination. For computer-aided tomography, the image size is 512 x 512 

x 16 bits per CAT image, and an examination needs an average of 30 images; this generates 

an average of 126 Megabits per CAT examination. The total 1000 patient examinations 

require 55 Gigabits of disk space per day. 
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These medical images need to be transferred from medical imaging modalities to database 

archive systems to be stored digitally. Then, these digitally stored medical images can be 

retrieved by medical experts for remote consultation and diagnosis, research, education, and 

other uses. Since there are several medical images per patient examination (see Table 1.1), 

medical experts need to review a set of medical images per examination for consultation 

and diagnosis. In many cases, when medical images are retrieved for remote consulta

tion and diagnosis, they are retrieved from the database archive systems and transferred 

to medical experts' viewing workstations as a set of images of a patient's examination. 

This means that the volume of transferred images per remote consultation and diagnosis 

is large. For example, there are average 88 Megabits per chest X-ray examination, 126 

Megabits per CAT examination. Radiologists set a two-second requirement for transferring 

PACS medical images from the database archive systems to viewing workstations for PACS 

applications. This means that when radiologists request the retrieval of a set of medical 

images of a patient's examination, they want to have the set of medical images be available 

on their viewing workstations within two seconds after the retrieval request is issued. Ta

ble 1.2 shows the required data rates for two-second PACS transfers to display (viewing) 

workstations [30]. As shown in Table 1.2, to meet this two-second image transfer require

ment of PACS, it needs very high effective end-user bit rates. For example, it needs 134.2 

Mbps for plain film, 251.7 Mbps for CAT, and 335.5 Mbps for MRl. The effective end-user 

bit rates are different from the aggregate network bit rates; the concepts of them will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 
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Maximum 
Bandwidth 

Maximum Mean Maximum with 
Imaging Modality Mean Number Number of Bandwidth Bandwidth Compression 

of Images Images Mbps Mbps Mbps 

Plain Film 2 4 67.1 134.2 33.6 
CT 50 120 104.9 251.7 62.9 
NM: Statics 6 20 0.8 2.6 0.6 
NM: Dynamics 50 180 1.6 5.9 1.5 
NM:MUGA 25 30 0.8 1.0 0.2 
NM: SPECT 50 128 6.6 16.8 4.2 
NM:PET 62 93 8.1 12.2 3.0 
MR 80 160 167.8 335.5 83.9 
Ultrasound 20 75 21.0 78.6 19.7 
DA 4 N/A 4.2 63 N/A 
Digital Flouroscopy 2 N/A 2.1 12.6 N/A 

Table 1.2: Data Rates for Two-Second PACS Transfers to Display Workstations 

The local PACSs, global PACS, and telemedicine applications need multimedia com-

munications for transferring high-resolution medical images and videos to support remote 

consultation and diagnosis. Table 1.3 shows the bandwidth requirements for a range of im-

age and video transmission applications [97]. To support these multimedia applications, 

the transmission bandwidth and disk storage requirements are enormous. For example, 

as shown in Table 1.3, the high-definition television (HDTV) video with broadcast quality 

needs 1500 Megabits per second (Mbps) uncompressed transmission bandwidth or 20-30 

Mbps compressed transmission bandwidth. Then, for a two-hour HDTV video, it may 

need (30 x 2 x 3600 Megabits = 216 Gigabits) disk storage space, even if high compression 

ratio techniques are used. For visualization imagery used in three-dimensional composite 

images using supercomputers for dynamic radiation cancer treatment planning, it needs 

1500-2500 Mbps un compressed transmission bandwidth or 50-200 Mbps compressed trans-

mission bandwidth [31]. The compression ratios of the HDTV and visualization imagery 
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Description of media Uncompressed Compressed Compression 
speed range (Mbps) speed range (Mbps) methodes) 

Broadcast-quality NTSC video 120 3-6 MPEG 
Studio-quality NTSC video 216 10-30 MPEG, JPEG 
High-definition video, 1500 20-30 Proprietary 
broadcast-quality 
Visualization imagery, 1500-2500 50-200 Quality 
full motion at 60 fps, requirements 
1000 x 1000 pixels not settled 
Monochrome binary still 120 5-50 CCITT G4, 
images, 600 x 600 spots/in, Lossless, 
135 pages per minute Proprietary 
Full-color still images, 500 45 JPEG 
400 x 400 pixels/in, 
60 pages per minute 

Table 1.3: Bandwidth Requirements For A Range Of Image Transmission Applications 

examples may reach 50:1, which can save transmission time, bandwidth, and storage space. 

However, even after compression, the transmission bandwidth and storage capacity require-

ments are still very high. 

Regarding medical images, because of concerns of legal issues, only fully-recoverable 

lossless compression algorithms are allowed. For these lossless algorithms, the compression 

ratio may be 2:1 or 3:1 [30]. This means that to transfer high-volume medical images with 

low compression ratios, we need high-bandwidth communications networks. Telemedicine 

applications require multimedia communications to support integrated voice, data, image, 

and video conferencing services among medical experts. Thus, issues of multimedia com-

munications networks will be studied in this dissertation. 

1.1 Statement of the Problem 

Based on the data in Tables 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3, it is obvious that global PACS need 

high-performance computing, high-capacity storage, high-speed communications networks. 
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Hence, global PACS systems are complex and expensive to implement, and can be poten

tially problematic. In order to understand the operation and performance of global PACS, 

they must be designed and represented by using computer models that can be evaluated 

through simulation. The designs should include user traffic scenarios, internetworking pro

tocols for routing and switching, and Gigabit global backbone network technologies. To 

support global PACS and telemedicine applications using multimedia communications, the 

issues of high-bandwidth backbone networks need to be carefully studied. Currently, a few 

local PACSs have been prototypedj however, expanding local PACSs into global PACS is 

not straightforward. The key challenge is the different characteristics between local area 

networks and global backbone networks. The issues mentioned above will be investigated 

in this dissertation. 

1.2 Objective 

The objective of this dissertation is multi-faceted. The main goal is to design and simu

late global backbone networks for global PACS and telemedicine applications. Specifically, 

the goals are to: 

1. Investigate the bandwidth requirements of the global PACS environment, based on 

user scenario. 

2. Determine the internetworking methodology of design which can be applied to global 

PACS backbone network designs. 

3. Investigate the multimedia communications design issues which can be applied to 

global PACS. 
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4. Design a national backbone network for global PACS in the United States. 

5. Simulate the backbone network design to determine its performance to meet the two

second PACS medical image transfer requirement of global PACS. 

Our approach in achieving these goals depends on several issues described below. Due 

to the computation time and disk space limitations of using COMNET II.5 software on a 

DEC 5000/133 workstation to simulate the high traffic volumes of multimedia communi

cations, this dissertation emphasizes the designs of global backbone networks to support 

multimedia communications for global PACS and telemedicine applications. We only simu

late the average end-to-end message delay characteristics of a proposed national backbone 

network for global PACS to meet the two-second PACS medical image transfer requirement 

of remote consultation and diagnosis. Developing a totally independent global backbone 

network infrastructure only for global PACS may not be cost-effective. Thus, the key con

cept is resource sharing and cost sharing to provide a cost-effective global backbone network 

infrastructure for global PACS and telemedicine applications. We will investigate how to 

share the global backbone network infrastructure with other industries to allow the users of 

global PACS and telemedicine applications to receive the guaranteed quality of services from 

the shared global backbone network infrastructure. Other industries that need multimedia 

communications and very high-bandwidth global backbone networks are telecommunica

tions carriers, insurance companies, interactive on-demand video distribution and cable 

television companies, on-line multimedia newspaper and magazine publishing companies, 

etc. In our design of the global backbone networks for global PACS, we emphasize issues 

related to the global characteristics of the wide-area multimedia communications backbone 
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networks. These global characteristics are: long-distance, high-bandwidth, large-scale, uni

versal access, resource sharing, internetworking, network management, and others. We 

will take these global characteristics into considerations for the designs of global backbone 

networks for global PACS. 

1.3 Global PACS and Telemedicine Applications 

The global PACS and telemedicine applications are tightly related, because they need the 

transfer of high-volume medical images across communications networks and multimedia 

teleconferencing among medical experts. There are several types of systems for telemedicine 

applications. Some of these include point-to-point communications technologies, such as 

high-speed modems and fiber-optic links. In our work, we concentrate on high-performance 

global PACS for telemedicine applications. This section describes the important compo

nents and scenarios of local PACSs, global PACS, and telemedicine applications. 

1.3.1 Local PACS and Its Components 

The goal of PACS is a totally digital radiology department which provides a digital 

image archive, transmission, retrieval, and storage [41]. Figure 1.1 shows a local PACS 

environment in a hospital complex. The imaging equipment (IE), viewing workstations 

(WS), and medical image database archive systems (DBAS) are connected via a high-speed 

local area network (LAN). These local PACS components are described as follows. 
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Figure 1.1: A Local PACS Environment in a Hospital Complex 

1.3.1.1 Imaging Equipment 
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The imaging equipment performs image acquisition from patients, generates digital im-

ages and data from imaging modalities, structures the images and data in the network 

protocol and database formats, and sends and stores these images in the database archive 

systems [108]. As shown in Table 1.1, there are various imaging modalities which gener-

ate different sizes of digital medical images, ranging from (128 x 128 x 8) bits per nuclear 

medicine image to (2048 x 2400 x 12) bits per chest X-ray image. Some of various types of 

imaging modalities are: plain film X-ray and computer radiography (CR), computed tomog-

raphy (CT), nuclear medicine, ultrasound diagnostic systems, magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) systems, digital fluoroscopy, digital subtraction angiography, and thermography. 
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As shown in Table 1.2, for an MRI examination, there can be an average of 80 MRI 

images or a maximum of 160 MR images per examination per patient. The size of each 

MRI image is (512 x 512 x 16) bits. Thus, the mean bandwidth for two-second PACS 

transfers for MRI is (80 x 512 x 512 x 16 / 2) bits/second = 167.8 Megabits per second 

(Mbps). The maximum bandwdith for two-second PACS transfers for MRI is (160 x 512 x 

512 x 16/ 2) bits/second = 335.5 Mbps. The maximum bandwidth with compression for an 

MRI study is 83.9 Mbps which is based on a 4:1 compression ratio using lossless compression 

techniques. These maximum bandwidth requirements shown in Table 1.2 indicate why a 

high-speed local area network is required for local PACS. 

1.3.1.2 Viewing Workstations 

Viewing workstations provide radiologists, referring physicians, and other medical spe

cialists the means for displaying digital images from different modalities [123]. As shown 

in Table 1.2, one study or examination generates several medical images. For example, 

there are an average of 80 MRI images per study. The medical experts need to review 

and compare several images simultaneously to make a diagnosis decision. Therefore, the 

viewing workstations may display several images on one screen, or they may need several 

viewing screens at the same place [39]. Most radiologists and medical experts use the light 

boxes or viewboxes to view the analog films today. So one human-factor challenge is how to 

provide similar (comparing with light boxes), or better and more convenient image viewing 

services via viewing workstations. 
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At the viewing workstations, the medical experts perform a few activities: retrieving 

patient's information, retrieving sets of medical images, diagnosing the images, consulting 

with other medical experts, and storing the diagnosis results. These activities are supported 

by multimedia communications for integrated voice, data, image, and video conferencing. 

The viewing workstations should provide high-processing power to support some digital 

image processing (e.g., contrast enhancement, image comparison, etc.) to help diagnosis. 

In fact, multimedia workstations are needed for telemedicine applications, such as remote 

consultation and diagnosis, teleradiology, telepathology, etc. Multimedia workstations in

clude support for displaying different types of information. For example, a multimedia 

workstation can simultaneously display a video sequence window, static medical images, 

and a menu for selecting next operations. 

1.3.1.3 Database Archive Systems (DBASs) 

Table 1.1 shows that, for a typical medical center performing 1000 patient examinations 

per day, it generates medical image data volumes of 55 Gigabits daily [150]. Therefore, high

capacity storage disks and high-performance database management systems are needed for 

local PACS. The database archive systems stores patients' information and medical images, 

and they are responsible for responding to the retrieval requests and sending the requested 

images to viewing workstations. 

Based on the usage and legal requirements, the database archive system is structured in a 

three level storage hierarchical architecture [9]. Level-l storage maintains images generated 

from 1 to 7 days, and these images should be delivered to viewing workstations within two 
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seconds upon request. Magnetic disks are used for Level-1 storage. These magnetic disks 

provide milliseconds access times and hundreds of Megabytes to several Gigabytes storage 

capacities per disk unit. Level-2 storage maintains the images from 8 to 30 days. Optical 

juke box systems are used for Level-2 storage, and they are write-once-read-many (WORM) 

units. Their access times are slower, but their storage capacities are larger than those of 

magnetic disks. A single juke box system can store the contents of 5-6 magnetic disks. 

Level-3 storage maintains the images beyond one month to seven years. Manual optical 

disks are used for Level-3 storage. These optical disks are categorized and stored in the 

long term physical storage, and they are manually loaded and removed by operators upon 

request [10j. 

As discussed above, the volumes of medical images can be 55 Gigabits per day for a local 

PACS. Then, the volumes of the three-level, seven-year medical image storage systems are 

tremendous. For the global PACS environment, there are multiple (hundreds or thousands 

of) local PACS DBASs. Thus, global PACS need the intelligent distributed database man-

agement systems and user-friendly user interfaces for acquiring, storing, retrieving, and 

transferring medical images among medical imaging equipment, DBASs, multimedia work

stations, and medical information systems. One example of such a file management system 

is in "Real-Time Distributed Database Archive System Using File Management System and 

Remote Conferencing for Global PACS [139j." 
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1.3.1.4 PACS Local Area Networks 

The data in Table 1.2, which shows data rates for two-second PACS transfers to display 

workstations, clearly indicate that local area networks with hundreds of Megabits per second 

transfer rates are needed to support local PACS. In fact, the data rates shown in Table 

1.2 are the effective end-user bit rates needed to meet the two-second PACS image transfer 

requirement. This means that if any five of the imaging modalities connected to a PACS 

LAN are busy at the same time, and each imaging modality needs 30 Mbps maximum 

bandwidth with compression (see Table 1.2), then the PACS LAN should have an aggregate 

network bit rate greater than ((5 x 30) Mbps = 150 Mbps) to meet the two-second PACS 

image transfer requirement. 

In fact, since teleradiology and telepathology need integrated voice, data, image, and 

video multimedia conferencing, the bandwidths of local PACS LANs will be much higher 

than those just for meeting the two-second PACS image transfer requirement. The local 

PACS LAN is a part of the more general hospital information systems (HIS) network, 

which supports the administration and operations of a modern hospital. If we consider a 

hospital communications network which supports local PACS, multimedia conferencing for 

consultation and diagnosis, multimedia patient monitoring, and other applications, then the 

hospital communications network may need Gigabits per second (Gbps) aggregate network 

bit rates to facilitate various hospital applications simultaneously. 

Some local PACS prototypes use lO-Mbps Ethernet local area networks [13, 82, 87, 143]. 

Other local PACS experiments use narrowband ISDN [13, 30, 45]; Fiber Distributed Data 

Interface (FDDI) [73, 143]; special fiber-optic based nertworks [73, 85, 100, 101, 127]; and 
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broadband ISDN [31, 72]. The bandwidths of these networks for prototyped PACSs range 

from 10 Mbps of Ethernet, 100 Mbps of FDDI, which are aggregate network bit rates 

shared by all end users, to 155 Mbps per user of B-ISDN user-network interface, which is 

the effective end-user bit rate per user. We will discuss the effective end-user bit rates and 

aggregate network bit rates in more detail in Chapter 3. 

1.3.1.5 Software and Hardware of Network Interfaces and Applications 

The imaging equipment, viewing workstations, and database archive systems need soft

ware and hardware with network interfaces and applications to perform the local PACS 

functions. Application software packages are needed to facilitate telemedicine applica

tions, such as, remote consultation and conferencing, teleradiology, telepathology, etc. The 

client-server relationship may be formed among IE, WS, and DBAS. It also needs a network 

management center to support operations, administration, maintenance, and provisioning 

(OAM&P) functions for a local PACS. The OAM&P functions, which are very important 

for providing guaranteed quality of service of global PACS and telemedicine applications to 

end users, will be discussed in Chapter 2 for internetworking environments and in Chapter 

4 for global backbone networks. 

1.3.2 Global Picture Archiving and Communications Systems 

Figure 1.2 shows a global PACS environment. The global PACS environment is an inter

network, which includes multiple (may be thousands of) local PACSs, regional backbone 

networks, national backbone networks, and international backbone networks to support 
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Global PACS 
National Backbone Network 

Figure 1.2: A Global PACS Environment 

multimedia communications internetworking for global PACS and telemedicine applica-

tions. Not all physicians and medical experts have offices in hospitals; most of them may 

have their clinic offices outside of hospitals. Therefore, in the global PACS environment, 

we need universal multimedia communications access links to clinic offices or medical ex-

perts' homes to allow the medical experts to perform telemedicine applications from their 

offices or homes. The regional backbone networks of global PACS will allow medical experts 

who have multimedia workstations at their clinic offices or homes to connect to the global 

PACS internetwork. The local PACSs are connected to the regional backbone networks for 

intra-region multimedia communications. The national backbone networks interconnect the 

regional backbone networks for inter-region multimedia communications. There will be one 
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or more national database archive systems and national medical imaging libraries connected 

to the national backbone networks for medical research and education. The international 

multimedia communications will go through the international backbone networks which 

interconnect national backbone networks. This model for global PACS closely follows the 

Internet and NSFNET model, but the requirements of backbone networks are different to 

support multimedia communications. 

Since the required bandwidth per multimedia communications connection is very high, 

such a hierarchical infrastructure of backbone networks for global PACS is very important. 

Each level of the backbone network hierarchy have several-Gbps bandwidths. However, such 

several-Gbps bandwidths can only support tens or hundreds of multimedia communications 

connections because of the high bandwidth (tens of Mbps or 155 Mbps) required for a 

multimedia communications connection. Thus, only the necessary traffic goes through 

individual levels of backbone networks. For example, the intra-hospital traffic stays within 

the local PACS in a hospital; the intra-region traffic between two local PACSs in the 

same region goes through the regional backbone network of that region; the inter-region 

traffic goes through the national backbone network. In this way, the traffic loads of global 

PACS and telemedicine applications can cost-effectively share and utilize the hierarchical 

infrastructure of different levels of backbone networks. 

Besides those components of local PACS and backbone networks, various types of gate

ways, which interconnect different networks in the heterogeneous global PACS environment, 

are also essential elements of global PACS. Internetworking is a very important issue for 
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global PACS, and it is also very important for designing global backbone networks. There

fore, we will discuss internetworking methodology in Chapter 2, and then the design issues 

of global backbone networks in Chapter 3. 

1.3.3 Telemedicine Applications 

One goal of telemedicine has been to reduce traveling of patients and medical experts, 

and to bring more time-efficient treatments to patients for better and cost-effective health 

care services. The ideal telemedicine applications need integrated voice, data, image, and 

video conferencing multimedia communications. However, the simplest telemedicine ap

plication of remote consultation can use the electronic mails exchanged by two remotely 

separate medical doctors via the popular TCP lIP Internet. One real example of such sim

ple electronic-mail-based telemedicine applications is described below. Via the low-power 

wireless access linking to a low-orbit satellite that connects to the global TCP lIP Internet, 

medical doctors in the remote areas of developing countries exchange electronic mails with 

medical specialists in big cities or developed countries for simple electronic-mail-based re

mote consultation and diagnosis [12]. Countries with sparse rural areas, such as, Australia, 

Canada, Norway have been especially active in the research of telemedicine applications. 

One of the arguments for the development of telemedicine services in Norway has been the 

principle of equal access to health care services, independent of economic, social, religious, 

race, and geographical issues [3]. With the expansion of the number of medical special

ist fields, there will be more demanding needs for remote medical consultation between a 
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general physician and a medical specialist. A widespread narrowband and broadband inte

grated services digital network and multimedia workstations will constitute an important 

part of the infrastructure necessary for supporting telemedicine applications. Telemedicine 

applications are described as follows [3, 104]. 

1.3.3.1 Teleradiology 

Teleradiology is the practice of radiology at a distance using telecommunications net

works. For example, X-ray, computed tomography, magnetic resonance imaging, ultrasonic, 

and other medical images can be transmitted from a local hospital to a central hospital. 

The local hospital has imaging equipment but no radiologists for making diagnoses and 

prescribing further treatments. The central hospital employs a few radiologists and med

ical specialists to examine and diagnose the remotely transmitted medical images and to 

send the diagnosis results and prescriptions back to the local hospital for further treat

ments. If necessary, an on-line multimedia remote consultation session can be set up for 

video conferencing between a radiologist and a referring physician using multimedia viewing 

workstations connected to a telecommunications network. 

1.3.3.2 Telepathology 

Telepathology is the performance of pathological services at a distance using telecommu

nications networks. Pathologists routinely examine samples of tissue or culture slides under 

microscopes to diagnose diseases where the images are in color and dynamic. For telepathol

ogy, specially designed remotely controlled microscopes, via commands sent through a 

telecommunications network, and viewing workstations are needed for remote viewing and 
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diagnoses. Static color images are acquired and transferred to a remotely located pathol

ogist's specially designed workstation for viewing. In some cases, dynamic color images of 

the cultures must be transferred using compressed video and reconstruction techniques. Re

motely controlled microscope operations for zooming, focus, panning, and image acquisition 

are required [104]. 

For diagnosing some kinds of cancer, the pathology service must be performed while the 

patient is still anesthetized after a sample of tissue is removed, in case further surgery is 

needed instantly [3]. Since the number of pathologists is limited, some hospitals have the 

surgeons to perform the needed surgery, but no real-time pathological service. For such 

hospitals, telepathology can make the real-time pathological service available. 

1.3.3.3 Tele-endoscopy 

An endoscope is a device for guiding a source of light inside the human body and 

transposing an image of the examined organ on a monitor. Tele-endoscopy refers to the 

transmission of these images over the telecommunications network to a medical specialist 

at the other end [3]. A practitioner is still needed to bring the endoscope inside the patient 

and adjust the position to obtain the correct images. Tele-endoscopy is used in Northern 

Norway for ear, nose, and throat consultations. 

1.3.3.4 Groupware for Making Diagnoses 

One of the important applications of multimedia communications is computer supported 

cooperative work (CSCW) [124]. CSCW is the combination of communications and com

puting technologies to support work in groups. Members in a CSCW group use multimedia 
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workstations, and they may be located in different cities or countries. Groupware for mak

ing diagnoses is one of the CSCW applications. Multipurpose groupware can be used by 

medical experts for cooperation and consultation when making diagnoses [3, 104]. One 

of such applications is the remote consultation and conferencing among radiologists and 

referring physicians. For example, via groupware, medical experts of a cooperative group 

can look at the same set of medical images, hear examples of sounds, and read medical 

records of the patient. They may point and modify the images on their screens as the diag

nosis discussion continues. The final diagnosis results are stored in the hospital information 

systems and used by the referring physician for further treatment. 

1.3.3.5 Dista.nce Learning and Education 

Distance learning and education can be used to educate home-care patients and their 

family members, health care personnel, and medical school students. A real example is 

the aphasic patient rehabilitation [3]. Aphasia is loss or reduction of the ability to use and 

understand language, often caused by stroke or injuries from an accident. People suffering 

from aphasia have to relearn their own language. In this case, the speech therapists and 

clients were supplied with personal computers configured with synchronous communica

tions. Exercises containing graphics and text were transmitted from the speech therapist's 

computer to the client's computer over ISDN telephone·lines. The client works with the 

exercises in his/hear spare time, and can be assisted by on-line guidance from the speech 

therapist. When on-line, the therapist and client have access to the same screen image on 
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both computers to point and edit. Voice communication is used over the same ISDN BIU 

2B+D line. 

Distance learning and education can be used to educate rural area doctors for new med

ical knowledge and to provide training for re-certification. The national medical imaging 

libraries, which store medical case studies with images or high-resolution video, are used 

for medical research and education. Through the global PACS and national backbone net

work, researchers, medical professionals, and medical school students can use multimedia 

workstations to retrieve these medical case studies with images or high-resolution video to 

assist their study. Because of the high-volume data of medical images and high-resolution 

video, a very high-bandwidth national backbone network is needed to support global PACS 

and the national medical imaging libraries. 

1.3.3.6 Home Care and Patient Monitoring 

Because of the high cost of in-patient and hospital-care at a hospital, some disease 

treatments can be out-patient and home-care. Telemedicine home monitoring systems 

using ISDN network are very valuable for home-care patients. The B-ISDN with two-way 

video to the home would improve the quality of home health care. The home-care patients 

or family members can use video conferencing to discuss patient's conditions with their 

physicians or medical experts. 

1.3.3.7 Remote Consultation and Diagnosis 

Remote consultation and diagnosis in the global PACS environment allows the radi

ologist and the referring physician to view the same set of medical images at both local 
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and remote sites so that a diagnosis can be performed [105]. The Computer Engineering 

Research Laboratory and the Radiology Research Laboratory at the University of Arizona 

have been developing software of the user interface, database management, and network 

communications for remote consultation and diagnosis in the global PACS environment. 

In the remote consultation and diagnosis operation, a set of medical images is requested 

from the database archive system and sent to the local and remote workstation sites on 

the global PACS network. Usually, the sets of medical images are off-line transferred at 

nighttime, but they can be occasionally on-line transferred during the remote consultation 

and diagnosis sessions. Once the medical images are displayed on the workstations, the 

radiologists and referring physicians use pointing overlay commands or frames to point out 

features on the images. Each workstation transfers these overlay frames to the other work

station, so that an interactive session for diagnosis takes places. The overlay frames can be 

fixed frames, variable size frames, and free hand frames to outline features on the medical 

images [105]. Figures 1.3 and 1.4 show examples of the overlay frames. The data packets 

for these overlay frames must traverse the national backbone network for global PACS in 

real time for inter-region remote consultation and diagnosis. 

1.4 Multimedia Systems and ISDN 

Multimedia communications is the field referring to the' representation, storage, retrieval, 

and communications of machine-processable information expressed in integrated multiple 

media, such as text, voice, graphics, image, audio, and video [107]. As shown in Table 

1.3, transmission of high-definition television and three-dimensional visualization imagery 
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Figure 1.3: Fixed Frame Operation for Remote Consultation and Diagnosis 

Figure 1.4: Variable Size Frame Operation for Remote Consultation and Diagnosis 
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need 20-30 Mbps and 50-120 Mbps compressed transmission speeds. The enormous data 

volumes of multimedia information are challenges for transmission, storage, and processing 

technologies. In recent years, with the advances of high-capacity storage devices, power

ful and yet economical computer workstations, and fiber-optic based high-speed integrated 

services digital network (ISDN), a variety of multimedia communications applications are 

becoming not only technically but also economically feasible [36]. In this section, we de

scribe the multimedia communications and workstations first, then the integrated services 

digital network that supports multimedia communications. Both multimedia communica

tions and multimedia workstations are essential components for the success of global PACS 

and telemedicine applications. 

1.4.1 Integrated Multimedia Communications 

Multimedia communications networks support the transmission of different types of 

information media: voice, audio, text, data, graphics, images, animation, and video. Tra

ditionally, different types of information media are transmitted by different networks. For 

example, voice communications is transmitted via telephone networks. Text and data com

munications are transmitted via local area, metropolitan area, and wide area networks. 

Video distribution is transmitted via cable television and broadcasting networks. However, 

multimedia applications require that all types of information are received, synchronized, 

and replayed on the receiving integrated multimedia workstations. Since different networks 

have their different characteristics, it is very difficult to guarantee that different types of 
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information media transported via different networks can arrive at the destination multi

media workstations synchronously. This implies that the best way to meet the multimedia 

synchronization requirement of multimedia workstations is that all media are transported 

via the same network, that is, an integrated network. This is one of the reasons that 

the Consultative Committee on International Telephony and Telegraphy (CCITT) defined 

Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) protocols and technologies for multimedia commu

nications on the broadband integrated services digital network (B-ISDN). However, voice 

and video services are time-sensitive and delay-sensitive; data and image services are error

sensitive but not delay-sensitive. The different characteristics and requirements of different 

media cause other challenges when multimedia are transported via the same network. These 

issues will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 3. 

Since different media services are transported by different networks in today's tradi

tional networking environment, a multimedia workstation needs serveral different network 

interface units for these different tranditional networks carrying different information me

dia. For example, a network interface unit connects to the telephone network for voice 

service; another network interface unit connects to the data communications network for 

data and image transfer services; and the third network interface connects to a fiber-optic 

network for video service. Multiple network interface units add extra costs to the multime

dia workstations, and they also add extra complexity to the network management issues of 

maintaining multiple networks. If an integrated network is used to transport all multimedia 

information, a multimedia workstation only need a network interface unit to have access 

to the integrated multimedia communications network. This simplifies the design of the 
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network interface unit for multimedia workstations, and the issues of network management 

of the integrated network would be simpler than the issues of maintaining multiple dif

ferent networks. This is another reason why an integrated network is a better choice for 

multimedia communications than the approach of multiple networks. 

Multimedia applications in medicine, education, travel, real estate, banking, insur

ance, publishing, advertising, and entertainment are emerging at a fast pace [1]. Some 

of the multimedia communications based application domains are: telemedicine appli

cations, software development, scientific work, classroom teaching, office interaction and 

whiteboards, and others [124]. Telecommunications carriers and cable television service 

providers around the world have been deploying optical fiber networks which can be used 

as high-bandwidth multimedia communications networks to provide interactive on-demand 

video service, computer supported cooperative work, global picture archiving and commu

nications systems, telemedicine applications, and other multimedia communications based 

applications [5, 125]. 

1.4.2 Multimedia Workstations 

Multimedia workstations need to support various types of information media with ap

plication software for computer supported cooperative work and a network interface unit 

connecting to an integrated multimedia communications network. Therefore, a multimedia 

workstation needs to be equipped with: a microphone and speakers for voice and audio; 

a video camera and a high-resolution monitor for graphics, images, animation, and video; 
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Information 
Type Bit Rate Quality and Remarks 

Data Wide range of bit rates Continuous, bursty, and packet-oriented data 
Text some kbps Higher bit rates for downloading of large volumes 
Graphics Relatively low bit Depending on transfer time required 

rates 
100 Mbps or more Exchange of complex 3D models 

Image 64 kbps CCITT Group-4 Telefax 
Various Corresponding to JPEG standard 
Up to 30 Mbps High-quality professional images 
Up to hundreds of Set of medical images (see Table 1.2) 
Mbps Two-second PACS image transfer requirement 

Video 64-128 kbps Video telephony (reduced quality: CCITT H.261) 
384 kbps - 2 Mbps Video conferencing (reduced quality: CCITT H.261) 
1.5 Mbps Today's quality of VCRs (MPEG-1) 
5-10 Mbps Standard TV broadcast quality (MPEG-2) 
50 Mbps or less HDTV distribution 
100 Mbps or more Studio-to-studio HDTV in top quality 

Audio n x 64 kbps 3.1 kHz, 7 kHz, or hi-fi signals (CCITT) 

Table 1.4: Typical Bit Rates of Information Types in Future Multimedia Communications 

image and video compression coding/decoding VLSI chip set; and high-capacity magnetic 

and optical storage devices [6,36,80, 103]. 

Multimedia workstations require high-performance computing, high-capacity storage, 

and high-speed communications. By the late 1990s, the multimedia workstations and mul-

timedia personal computers will have four "G's": a Gigabyte of main memory, a Gigabyte 

(at least) of secondary storage, Giga operations per second, and Gigabit-per-second (Gbps) 

data-transfer rates [109]. Table 1.4 shows some typical bit rates of information types in 

future multimedia communications [11]. The still image compression standard used in 

Table 1.4 is the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) Standard. The video com-

pression standards used in Table 1.4 are CCITT H.261 Recommendation for (p x 64 kbps) 

video conferencing and the Motion Picture Experts Group (MPEG) Standard. Data shown 

in Table 1.4 provide some reasons for these four "G's" requirements. For example, the 
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storage of seventy-two minutes of digitized audio is 760 Megabytes, and the storage of two 

hours of digitized video using a 100:1 compression is two Gigabytes. It is very obvious 

that special compression techniques are needed for multimedia workstations to reduce both 

storage and communications bandwidth requirements. However, there is no free lunch; you 

gain something from one viewpoint, and you may lose something from the other viewpoint. 

Highly compressed images or videos become very sensitive to transmission errors, and they 

may lose image or video quality when they are decompressed and redisplayed at the receiv

ing multimedia workstations. Such lossy compression techniques are not acceptable in the 

medical imaging environment because of legal issues. 

Because compression techniques play important roles in multimedia applications, we 

describe some compression techniques and their applications [103]. Compression methods 

are based on redundancies in images and video and the non-linearities of human vision [6]. 

They exploit correlation (redundancies) in space domain for still images and in both space 

(intra-frame) and time (inter-frame) domains for video signals. Generally, compression 

methods that achieve high compression ratios, such as 10:1 to 50:1 for images, and 50:1 

to 200:1 for video, are lossy compression techniques. That is, the reconstructed images or 

videos are not identical to the originals, although sometimes human vision may not perceive 

the differences between the reconstructed and the original images or videos. 

Lossless compression methods include differential pulse code modulation, run length 

encoding, Huffman encoding, Lempel-Zev encoding, and arithmetic encoding. The com

pression ratios of these lossless compression methods are only 2:1 to 4:1. These lossless 

compression techniques are used in sensitive applications such as medical images of local 
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and global PACS. The reason is that artifacts introducing by a lossy compression into an 

X-ray medical image may cause,an incorrect diagnosis of a medical condition. However, for 

most commercial applications, lossy compression techniques are used for saving disk space 

and communications bandwidths. Lossy compression techniques include: predictive motion 

compensation; frequency-oriented transform and subband coding; importance-oriented fil

tering, bit allocation, sub-sampling, scale quantization, and vector quantization; and hybrid 

JPEG, MPEG, and H.261 [54]. 

These lossy compression techniques generally exploit aspects of the human vision sys

tem [88]. For example, the eye 1s much more receptive to fine details in luminance (Y, 

or brightness) signal than in the chrominance (UV, or color) signals. Therefore, the lumi

nance signal is sampled at a higher spatial resolution, and the encoding of the luminance 

signal is assigned more bits than those of the chrominance signals. In many subjective 

tests, reconstructed images with a 20:1 compression ratio and replayed videos with a 100:1 

compression ratio are hard to distinguish by human vision. Three digital image and video 

compression standards have been defined: the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) 

Standard for still image compression; the CCITT H.261 Recommendation for (p x 64 kbps) 

video teleconferencing; and the Motion Pictures Experts Group (MPEG) Standard for full

motion pictures compression. The JPEG, H.261, and MPEG Standards are all lossy hybrid 

compression techniques. MPEG-Video supports random access, fast forward and reverse 

searches, forward and reverse playback, audio/video synchronization, robustness against 

transmission errors, delays limited to 150 ms, and editability [54]. That is, MPEG-Video 

is a interactive video, which is different from today's broadcasting or cable television. 
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Several compression techniques may be needed for viewing images and video on a multi

media workstations's screen. For instance, several windows may be opened on a multimedia 

workstation's screen. One window is used for teleconferencing with computer supported 

cooperative work group members, and the compression technique used is the CCITT II.261 

Recommendation for teleconferencing. The second window is used for viewing a still image, 

and the compression technique used may be JPEG for regular still images or lossless com

pression for medical images. The third window may be used for viewing video, which is read 

from a CD-ROM or retrieved from a remote video library database such as the national 

medical image library, and the compression techniques used for video may be symmetrical 

or asymmetric algorithms. 

The symmetrical compression algorithms mean that the times needed for compression 

and decompression are comparable. The asymmetric compression algorithms mean that 

the time needed for compression is much longer than the time needed for decompression. 

The CD-ROMs and video libraries may use the asymmetric compression algorithms to save 

the viewing (decompression) processing time. Code-book based fractals and vector quanti

zation compression techniques are examples of asymmetric algorithms. Fractals, which are 

images that can be described by a set of rules specified with a relatively small number of 

bits, allow compression of natural scenes where the underlying structure matches this type 

of model. Very high compression ratios can be achieved, sometimes on the order of 1000:1; 

however, extensive computation is required for compression [54]. Vector quantization usu

ally takes two-dimensional vectors (e.g., 4x4 pixels) and maps them to a code symbol. Code 

books are developed for images, they record the most important vectors. All image data 
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vectors are mapped to the nearest code-book entry [54]. The code-book encoding needs 

extensive computation using high-performance computers. These code-book encoded im

ages and video are recorded on CD-ROMs, which can be duplicated for distribution. When 

decoding and viewing these code-book encoded images and video, fast table (code-book) 

look-up is used for replacing coded entries with vectors from the code book. Based on 

discussions above, several co-existing compression techniques for different applications may 

be implemented on a multimedia workstation. 

The final notes of this section are examples of three-dimensional visualization imagery 

for radiotherapy, or for studying, training, and preparing for surgery [103, 134]. For exam

ple, a team of surgeons may view a reconstructed three-dimensional image of a patient's 

body in preparation for surgery. They can rotate the three-dimensional image at will, 

obtain a cross-sectional view of an organ, observe it in living detail, and then perform 

a simulated surgery and watch its effects (Le., virtual reality), all without touching the 

patient [2]. Such three-dimensional visualization imagery applications may involve super

computers, high-performance multimedia workstations, "virtual reality" equipment, and 

gigabit networking [134]. 

1.4.3 Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) 

As mentioned in Section 1.4.2, multimedia workstations must synchronize various types 

of information media when they are used for computer supported cooperative work, lo

cal and global PACSs, and telemedicine applications. Such multimedia synchronization 

requirements imply that all information media should be transported via an integrated 
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network. If different types of information media are transported via different networks, 

then multimedia workstations will have more difficulties to synchronize multimedia infor

mation due to the different characteristics of different networks. This section describes an 

overview of both narrowband and broadband integrated services digital network. 

1.4.3.1 Narrowband Integrated Services Digital Network (N-ISDN) 

Traditionally, voice and data networks are separate. For example, public switched tele

phone networks (PSTNs) provide circuit-switched voice services and modem-based circuit

switched data services. Public data networks, such as X.25 networks and the TCP lIP 

Internet, provide packet-switched data communications. End users need at least two net

work interface units to access the separate voice and data networks. If we consider video 

services, the end users need either an antenna or cable interface to access broadcasting 

or cable television. Such multiple end-user interfaces are inconvenient and are not cost

effective. Since the late 1970s, the digital transmission facilities and digital switches for 

PSTNs have become popular. Therefore, the integrated digital end-user interfaces, which 

provide integrated access to voice and data services of an integrated network, have been 

standardized by CCITT. 

The integrated end-user interface standards are the narrowband ISDN standards, which 

include the basic rate interface (BRI) and primary rate interface (PRI) standards. The 

BRI provides two 64-kbps B channels and one 16-kbps D channel for end users. The PRI 

provides one 64-kbps D channel and 23 64-kbps B channels in North America and Japan 

or 30 64-kbps B channels in Europe for end users. The 64-kbps B channels can be used 
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for voice, data, and video communications. For example, the two B channels of BRI can 

be used to transmit voice and data simultaneously, or transmit voice and low-rate video 

for videophone services. The PRI 23 (or 30) B channels can be used for voice, higher-rate 

data, or CCITT H.261 (p x 64 kbps) video teleconferencing. Hence, narrowband ISDN can 

provide some preliminary multimedia services and some telemedicine applications [3]. 

The B channels are circuit-switched, and their connections are controlled by control sig

nals transmitted in the packet-switched D channels, which are 16 kbps for BR! or 64 kbps 

for PRI. ISDN uses the out-of-band signaling control in both user-network interface via D 

channels and network-network interface via common channel signal system No.7 (CCSS7). 

The ISDN out-of-band signaling is the core of the Advanced Intelligent Network (AIN) 

and global intelligient network [15, 44, 57, 126]. The ISDN intelligent network provides 

flexibility for various applications, such as personal number service; personal communica

tions services; 700-, 800-, gOO-number services; network-based automatic call distribution 

(ADC) service; line information database service; local yellow pages with automatic di

aling; private PBX virtual networks; city-wide Centrex service; private virtual networks 

(PVNs); and Custom Local Area Signaling Services (CLASS) [86]. The CLASS services 

include automatic number identification, customer-originated trace, selective call rejection, 

selective call forwarding, distinctive ring, automatic recall, automatic callback, important 

call waiting, and outgoing call barred. The concept of out-band-signaling for call set-up 

procedures and call monitoring and control during a call session is the basis of today's 

advanced telecommunications networks. 
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1.4.3.2 Broadband Integrated Services Digital Network (B-ISDN) 

In narrowband ISDN (N-ISDN), end users use twisted-pair copper wires as the subscriber 

access lines. That is why N-ISDN only supports BRI (2B + D = 2 x 64 + 16 = 144 kbps) 

and PRI (23B + D = 23 x 64 + 64 = 1536 kbps = 1.54 Mbps) end-user bandwidths. 

N-ISDN BRI and PRI bandwidths cannot support the two-second PACS image transfer 

requirement, which needs tens or hundreds of Mbps transfer rates (see Table 1.2), and 

high-definition video which needs from 30 Mbps to 100 Mbps compressed bandwidths (see 

Tables 1.3 and 1.4). In the late 1980s, the concepts of fiber-optic transmission links to the 

end users, such as fiber to the curb, fiber to the home, fiber for cable television, emerged. 

Thus, CCITT have studied the fiber-optic-based broadband ISDN for providing 155 Mbps 

and 622 Mbps bandwidths to end users for multimedia communications. 

B-ISDN can provide interactive services, retrieval services, message services, and dis

tributive services. The B-ISDN interactive services include telephone, videophone, teleme

try, teletex, facsimile, video surveillance, and video teleconferencing. The B-ISDN retrieval 

services include videotex, interactive on-demand video libraries, and national medical imag

ing libraries. The B-ISDN message services include voice mail, electronic mail, video mail, 

and multimedia mail. The B-ISDN distributive services include HiFi audio, normal televi

sion, high-definition television, electronic newspaper, and electronic multimedia publishing. 

The 155-Mbps and 622-Mbps B-ISDN user-network interface rates are needed for interactive 

video, three-dimensional image processing, high-performance multimedia workstations, in

terconnections among high-speed local area networks and metropolitan area networks, and 
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for physicians and medical experts whose clinic offices are not in hospitals and who want 

to use global PACS to provide telemedicine services. 

The CCITT defined that the Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) protocols and tech

nology are used for implementing B-ISDN to provide flexible and statistical multiplexing 

transport services for multimedia communications. The ATM standards are based on the 

fast packet switching concepts of cell-switching fixed-size 53-byte cells, which will be dis

cussed in Chapter 3. The ATM protocols and technology will be discussed in further detail 

in Chapter 4 for the proposed global backbone networks of global PACS and telemedicine 

applications. 

1.5 Characteristics of Backbone Networks 

Originally, the needs of backbone networks came from the limitations of local area net

works and interconnections of LANs. Some limitations of traditional shared-medium LANs 

(e.g., CSMA/CD Ethernet, token bus, and token ring) are [112]: 

1. Limited numbers of attached stations to a single LAN: 

In token ring LAN, each station attached causes increased delay (token circulation 

delay) around the ring, even if it is not transmitting. In CSMA/CD Ethernet, more 

attached stations increase the collision probability, which decreases the effective band

width of the shared medium (Ethernet cable). 

2. Limited geography: 

Traditional LANs cover only several miles. Without backbone networks, they are not 

large enough to cover a large campus or city. 
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3. Limited amount of effective bandwidth per attached station: 

Because the total (aggregate) bandwidth of a shared-medium LAN is shared by all 

attached stations, the more stations that try to transmit, the less effective the band

width per station will be. 

To overcome these limitations of LANs, stations within a campus are attached to sev

eral LANs. These LANs, which may be at different locations in the campus, are intercon

nected by a high-speed backbone network. Gateways are used to connect these LANs to 

the campus-wide backbone network, and all inter-LAN traffic will go through the back

bone network. Thus, to avoid bottleneck, the backbone network should have an adequate 

bandwidth to support all inter-LAN traffic flows. Two often mentioned backbone network 

standards for covering a metropolitan area are: ANSI Fiber Distributed Data Interface 

(FDDI) token ring and IEEE 802.6 Distributed Queue Dual Bus (DQDB) metropolitan 

area network [114]. 

The FDDI token ring is standardized by the American National Standards Institute. 

The FDDI uses a fiber-optic transmission medium to operate at a speed of 100 Mbps, 

which is the aggregate network bit rate shared by all attached stations and gateways. An 

FDDI network can have a total perimeter up to 100 kilometers and accommodate up to 500 

stations and gateways. The DQDB MAN is standardized by IEEE 802.6 working group. 

The DQDB MAN consists of two contrary-flowing optical fibers. Each optical fiber operates 

as an 155 Mbps unidirectional bus, and attached stations and gateways choose one of the 

two fiber buses to transmit to downstream stations or gateways. The DQDB MAN can 
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cover areas of at least 50 kilometers in diameter and accommodate over 500 stations and 

gateways. 

The 100-Mbps FDDI and 155-Mbps DQDB MANs provide adequate backbone band

width for interconneting multiple 4-,10-, and 16-Mbps LANs which support traditional data 

communications. However, because the total medium bandwidth (100 Mbps or 155 Mbps) 

is shared by hundreds of attached stations and gateways, the effective bandwidth per station 

is not adequate for supporting full-fledged multimedia communications requirements shown 

in Tables 1.3 and 1.4. Actually, the B-ISDN 155-Mbps and 622-Mbps end-user bit rates for 

an end system are larger than the 100-Mbps FDDI and 155-Mbps DQDB aggregate network 

bit rates which are shared by all attached stations and gateways. Therefore, the FDDI and 

DQDB MAN are suitable for interconnections of traditional data communications LANs, 

but their bandwidths are not adequate for full-fledged multimedia communications. The 

concepts of effective end-user bit rates and aggregate network bit rates of shared-medium 

LANs and MANs will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. 

Both FDDI and DQDB cover hundred-kilometer distances. However, for global PACS, 

the distance between two local PACSs may be several thousand miles. Figure 1.5 shows 

the NSFNET national backbone network for the TCP lIP Internet. The bandwidth of the 

NSFNET transmission links is 45 Mbps, which is too small to support multiple full-fledged 

multimedia communications connections. Therefore, global PACS and telemedicine appli

cations require very high-bandwidth wide-area backbone networks which will be discussed 

in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. 
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Figure 1.5: The NSF~ET National Backbone Network for the TCP /IP Internet. 
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1.6 Approach 

Figure 1.6 shows the summary of the approach of this dissertation research. Chapter 

1 describes the background information and requirement data for local and global PACSs, 

telemedicine applications, and multimedia communications. Based on the information and 

data described in this chapter, the approach for research of this dissertation is as follows. 

As shown in Figure 1.2, the global PACS environment is an internetworking environ

ment which includes local PACSs supported by high-speed LANs, gateways connecting 

the local PACSs to regional backbone networks, and regional, national, and international 

backbone networks. Chapter 2 discusses the methodology for internetworking design for 

backbone networks. We investigate the issues of gateway designs and network management 

for internetworking environments. Since both the backbone networks and multimedia com

munications need high-speed networking, the high-speed networking may use the popular 

UNIX operating system with some modifications or use other real-time operating systems. 

The problems of porting communications protocol software package from one operating sys

tem to another incompatible operating system may be needed in the high-speed networking 

designs for backbone networks and multimedia communications. Thus, we present an in

ternetworking project in which we ported a multi-pro cess-based TCP lIP software package 

from one multi-process operating system to another incompatible multi-tasking operating 

system. The experiences from the presented case study are valuable for the internetworking 

design of backbone networks. 

Based on material in Chapters 1 and 2, Chapter 3 investigates the design issues of global 

backbone networks for global PACS. Since global backbone networks for global PACS need 
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to meet the two-second PACS image transfer requirement (see Table 1.2) and to support 

multimedia communications for telemedicine applications, the global backbone networks 

will have very high-bandwidth (several Gbps) aggregate network bit rates. First, we inves

tigate constant-bit-rate and variable-bit-rate multimedia communications services, and the 

concepts of effective end-user bit rates and aggregate network bit rates for global backbone 

networks. Then, we discuss the traffic patterns due to users' scenario and investigate the 

impact of high-speed, long-distance, large-scale factors to the design of wide-area global 

backbone networks. To achieve very high-bandwidth (several Gbps) for global backbone 

networks for global PACS, we discuss the end-to-end functional distribution in the global 

PACS environment. We conclude that, to achieve very high-bandwidth global backbone 

networks, most of communications protocol functions will be in the end systems, and the 

backbone networks only provide very high-speed cell-switching and transport functions. At 

the end of Chapter 3, we will compare the traditional X.25 and IP based global backbone 

networks with the emerging fast packet switching based Frame Relay and Asynchronous 

Transfer Mode (ATM) global backbone networks. Because the protocol processing lim

itations of X.25, IP, and Frame Relay protocols, only the ATM-based global backbone 

networks can achieve the very high-bandwidth (several Gbps) aggregate network bit rates 

to support global PACS and telemedicine applications. 

Based on the discussions in Chapter 3, we propose a national backbone network for global 

PACS and telemedicine applications in the United States in Chapter 4. As mentioned in 

Chapter 3, only ATM-based B-ISDN global backbone networks can support the several

Gbps high-bandwidth requirements of global multimedia communications for global PACS 
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and telemedicine applications. Thus, in Chapter 4, we first describe the B-ISDN Protocol 

Reference Model, Synchronous Optical NETwork (SONET) and ATM Standards. Then 

the traffic control and network management issues of very high-speed, long-distance, global 

backbone networks are discussed. The topology of the proposed national backbone network 

for global PACS in the United States is described, and we explain the reasons why such 

a topology is chosen from the technical and economical viewpoints. In Chapter 5, we 

describe the backbone network model description for simulation, and the simulation results 

and analysis are presented. In Chapter 6, we present the summary, conclusions, and future 

directions. 
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The objective of this dissertation is to design global backbone networks for global PACS. 

To achieve optimal (or at least better) design, one important process in the global backbone 

network design is to understand the end-to-end functional distribution for all related com

ponents, which include end-systems, transmission media and facilities, packet switching 

nodes, gateways, subnetworks, global backbone networks, and network management as

pects for operations, administration, maintenance, and provisioning to provide guaranteed 

quality of services to applications and customers. To understand the end-to-end functional 

distribution for all related components, which will be discussed in futher detail in Chapter 

3, we start from the discussion of internet working designs in this chapter. 

As shown in Figure 1.2, the global PACS is an internetwork, which consists of local 

area networks, regional backbone networks, national backbone networks, and international 

backbone networks for global PACS. Therefore, the internetworking issues, which have im

pact on the design of backbone networks for global PACS, are presented in this chapter. 

The issues of interconnecting incompatible networks will always exist, since new network

ing technologies emerge to support new demanded services, but the existing networks will 

continue to exist. For example, the broadband ISDN based on ATMjSONET standards 

and technologies to support emerging multimedia communications applications is different 
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from today's data communications networks in protocols, technologies, bandwidths, and 

service requirements. We can only phase out the existing data communications networks 

and replace them with the new emerging multimedia communications networks in evolu

tionary steps. That is, the existing data communications networks and the new multimedia 

communications networks will co-exist for several years in the future. Thus, to support the 

heterogeneous internetworking environment of global PACS, methodology of internetwork

ing designs for backbone networks is very important. The methodology of internetworking 

designs is to ensure the interworking of the existing local PACSs that use today's LAN 

technologies, new local PACSs that use ATM-based LANs, and global backbone networks 

that use ATMjSONET standards and technologies. 

2.1 OSI Internetworking Model 

The concepts of Open Systems Interconnections (OSI) Reference Model started in the 

late 1970s. The purpose of OSI Reference Model is to provide a common basis for the 

coordination of standards development for open systems interconnected via computer or 

communications networks. The goal of OSI standards is to allowed open systems, on 

which are implemented OSI seven-layer standard protocols, to exchange information in a 

heterogeneous multi-vendor environment. One ideal objective is that when the OSI seven

layer protocols are standardized, one set of OSI seven-layer standards will be implemented 

in all computer and communications networks. Then there will be no incompatibility 

problems among networks, i.e., the internetworking issues will disappear. However, more 

than one decade have passed; the market share of truly OSI-based networks is small, and the 
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non-OSI networks, such as TCP /IP based networks, have existed and been increasing. For 

example, presently, the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency's (DARPA) TCP /IP

based Internet interconnects more than 50 countries, 10000 various networks, and 1.5 million 

various types of host computers [52]. The DARPA's Internet is the largest internetwork 

today, and the predicted increasing rate of adding new networks and hosts to the Internet 

may be double every 15 months. 

One reason for the small market share of OSI-based networks is that the OSI standards 

are not complete. It seems impossible to use one set of OSI standards to cover all new techni

cal innovations and new application areas, such as multimedia communications. We use the 

IEEE 802 LAN and MAN standards as an example to explain why multiple OSI standards 

are needed for different technologies and application environments. The IEEE 802 Working 

Groups have studied and standardized layer-l (physical layer ) and layer-2 (data-link layer) 

protocols for LANs and MANs. The results are several sets of IEEE 802 Standards, which 

do not cover WANs, for different technologies and application environments. These IEEE 

8021ayer-l and layer-2 Standards for LANs and MANs are: 802.3 for 10-Mbps carrier sense 

multiple access with collision detection (CSMA/CD) Ethernet-like LAN; 802.4 for Token 

Bus; 802.5 for 4-Mbps or 10-Mbps Token Ring; 802.6 for 155-Mbps distributed queue dual 

bus MAN; 802.9 for Data/Voice Integrated LAN; and 802.11 for Wireless LAN. The IEEE 

802 Standards show that, even under OSI umbrella, there still exists various types of OS! 

networks. Those OSI networks need internetworking to communicate with one another. 

The OSI Reference Model has become a common-sense knowledge in computer and 

communications networks. The reason that we revisit the OSI Reference Model and OSI 
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Internetworking Model is that we will point out the differences between the shared-medium 

based LANs and the packet-switched based WANs and their implication in the design of 

global backbone networks for global PACS. 

2.1.1 OSI Reference Model 

The International Standards Organization (ISO) and CCITT both accepted the OSI 

Seven-Layer Reference Model. The CCITT has cooperated with ISO in developing aS! 

communications protocol standards and in the mutual publication of identical standards. 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the ISO and CCITT OSI Seven-Layer Reference Model. Figure 2.1 

only describes the scenario that the end systems are connected via a single network, which 

may be a shared-medium network or a packet-switched network. An end system consists of 

computer hardware, operating system, other application software, and the OSI seven-layer 

software and hardware package for end-to-end communications. End systems make end-to

end communications with one another via the data communications network to which they 

connect. The data communications network can be a shared-medium network or a packet

switched network. The shared-medium network uses broadcasting transmission on the 

shared medium, such as Ethernet, token bus, and token ring. The packet-switched network 

transports packets via X.25 virtual-circuit switching nodes or IP datagram switching nodes. 

As shown in Figure 2.1, when the network is a shared-medium network, the end systems 

directly connect to a single transmission medium. Since all end-system network interface 

units can receive all frames or packets transmitted on the shared transmission medium, 

there is no switching node for a single shared-medium network. If the single network 
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is a packet-switched network, there will be one or more packet-switching nodes in the 

single packet-switched network. Traditionally, most of LANs are shared-medium networks, 

and most of WANs are packet-switched networks. In a packet-switched network, the end 

systems are connected to switching nodes, and switching nodes make routing decision to 

transport the incoming packets to reach the destination end systems. In the OSI seven-layer 

reference model, the routing function is in the layer-3 network layer. The packet-switching 

nodes process OSI layer-I, layer-2, and layer-3 protocols and make routing decision based 

on the information in the layer-3 packet header. Figure 2.1 also shows that the upper 

four layers (Transport, Session, Presentation, and Application Layers) are concerned with 

end-to-end communications between end-system application programs, and the lower three 

layers (Physical, Data Link, and Network Layers) are concerned with network access and 

packet transmission in the network. 

The original ISO OSI Reference Model Standard was published in 1984 [74]. The OSI 

Reference Model document has been expanded to become four parts: Part 1: the origi

nal OSI Basic Reference Model; Part 2: Security Architecture [75]; Part 3: Naming and 

Addressing [76]; and Part 4: Management Framework [77]. Figure 2.2 shows some OSI 

Standards adopted by ISO and CCITT [79, 106]. As shown in Figure 2.2, the OSI Appli

cation Layer has several sets of standards for supporting different tpyes of user application 

programs. These application layer standards are: Association Control Service Element 

(ACSE, ISO 8649/1-2); Commitment Concurrency and Recovery (CCR, ISO 8650/1-2); 

Remote Operation Service Element (ROSE, ISO 9072); File Transfer, Access, and Manage

ment (FTAM, ISO 8571/1-4), Manufacturing Message Service (MMS, ISO 9506/1-2), Job 
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Transfer and Management (JTM, ISO 8832), Directory Service (DS, ISO 9594/1-8, CCITT 

X.500), Virtual Terminal (VT, ISO 9040/1-4), Message Handling Services (MHS, CCITT 

X.400, for electronic mail), and Network Management (NM, ISO 9596/1-4), and others. As 

new technologies and applications emerge, the OSI standards will be modified, expanded, or 

new standards are created. For instance, the recent advances of technologies and progress 

of applications have changed some of these OSI layer functions described above. For exam

ple, the frame relay technology has moved the routing and switching functions from Layer 

3 to Layer 2 [117, 133]. The high-speed Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) technology 

has moved the routing and switching functions to the lower part of Layer 2 [114, 116]. The 

frame relay and ATM technologies will be discussed in Chapter 3 for the design of global 

backbone networks for global PACS. 

2.1.2 OSI End-System and Subnetwork Model 

The OSI Reference Model described in the last section is based on a scenario of a sin

gle network. The OSI internetworking scenario, which is an internetwork that consists of 

multiple interconnected networks, is discussed in this section. These interconnected net

works are called the subnetworks of the internetwork. In an internetwork, packets from 

one end system, which is connected to one subnetwork, may be packet-switched through 

multiple subnetworks to reach another end system, which is connected to another subnet

work. These interconnected subnetworks can be packet-switched networks, shared-medium 

networks, LANs, MANs, or WANs. We mentioned in the last section that the OSI Layer 

3 handles the intra-network routing and switching functions of a packet-switched network. 
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Figure 2.3: OSI Internetworking Model of End Systems and Subnetworks 

For an internetwork, there are at least two-level of routing and switching functions in OSI 

Layer 3: the lower-level functions for intra-network routing and switching within a packet

switched network; the upper-level functions for inter-network routing and switching across 

interconnected subnetworks. Figure 2.3 illustrates one OSI internetworking model of end 

systems and subnetworks. In this model, the assumptions are: 

1. The communications protocols of End-Systems A and B are compatible from Layer 

4 to Layer 7. The protocol layers from Layer 4 to Layer 7 are end-to-end layers. 

The Layer 4 (Transport Layer) protocol provides the end-to-end reliable transmission 

services for End-Systems A and B. 
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2. The intra-network routing and switching functions within each of the interconnected 

subnetworks (e.g., NET1 and NET2) are handled by the lower part of the Network 

Layer (Sub-Layers 3L' and 3L"). 

3. The inter-network routing and switching functions for transporting packets across 

different subnetworks are handled by the upper part of the Network Layer (Sub-Layer 

3H). 

4. In this model, the Sublayer 3H can be: (i) ISO Internet Protocol (OSI-IP) or De

partment of Defense Internet Protocol (DoD-IP) for datagram connectionless gate

ways [129, 130]; (ii) ISO-X.25 Packet-Level Protocol (PLP) for virtual-circuit connection

oriented gateways. 

Based on different technologies and topologies, the subnetworks can be different in the 

lower three OSI layers. For example, X.25 packet-switched networks use X.21 in the Phys

ical Layer, Link Access Protocol - Balanced (LAPB) in the Data Link Layer, and X.25 

Packet-Level Protocol in the Network Layer. The shared-medium common bus LANs (e.g., 

Ethernet or Token Passing Bus) use IEEE 802 LAN Protocols in the Physical Layer and 

Data Link Layer. Since no routing or switching functions are needed for the shared-medium 

common bus topology, the Network Layer of a single shared-medium common bus LAN be

comes a Null Layer. To resolve the differences of the OSI lower three layers among various 

types of networks (e.g., LANs, MANs, WANs) and to provide uniform OSI Network Layer 

Services to the end-to-end Layer 4 (Transport Layer), the ISO and CCITT agree on a Re

fined Network Layer Model which comprises three Sublayers 3a, 3b, and 3c of the Network 

Layer [78]. The Refined Network Layer Model and a scenario of internetworking based on 
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the three-sublayer network layer model are illustrated in Figure 2.4. The three sublayers 

(3a, 3b, and 3c) of the Refined Network Layer Model are: 

1. Sublayer 3a: the SubNetwork ACcess Protocol (SNACP). The SNACP protocol is the 

specific subnetwork's internal network layer protocol. It conveys the network-layer 

functions needed to meet the requirements of the specific subnetwork such as X.25 or 

LANs. It handles the intra-network routing and switching functions. 

2. Sublayer 3b: the SubNetwork Dependent Convergence Protocol (SNDCP). The SNDCP 

protocol is required to make up the differences between the services provided by the 

Sublayer 3a and the services needed by the Sublayer 3c. 

3. Sublayer 3c: the SubNetwork Independent Convergence Protocol (SNICP). The SNICP 

protocol constitutes an Internet Protocol (OSI-IP) and accomplishes the inter-network 

routing and switching functions. The collective purposes of the Sublayer 3c (SNICP) 

and Sublayer 3b (SNDCP) protocols are, conceptually, to mask the peculiarity of 

individual constituent subnetworks in order to provide uniform OSI Network Layer 

Services through the internetwork of the concatenated subnetworks. 

As shown in Figure 2.4, the scenario for End-System-A communicating with End-System

B is: (i) Packets sent by End-System-A are intra-network routed and packet-switched 

through one or more internal switching nodes in Subnetwork-! to reach a gateway which 
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interconnects Subnetwork-l and another subnetwork. (ii) The gateway performs inter

network packet-switched 011 these incoming packets from Subnetwork-1. If the other inter

connected subnetwork is Subnetwork-N, then the incoming packets reach destination End

System-Bj otherwise, the incoming packets are inter-network packet-switched to access the 

second subnetwork (Subnetwork-2) to reach another gateway. (iii) The process in Step-(ii) 

is repeated, until Subnetwork-N and End-System-B are reached. Since Subnetwork-N is a 

shared-medium common bus LAN, End-System-B is reached without intra-network routing 

and switching in Subnetwork -N. 

The above scenario can be simplified if all subnetworks are directly interconnected to a 

common backbone network. In this case, all inter-network packets from End-System-A of 

Subnetwork-l to End-System-B of Subnetwork-N will go through Gateway-l, which inter

connects Subnetwork-l and the common backbone network, to reach the common backbone 

network. Then, these inter-network packets go through the common backbone network to 

reach the Gateway-N, which interconnects Subnetwork-N and the common backbone net

work. Then, finally, these inter-network packets reach End-System-B of Subnetwork-N. 

The common backbone network interconnecting all subnetworks should be high-speed and 

high-bandwidth in order to quickly transport all inter-network packets among subnetworks. 

The common backbone network can be a packet-switched WAN (e.g., ATM-based WAN) 

or a shared-medium MAN (e.g., IEEE 802.6 DQDB MAN). The scenario of directly in

terconneting all subnetworks to a shared-medium IEEE 802.6 MAN, which works as the 

common backbone network, is possible for a campus environment. However, for a global 

environment such as global PACS (see Figure 1.2), the internetwork will has a hierarchical 
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structure. That is, the local PACSs may be interconnected to high-speed regional backbone 

networks first, and then these regional backbone networks are interconnected to the very 

high-speed global backbone network. The very high-speed global backbone network for 

global PACS will cover several thousand miles. Such a high-speed, long-distance, large

scale, global backbone network will be a packet-switched WAN because of technical and 

economic reasons discussed in Chapter 3. 

2.2 Internetworking Designs 

We discussed the OSI Internetworking Model in the last section. However, we should 

remind that most of existing networks and some future networks will not fit in the exact OSI 

Internetworking Model. Therefore, "Internetworking Approaches: from Practical Aspects" 

are discussed in this section. The discussion will guide the design processes of backbone 

networks. 

2.2.1 General Considerations 

The aforementioned assumptions of the OSI Internetworking Model for End-Systems 

and Subnetworks in Section 2.1 are not always true for some existing and future networks. 

For example, the Assumption 1 is that the communications protocols of End-System-A and 

End-System-B are compatible from Layer-4 to Layer-7. However, the Layers 4-7 between 

different networks may not be compatible. For instance, the OSI Layers 4-7 are different 

from the DoD TCP lIP Suite's Layers 4-7. The Assumptions 2 and 3 are that Layer-3 

(Network Layer) can be subdivided into three Sublayers 3a, 3b, and 3c. The Sublayer 3a 
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handles the intra-network routing, and the Sublayer 3c handles the inter-network routing. 

However, some existing LANs may not have Sublayers 3b and 3c or even no Network 

Layer at all. Shared-medium LANs use broadcasting transmission, and they do not need 

a Network Layer for intra-network routing and switching functions within a single shared

medium LAN. To add the internetworking sublayers 3a, 3b, 3c into the existing networks, 

it requires the modifications and redesign of hardware and software of all installed network 

stations, switching nodes, network management systems, and others. Such an approach is 

usually opposed by network vendors. Therefore, to handle the internetworking problems 

of existing data communications and computer networks, we investigate the more general 

internet working approaches from practical aspects in the following sections. 

Figure 2.5 shows the general gateway architecture for internetworking two networks. 

As shown in Figure 2.5, depending on the layer compatibility of the two interconnected 

networks, the gateway design may be up to any layer. The two interconnected networks 

may be: one is a packet-switched network, and the other is a shared-medium network; or 

both networks are the same type, but they use different protocol suites. Depending on which 

layer the internetworking (translation or conversion) is implemented, the gateway can be 

called repeater (layer-l internetworking), bridge (layer-2 internetworking), router (layer-

3 internetworking), or gateway (layer-4 or upper-layer internetworking). A repeater 

interconnects two networks which are compatible from Layer 2 to Layer 7. The repeater 

converts at the physical layer and forwards the incoming individual bits from one network 

to the other network. The resulting internetwork works as a single network at the Data 

Link and higher layers. A bridge interconnects two networks which are compatible from 
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Layer 3 to Layer 7. The bridge converts at the data link layer, receives the incoming 

data link frames from one network, examines the frame's header and trailer, formats new 

frames and then forwards them to the other network if the incoming frames are for another 

networks. A router interconnects two networks which are compatible from Layer 4 to Layer 

7. The router converts at the network layer, receives the incoming network-layer packets 

from one network, examines the packet's header, formats new packets and then routes and 

switches them to another switching nodes or another network. The gateways for the OSI 
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Internetworking Model (see Figure 2.4) and the DoD TCP lIP Internet are network-layer 

routers. 

The strict definition of a gateway is that the gateway interconnects two networks which 

are com pati ble from Layer 5 to Layer 7 (a layer-4 gateway), from Layer 6 to Layer 7 (a 

layer-5 gateway), only Layer 7 (a layer-6 gateway), or not compatible at all (a layer-7 

gateway). However, we use the term gateway in more generic sense, that is, a gateway is 

an internetworking equipment which interconnects two incompatible networks and allows 

the end-systems on the two networks to communicate with each other. Therefore, the term 

"a gateway" in this dissertation can be a repeater, bridge, router, or higher-layer gateway. 

From Figure 2.5, if the protocols of Network-A and Network-B are compatible from 

Layer (N+l) to Layer 7, then the gateway is alayer-N gateway. Within the gateway, we can 

logically view that the gateway consists of three parts: (i) software and hardware of Half

Gateway-A, which implements the protocols of Layer-IA to Layer-NA for having access to 

and communicating with Network-A; (ii) software and hardware of Half-Gateway-B, which 

implements the protocols of Layer-IB to Layer-NB for having access to and communicating 

with Network-B; and (iii) the translator (converter) module, which links the Half-Gateway

A and Half-Gateway-B and implements the necessary translation or conversion functions 

that will make up the differences of services provided by Layer-NA and Layer-NB. 

For each gateway interconnecting specific Network-A and Network-B, the Half-Gateway

A module is specific for Network-A, the Half-Gateway-B module is specific for Network

B, and the translator (converter) module is also specific for making up the differences 

between Layer-NA and Layer-NB. Although a methodology may apply to the general design 
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process for gateway designs, there will be no general gateway which can interconnect any 

different networks. That is, the gateway interconnecting two specific networks needs special 

implementation considerations which are based on the specific characteristics of the two 

interconn<;!cted networks. Therefore, we will discuss the generic gateway functions first, 

and then the specific gateway design and implementation considerations will be deliberated 

from practical aspects. 

2.2.2 Generic Gateway Functions 

The generic gateway functions include: half-gateway modules for Network-A and Network

B; naming, addressing, and routing functions; packet fragmentation and reassembly; buffer

ing and flow control functions; congestion control function; error handling function; access 

and security control function; billing and charging function; statistical monitoring function; 

and protocol conversion function. The generic gateway functions are general to gateways; 

however, the implementations of these generic functions are different among specific gate

ways. Each of these specific gateways interconnects two specific networks. These generic 

gateway functions are similar to the general network management functions defined in the 

"OSI Reference Model - Part 4: Management Framework" standard [77]. OSI Network 

Management divides the complicated issues of network management into five functional 

areas: configuration management, performance management, fault management, security 

management, and accounting management. 

Based on the five network management functional areas, the OSI network manage

ment standards have been defined by ISO and CCITT [18, 70, 90, 91, 119, 152]. These 
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OSI network management standards are: ISO-7498-4 Management Framework; ISO 9595 

Common Management Information Service Element (CMISE); ISO 9596 Common Man

agement Information Protocol (CMIP); ISO 10040 Systems Management Overview; ISO 

10164 Systems Management; and ISO 10165 Structure of Management Information Model, 

and others. Some examples of the implementations of OSI network management stan

dards are [18, 26, 60, 136, 137]: AT&T's Unified Network Management Architecture, BT's 

Open Network Architecture and Concert, DEC's Enterprise Management Architecture, 

HP's Openview, and IBM's Open Network Management Architecture. The network man

agement of a campus-wide internetwork needs a campus network management center. The 

network management of the regional, national, international backbone networks for global 

PACS is much more complicated than that of a campus-wide internetwork. The network 

management of the global PACS environment needs multiple network management centers 

working cooperatively, via the ISO OSI network management standards, to provide guar

anteed quality of service of multimedia communications for global PACS and telemedicine 

applications. 

2.2.3 Internetworking Approaches: from Practical Aspects 

Presently, there exist multiple networks which were designed and implemented before 

the complete set of OSI protocol standards are available. These existing networks may 

use vendor's proprietary protocols, such as Sytek LocalNet-20 LAN, IBM Systems Network 

Architecture, non-OSI de facto standards, such as DoD TCP lIP protocol suite, or OSI 

standards. Therefore, the internetworking and gateway design considerations must live 
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with this real-world situation. Thus, we tackle the internetworking problems from the con

siderations of hardware, software, and real-world constraints, for example, time and budget 

limits, vendors' commercial interests, etc. The discussion is based on the general gateway 

architecture which consists of the Half-Gateway-A module, Half-Gateway-B module, and 

translator (converter) module (see Figure 2.5). The hardware considerations are as follows: 

1. What kinds of communications components are available? The communications com

ponents include VLSI chips, communications interface boards, or front-end stand

alone communications boxes. 

2. What kinds of interfaces and backplane buses are available? The interfaces and 

backplane buses can be Intel Multibus, Motorola VME-bus, DEC Q-bus, DEC TUR

BOchannel, IBM MICRO Channel, RS-422, or RS-232-C. 

3. Where is the gateway implemented? The gateway can be implemented in a stand-

alone chassis, microcomputer, workstation, or minicomputer. 

The software considerations are as follows: 

1. Which layer is the gateway up to? The decision is dependent on the compatibility of 

layers between the two interconnected subnetworks. 

2. Who will provide the software of protocol implementation? Is the third-party software 

available? Do the vendors of the two interconnected subnetworks want to provide the 

proprietary protocol software? 

3. Is the available protocol software portable for different operating systems? The avail

able protocol software may run on an operating system that are different from the 
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operating system used by the gateway. Sometimes, porting the protocol implementa

tion from one operating system to another operating system is very difficult or even 

impossible [99]. 

4. Where and how is the translator module implemented? As shown in Figure 2.5, 

the translator module interconnects the two half-gateway modules. To deal with the 

interconnection of existing subnetworks, we cannot change the software and hardware 

of all installed end-systems and switching nodes of existing subnetworks. Therefore, 

the implementation of the translator module is the key to achieve the aforementioned 

generic gateway functions. 

In the following sections, we discuss three approaches for internetworking. Based on 

the generic gateway architecture shown in Figure 2.5, we will point out where the trans

lator module and the two half-gateway modules are in each of the three internetworking 

approaches. In the discussion of the three approaches, the aforementioned questions about 

the hardware and software considerations will be answered. The comparison of the three 

approaches is also discussed. 

2.2.3.1 Network-Interface-Unit (NIU) Based Internetworking Approach 

The RS-232-C interface is the most popular interface port for computers and terminals. 

Therefore, LAN vendors often developed stand-alone, front-end communications boxes with 

RS-232-C interface to allow computers and terminals to be connected to networks. These 

communications boxes are also called network interface units (NIUs). For example, the LAN 

vendor Sytek Inc. provides Packet Communications Unit (PCU) boxes for its LocalNet-20 
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broadband CSMA/CD LAN; the Concord Data Systems (CDS) Inc. provides Token/Net 

Interface Module (TIM) boxes for its Token/Net broadband Token Passing Bus LAN. For 

these networks using stand-alone, front-end network interface units with RS-232-C inter

face, the simplest internetworking approach is to directly connect pairs of NIUs via RS-232 

cables. This simplest internetworking approach only provides very limited generic gate

way functions previously described. In the Computer Engineering Research Laboratory 

(CERL), we connected the Sytek LocalNet-20 PCU boxes with CDS TIM boxes via RS-

232-C Null Modem cables. Then users in LocalNet-20 LAN can communicate with users 

in Token/Net LAN via the direct connections of NIUs. 

By comparing Figure 2.5 with this approach, we can see that the two half-gateway 

modules are equivalent to the LocalNet-20 PCU and Token/Net TIM; the translator module 

is equivalent to the RS-232-C Null Modem cable. The hardware and software of the two 

half-gateway modules are inside the PCU and TIM. The RS-232-C interface has earned the 

reputation of being the most non-standard standard in electronics because vendors may 

use the RS-232-C 25 pins differently. Since the use of the RS-232-C 25 pins are different 

among vendors, the design of the RS-232-C cable for conneting the two NIUs should follow 

the pin-assignment of each vendor. Based on the definition of "interface", which is "a 

specification or protocol for how data should be formatted and sequenced to pass between 

two adjacent devices," the design of the RS-232-C cable for connecting two NIUs is also 

a type of protocol conversion. In this approach, establishing and terminating the end-to

end logical connection should be handled link-by-link by the users, and the error handling 
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function is also taken care of by the users. Thus, this approach is simple, but only very 

limited generic gateway functions are provided. 

We can improve the approach of direct connection of NIUs by adding a computer. The 

scenario of this improved NIU-based internetworking approach is shown in Figure 2.6, which 

still uses LocalNet-20 and Token/Net internetworking as an example. By comparing Figure 

2.5 with Figure 2.6, we can see that two half-gateway modules are still LocalNet-20 PCU and 

Token/Net TIM; however, we can use the computer to implement the translator module 

and the generic gateway functions such as: naming, addressing, and routing functions; 

packet fragmentation and reassembly function; buffering function; flow control function; 

congestion control function; error handling function; access and security control function; 

billing and charging function; and protocol conversion function. 

Some network vendors provide communications adapter boards which can be inserted 

into the computer bus. The communications adapter boards are another kinds of network 

interface units (NIUs). For example, the Sytek Inc. provides a broadband CSMA/CD com

munications adapter board for IBM-PCs; the Intel Corp. provides an Ethernet communica

tions adapter board for IBM-PCs. If the two communications adapter boards are inserted 

into the PC bus, then we can build a PC-based gateway that interconnects LocalNet-20 

and Ethernet. In this scenario, the two half-gateway modules are the LocalNet-20 commu

nications adapter board and the Ethernet adapter board, and the translator module can be 

implemented inside the PC. Since NIUs, which can be stand-alone, front-end communica

tions boxes or communications adapter boards, usually support RS-232-C interface speeds 

up to 19.2 kbps, the NIU-based internetworking approach has its bandwidth limitation. 
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Figure 2.6: The Improved NIU-based Internetworking Approach 

This improved NIU-based internetworking approach can implement and test generic 

gateway functions inside the computer. These developed and tested generic gateway func

tions can be used in the "Integrated Gateway Approach" which can support higher inter

networking traffic bandwidths than the NIU-based internetworking approach does. 

2.2.3.2 Integrated Gateway Approach 

To support higher bandwidths and multiple user sessions for internetworking traffic, 

the integrated gateway approach, which is more complicated than the NIU-based internet

working approach, should be taken. Actually, the generic gateway architecture shown in 
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Figure 2.5, which, logically, consists of two half-gateway modules and a translator mod

ule, is suitable for the implementation of integrated gateways which are multi-processor, 

parallel-processing systems performing internetworking functions. The generic gateway ar

chitecture shown in Figure 2.5 is used in this approach; however, the implementations of the 

two half-gateway modules in this integrated gateway approach need the network vendors' 

cooperation. That is, we need network vendors' proprietary internal design information of 

the hardware and software implementations if their networks use their proprietary protocols 

(e.g., the Sytek LocalNet-20 LAN). In the NIU-based internet working approach, the two 

half-gateway modules are vendors' NIUs, which can be either stand-alone, front-end com

munications boxes or communications adapter boards. Since the hardware and software 

implementations of network vendors' protocols are inside the NIUs, the required information 

and cooperation from network vendors are minimum. However, in the integrated gateway 

approach, we want to achieve higher internetworking bandwidths than those provided by 

NIUs. Thus, the internal design information of hardware and software implementations 

from network vendors is necessary. Obtaining the internal design information from vendors 

is one of the difficult challenges of this integrated gateway approach. 

An integrated gateway is a multi-processor system that consists of several single board 

computers (SBCs) and storage systems for recording statistical monitored internet working 

traffic information. These SBCs are inserted into a stand-alone chassis, microcomputer 

bus, workstation bus, or minicomputer bus. The computer backplane interface buses can 

be: Intel Multibus, Motorola VME-bus, DEC Q-bus, DEC TURBOchannel, IBM MI

CRO Channel, IBM-PC bus, or emerging very high-speed backplane buses for multimedia 
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communications. Basically, all hardware and software design principles of multi-processor 

systems can be applied to the integrated gateway design. Based on the generic gateway 

architecture shown in Figure 2.5, each of two half-gateway modules and the translator mod-

ule of the integrated gateway can be implemented on one or more single board computers. 

These SBCs are inserted into the backplane bus and cooperate with one another to per-

form the integrated gateway functions for interconneting the two subnetworks. Figure 2.7 

shows an integrated gateway which interconnects the Sytek LocalNet-20 LAN and the DoD 

TCP fIP-based Defense Data Network (DDN) [98]. This integrated gateway is developed 

by the Computer Engineering Research Laboratory gateway research team. The design 

procedures of integrated gateways are described as follows. 
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1. Step 1: Understand and Use Each of the two Subnetworks. 

One gateway design criterion is that the gateway should be user-friendly and trans

parent to end users. Therefore, the gateway designers should understand the operat

ing procedures, hardware, software, and protocols of each of the two interconnected 

subnetworks. If possible, the designers should also use each of the subnetworks to 

understand the user-network interface, the network access procedures, the session es

tablishing and terminating procedures, the error handling procedures, and the char

acteristics of each of the two subnetworks. 

2. Step 2: Start the NIU-Based Internetworking Approach. 

The philosophy of design, implementation, and testing of the gateway is from simple 

to complex. Especially, for the integrated gateways which are multi-processor sys

tems, the implementation and testing of hardware and software should start from 

module-by-module, SBC-by-SBC, and finally, to multiple SBCs integrated implemen

tation and testing. Without the step-by-step implementation and testing, the final 

integrated multi-SBC gateway will become too complicated for testing and debug

ging. As we mentioned in the improved NIU-based internetworking approach (Le., 

NIUs plus a computer), the generic gateway functions for NIU-based internetwork

ing, which are developed and tested in the computer, can be used for the integrated 

gateway approach with some minor modifications. Developing and testing software 

and hardware modules on a computer is easier than those procedures done on a 

multi-processor integrated gateway. 
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3. Step 3: Decide Which Layer Gateway Is Refquired. 

The criteria of choosing the layers for the integrated gateway are: 

(i) Based on Figure 2.5 and dependent on the compatibility of the protocol layers of 

the end-systems, we choose the layers up to which the gateway is built. For example, 

if the two end-systems are compatible from Layer-(N+l) to Layer-7, then a Layer-N 

gateway can be built. 

(ii) From the point of view of efficiency, the lower layer the gateway is, the more 

efficient it will be. That is, the more protocol layers in the integrated gateway will take 

more processing time. This is very important for designing very high-speed backbone 

networks to support high-speed and high-volume multimedia communications. If the 

internetworking traffic is really huge, such as traffic of multimedia communications, 

then processing burden will be too heavy to be handled by a higher-layer integrated 

gateway. We will re-visit this issue in Chapter 3 when we design the very high-speed 

global backbone networks for global PACS. 

(iii) From practical point view, "how low the gateway layers can be" is also dependent 

on the network vendors' willingness of providing their proprietary internal design 

information of the hardware and software implementations of the protocol layers. 

This is especially important if the subnetworks are based on vendors' proprietary 

non-standard communications protocol layers. For example, if the End-System-A 

and End-System-B are compatible from Layer-(N+l) to Layer-7, then a Layer-N 

integrated gateway is possible. However, if the available hardware, software, and 

internal design information from network vendors are in the Layer-M, where M is 
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greater than N, then the real integrated gateway in this case will be a Layer-M 

gateway. 

4. Step 4: Obtain the Required Information from Network Vendors. 

From Steps 1, 2, and 3, the integrated gateway designers list all the needed internal 

design information of hardware, software, and interfaces, which the designers want to 

obtain from the network vendors. A few political considerations are involved in Step 

4. For example, under what conditions the network vendors will agree to provide the 

needed information? The agreements with vendors can be non-disclosure agreement, 

license fee, mutual exchange of copyrights, or others. What kinds of backplane inter

faces that vendors' hardware can be inserted? The backplane interfaces can be Intel 

Multibus, Motorola VME-bus, DEC TURBOchannel, IBM MICRO Channel, or some 

special high-speed buses. What kinds of operating systems can the vendors's proto

col implementations run on? The operating systems can be UNIX, iRMX, MS-DOS, 

or other special operating systems. Are there any interface conflicts between the 

software and hardware products from the network vendors? The potential interface 

conflicts can be the same bus addresses, the same reserved memory addresses, the 

same interrupt addresses, and others. Many of such questions should be investigated 

and answered before the integrated gateway decision is made. 

5. Step 5: Decide What Kind of Chassis or Computer to Build the Gateway. 

The integrated gateway is a multi-processor system which comprises several single 

board computers (SBCs). Therefore, the integrated gateway should be built in a 

stand-alone chassis with backplane bus or in a computer with enough interface slots 
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on its backplane. If a stand-alone chassis is used, then the software of the two half

gateway modules and the translator module may be in read only memories (ROMs) 

resident on SBCs; or the software is developed on a host computer, and then it is 

downloaded to the target SBCs. An integrated gateway built on a computer is easier 

for software development and testing. 

6. Step 6: Design the Translator Module to Link the Two Half-Gateway Modules. 

After we obtain the internal design information about network vendors' software and 

hardware implementations of their proprietary protocols, we implement the propri

etary protocols of the two interconnected subnetworks in the two half-gateway mod

ules. Then next challenge is how to implement the translator module that provides 

most of the generic gateway functions and protocol conversion function to link the 

two half-gateway modules. Because every subnetwork has its specific characteris

tics, the design and implementation of each translator, which links the two specific 

half-gateway modules of the two interconnected subnetworks, will be different among 

integrated gateways. That is, although the general principles are the same, the im

plementation of each translator module should reflect the specific characteristics of 

the two interconnected subnetworks. 

7. Step 7: Implementation and Testing of the Integrated Gateway. 

The integrated gateway is a complicated multi-processor, parallel-processing system 

with hardware and software from the two subnetwork vendors, and the gateway 

designers and developers. The implementation and testing of the integrated gate

way is a tremendous task. All the design, implementation, and testing principles of 
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multi-processor, parallel-processing systems can be applied to any integrated gateway 

projects. The philosophy here is that during the designing process, how to test each 

module of the implementation should always be kept in mind. The implementation 

and testing should start from basic to advanced, and from simple to complex. That 

is, individual modules of software and hardware should be tested separately before 

they are integrated and tested together. Without these individual module testing 

steps, the final integrated system will become too complex for testing and debugging. 

For example, we cannot put all the generic gateway functions mentioned in Section 

2.2 into the integrated gateway from the beginning. These generic functions should 

be added into the integrated gateway one-by-one, and tested one-by-one in sequence. 

First, the simplest translator module with only protocol conversion function will be 

implemented to link the two half-gateway modules. The simplest translator module 

without any complex generic gateway functions is not user-friendly or transparent, but 

we can use it to make sure that the two half-gateway modules can interwork together 

and can provide the internetworking end-to-end connection via this simplest gateway. 

After the simplest gateway passed the testing, then we add and test the other generic 

gateway functions into the translator module. These other generic gateway functions 

are: naming, addressing, and routing functions; packet fragmentation and reassembly 

functions; buffering and flow control functions; congestion control function; error 

handling function; access and security control function; billing and charging function; 

and statistical monitoring function. The implementation and testing of these generic 



GATEWAY -A/X GATEWAY -SIX 

The Neutral Network-X should be a well-known standard network. 

The Neutral Network-X can be: ISO-OS I network, DoD TCP/IP network, 
X.25 network, or ISDN network. 

Figure 2.8: The Internetworking Approach via a Neutral (Backbone) Network 
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gateway functions should be done one-by-one in sequence. We emphasize here again 

that although the general principles of these generic functions are the same, the 

implementations of them will be different among different integrated gateways that 

interconnects pairs of different subnetworks. That is, N(N-l)/2 different integrated 

gateways are needed for individually interconnecting N different subnetworks [63]. 

2.2.3.3 Gateway Design via a Neutral (Backbone) Network 

Figure 2.8 shows the scenario of internetworking via a neutral (backbone) network. 

The neutral (backbone) network should be a well-known standard network. The well-
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known standard network can be an OSI network, DoD TCP /IP Internet, X.25 network, 

narrowband ISDN, broadband ISDN, FDDI, IEEE 802.6 DQDB MAN, or others. As shown 

in Figure 2.8, the Gateway A/X, which interconnects the Subnetwork-A and the Neutral

Network-X, and the Gateway B/X, which interconnects the Subnetwork-B and the Neutral

Network-X, are both integrated gateways discussed in previous section. However, the dif

ference in the neutral network approach is that one half-gateway module (Half-Gateway-X) 

is implemented with well-known standard protocols of the neutral (backbone) network. Be

cause the neutral network uses standard protocols we can obtain these standard protocols 

from standards organizations for implementing the Half-Gateway-X module to connect the 

Neutral-Network-X. The characteristics of this neutral (backbone) network approach are: 

1. Ifintegrated gateways are used to individually interconnect N subnetworks, then N(N-

1)/2 integrated gateways are needed [63]. However, if all N subnetworks are directly 

interconnected to the Neutral-Network-X, then only N gateways are needed, because 

any two subnetworks can communicate with each other through the Neutral-Network-

X. 

2. If all N subnetworks are directly connected to the Neutral-Network-X, the all inter

networking traffic will go through the Neutral-Network-X. Therefore, the Neutral

Network-X becomes a backbone network, and it should have high bandwidth to sup

port all internetworking traffic of all N subnetworks. 

3. Since the Neutral-Network-X uses well-known standard protocols, the hardware and 

software for implementing the Half-Gateway-X module are easier to obtain from the 

third-party vendors who provide products for standard protocols. 
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4. For designing an integrated gateway that interconnects two proprietary subnetworks, 

we mentioned that it is a big challenge to obtain the internal design information of 

network vendors' proprietary protocols for the two half-gateway modules. We need 

full cooperation from the two network vendors for the implementations of the two half

gateway modules. Sometimes it is hard to obtain the vendors' full cooperation because 

of concerns about copyrights and business interest issues. For the gateway design via a 

neutral network, since the Half-Gateway-X module which interfaces with the Neutral

Network-X uses standard protocols, we only need to deal with one network vendor to 

obtain the internal design information of its proprietary protocols to implement the 

other half-gateway module. If the gateway is designed by the network vendor itself, 

the network vendor has all the needed internal design information. For this reason, 

the network vendors favor this gateway design via a neutral (backbone) network 

approach. 

5. The only disadvantage of this gateway design via a neutral network approach is the 

potential overhead and loss of efficiency. We consider two cases. In Case 1, the 

neutral network connects two remotely located LANs; In Case 2, the neutral network 

connects two co-located LANs. For Case 1, because the two LANs are remotely 

located, they need a link, a MAN, or a WAN to interconnect them. Therefore, the 

neutral (backbone) network is essential and justified, and there is no overhead or loss 

of efficiency. For Case 2, because the two LANs are co-located, an integrated gateway 

can directly interconnect the two LANs. Therefore, connecting the two co-located 

LANs via a neutral network means that the neutral network becomes an overhead, 
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and the extra protocol processing delay in the neutral network will cause the loss of 

efficiency for Case 2. For the global PACS environment shown in Figure 1.2, most 

of local PACSs are remotely located (Le., Case 1). Hence, the gateway design via a 

neutral (backbone) network is a better approach for the global PACS environment. 

2.2.3.4 Comparison of the Internetworking Approaches 

The summary and comparison of the aforementioned three internetworking approaches 

will be based on practical aspects. That is, What is the internetworking traffic? What 

does the end users want? What kinds of services can be provided by each internetworking 

approach? How much time is required and what is the cost in each internetworking ap

proach? From overall considerations, which one is the most cost-effective internetworking 

approach that can satisfy the end users' needs and be within the time and cost limits? 

The three internetworking approaches are the NIU-based internetworking approach, the 

integrated gateway approach, and the gateway design via a neutral (backbone) network 

approach. These three internet working approaches are related. That is, the experiences 

and results gained from one approach can help the other approach. Sometimes, it is hard 

to decide which internetworking approach is the best one that satisfies the end users' real

world requirements: services that they want and within their time and cost constraints. 

The advantages and disadvantages of each internetworking approach are summarized as 

follows. 

1. Approach 1: the Network Interface Unit (NIU) Based Internetworking Approach. 

The advantages are: 
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(a) It is the simplest internetworking approach, and, usually, it only requires the 

NIUs, which are used as the two half-gateway modules, RS-232-C cables, a 

computer, which is used as the translator module to provide generic gateway 

functions for user-friendly and transparent services. 

(b) The development time and cost are minimum. 

(c) Because it uses the NIUs, which may be stand-alone, front-end communications 

boxes or communications adapter boards provided by network vendors, the re

quired network vendors' supports and cooperation are minimum. 

(d) The generic gateway functions developed in the computer can be used for the 

other two approaches. 

(e) This approach is suitable for small numbers of internetworking users and limited 

internetworking traffic volumes. 

The disadvantage is that, because of the limitation of NIUs, it provides limited inter

networking bandwidths and speeds. 

2. Approach 2: the Integrated Gateway Internetworking Approach. 

The advantages are: 

(a) An integrated gateway is a multi-processing, par~llel-processing system that can 

satisfy the high-speed, high-volume internetworking traffic. 

(b) If end systems are compatible from Layer-(N+1) to Layer-7, then a Layer-N 

gateway can be built. The lower layer the gateway is, the more efficient it will 

be. 
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(c) The high-performance generic gateway functions can be provided, since the in

tegrated gateway is a multi-processor, parallel-processing system. 

The disadvantages are: 

(a) The proprietary internal design information from the two network vendors is 

required. Sometimes, it is hard to obtain full supports and cooperation from 

the two network vendors, because of the concerns about copyrights and business 

interest issues. 

(b) The hardware and software of the proprietary protocols provided by the two 

network vendors may be incompatible. That is, the hardware may be for different 

computer buses, and the software may run on different operating systems. 

(c) The development cost and time are maximum. 

(d) It needs N{N-l)/2 integrated gateways to individually interconnect all N sub-

networks. 

3. Approach 3: the Gateway Design via a Neutral (Backbone) Network Approach. 

The advantages are: 

(a) It is an integrated gateway, but one half-gateway module is connected to the neu

tral (backbone) network which uses well-known standard protocols. It is easier 

to obtain the hardware and software for standard protocols than those using net

work vendors' proprietary protocols. Thus, for this gateway design via a neutral 

(backbone) network approach, we only need the full supports and cooperation 
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from one network vendor for the half-gateway module that is connected to the 

vendor's proprietary network. 

(b) If the gateway is built by the network vendor, the network vendor has all the 

proprietary internal design information needed for designing the half-gateway 

module which is connected to its proprietary network. Thus, the network vendors 

favor this gateway design via a neutral (backbone) network approach. 

(c) Two remotely located LAN s can be internetworked via the neutral (backbone) 

network, which can be a standard MAN or WAN, without overhead and loss of 

efficiency. 

(d) This approach is the best for the global PACS environment, because most local 

PACSs are remotely located. 

The disadvantage is that, if the two LANs are co-located, then the extra neutral 

network becomes an overhead, and extra protocol processing delay for going through 

the neutral network will cause the loss of efficiency. 

Choosing the most cost-effective internetworking approach should be based on several 

factors: services wanted by end users, internetworking traffic volume, cost and time con

straints, required supports and cooperation from network vendors, compatibility of hard

ware and software from the network vendors to build the integrated gateway, etc. We have 

suggested three internetworking approaches which include the simplest approach (the NIU

based internetworking) and the complicated, high-performance, multi-processor, parallel

processing integrated gateway approach. The gateway design via a neutral (backbone) net

work approach is the best one for the global PAGS environment. 
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2.3 A Case Study: Development of TCP lIP ICMOS to TCP lIP liRMX Conversion 

When we discussed the integrated gateway internetworking approach, we mentioned 

that, sometimes, the available communications protocol software may run on an operating 

system which is different the operating system used by the integrated gateway. We use 

one project developed in the Computer Engineering Research Laboratory for an integrated 

gateway to discuss the difficulties of converting (porting) the communications protocol 

software from one operating system to another incompatible operating system [99]. For 

very high-speed networking such as ATM/SONET, the popular UNIX operating system 

and its derivatives used by most workstations encounter some difficulties to handle the 

rapidly arriving packets, such as the fixed-size 53-byte ATM cells [31, 142]. Thus, some real

time operating systems are used to handle very high-speed networking interfaces. That is, 

those communications protocol software based on UNIX operating system are needed to be 

ported to some real-time operating systems used to handle very high-speed internetworking 

interfaces. We believe that the project discussed below will provide valuable experiences on 

porting communications protocol software from one operating system to another operating 

system. 

The project is to develop an integrated gateway for interconnecting a packet-radio net

work at Science Application International Corp. (SAIC) and the DoD TCP lIP-based 

Defense Data Network. The SAIC wants to build the integrated gateway on an Intel-310 

microcomputer system that runs on the Intel Real-Time Multi-Tasking (iRMX) operating 

system. The SAIC also wants to use a public domain TCP lIP code from the Mitre Co.; 

however, this Mitre's TCP lIP code runs on a special operating system called "C-Micro 
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Operating System (CMOS)." The structures and system calls of the multi-process CMOS 

operating system are entirely different from those of the real-time multi- tasking iRMX oper

ating system. Hence, one important part of this integrated gateway project is to convert the 

CMOS-dependent multi-process Mitre's TCP lIP communications protocol software from 

the CMOS operating system to the iRMX operating system. 

The goal of the project is to run the same Mitre's multi-process TCP lIP code on two 

totally different operating systems, such as the multi-process CMOS and the multi-tasking 

iRMX. However, the Mitre's multi-process TCP lIP code is based on the CMOS multi

process system functions (e.g., signalO, waitO, etc.) which are different from the system 

calls of iRMX operating system. The incompatibility of the two specific operating systems 

makes this goal very difficult. We use the software engineering approach to tackle this 

TCP lIP ICMOS to TCP lIP liRMX Conversion project. First, we use the top-down design, 

layered, and modular analysis for feasibility analysis. From the feasibility analysis, we sort 

the original Mitre's TCP lIP ICMOS software package into a layered structure, in which 

the higher-layer functions use the lower-layer functions. Figure 2.9 shows the relationship 

between TCP level-8 (T8) function tcpO and the lower-level functions. Figure 2.10 shows 

CMOS level-9 (C9) functions and their relations with the lower-level CMOS functions. 

Based on the layered structure of TCP lIP ICMOS code, we perform the bottom-up 

implementation and testing of each of these CMOS system functions by using the iRMX 

Nucleus System Calls to emulate these CMOS system functions. That is, we implement 

an iRMX-Nucleus-System-Call based new kernel to replace the CMOS system functions. 



TCP Level-8 (T8) Function tcpO 

tcpO -- rercv(T7), tcppkt(T6), usrtran(T5), tcpout(T4) 
tcpabort(T3), clstim(T3), clscon(T3), rtxtim(T3), 
setupkt(T1), tcbinit(T1), pktdone(T1), 
pkttrace(T1), tcpnetinit(T1), opncon(T1), 
iocmp(C10), wait(C9), printf(C6). 

***where T3: TCP level-3 functions; 
C10: CMOS level-10 functions. 
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Figure 2.9: Relationship between TCP Level-8 Function tcpO and Lower-Level Functions 

CMOS Level-9 (C9) Functions 

1. signalO -- getpcte(C8), syserr(C7), enq(C2), 
disable(A 1), set_status(A 1). 

2. waitmO -- dschd(C8), srchq(C8), dlvrmsg(C2), 
disable(A 1), set_status(A 1). 

3. waitO -- dschd(C8), dlvrmsg(C2), deq(C2), 
disable(A 1), set_status(A 1). 

4. pctupO -- a"oc(C8), cvdevnm(C8), move (A 1), zero{A 1). 
5. geCpacketO -- pcta"oc(C8), disable(A 1), secstatus(A 1). 
6. getdcteO -- dschd(C8), syserr(C7). 
7. realdidO -- dschd(C8), syserr(C7). 
8. getpnO -- getpcte(C8), strcpy(A 1). 
9. alarmO -- mktqe(C8). 
10. ialarmO -- mktqe(C8). 

***where C8: CMOS level-8 functions; 
A 1: CMOS assembly functions. 

Figure 2.10: Relationship between CMOS Level-9 Functions and Lov.er-Level CMOS Func
tions 



/* Original CMOS function signalO *1 
signal(pid, event, data) 
UCHAR pid; /* CMOS process id pid WI 
UCHAR event; /* event type *1 
int data; /* user data, but actually, it should be a pointer *1 
{ register MQE *mp; 

register PCTE *pp; 
register int oldstat; 
extern UCHAR mypid; 

} 

oldstat = disableO; 
mp = mq_avsp; 
if (mp == 0) syserr(" Out of Message Queue Entries") 
mq_avsp = mp->mq_link; 
set_status(oldstat); 
mp->mq_sender = mypcte->pc_pid; 
mp->mq_event = event; 
mp->mq_data = data; 
pp = getpcte(pid); 
enq(&(pp->pc_msgq), mp); 
pp->pc_flags &= -PCWAIT; 

Figure 2.11: The Original CMOS System Function signalO 
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Figure 2.11 shows the original CMOS system function signalO. Figure 2.12 shows the new 

kernel function signalO. Figure 2.13 shows the original CMOS system function waitO. 

Figure 2.14 shows the new kernel function waitO. 

By comparison of Figures 2.11, 2.12, 2.13, and 2.14, we can see the differences between 

the iRMX-based new kernel functions and the original CMOS system functions. The reason 

that we use the bottom-up one-by-one implementation and testing is that the new kernel 

functions use very low-level iRMX-Nucleus system calls and assembly functions. The uses 

of such low-level iRMX-N ucleus system calls and assembly functions often cause the Intel-

310 microcomputer system crashes during the implementation and testing. The bottom-up 

approach is easier for step-by-step testing and debugging each of the new kernel functions. 

The bottom-up procedures start from the emulation of the lowest level CMOS system 

functions, level-by-Ievel, and then, finally, the procedures move up to the emulation of the 



/* New Kernel Function signalO wI 
signal(mbxtokn. event. data) 
unsigned int mbxtokn; 
/* MAILBOXTOKEN replaces CMOS process id pid wI 
UCHAR event; /* event type wI 
char .... data; /* pointer to message data *1 
{ extern char *tokentoptrO; 

extern unsigned int resptokn; 
extern unsigned int mypid; 
extern unsigned int mypidO(); 
unsigned int segsize. segtokn; 
MSG *pseg; 

} 

segsize = 16; 
segtokn = createsegment(segsize. &excep); 
/* change iRMX segment token to C pointer WI 
pseg = (MSG *)tokentoptr(segtokn); 
/* get the MAILBOXTOKEN of the running task*1 
mypid = mypidO(); 
/* send the message to the receiving task *1 
pseg->mb_sender = mypid; 
pseg->mb_event = event; 
pseg->mb_data = data; 
resptokn = 0; 
sendmessage(mbxtokn. segtokn. 

resptokn. &excep); 

Figure 2.12: The New Kernel Function signalO 
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/* Original CMOS function waitO */ 
wait(mp) 
MSG *mp; /* pointer to user message area */ 
{ register int oldstat; 

} 

register PCTE *rpcte; 

rpcte = mypcte; 
oldstat = disableO; 
if(rpcte->pcmsgq == NULL) /* if no pending message */ 
{ rpcte->pc_flags 1= PCWAIT; /* then wait for one */ 

dschdO; } 
set_status ( oldstat); 
return( dlvrmsg(deq(&rpcte->pc_msgq), mp); 

Figure 2.13: The Original CMOS System Function waitO 
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highest level CMOS system functions. The new iRMX-based kernel functions try to use 

the same names and parameters as those used by CMOS system functions. In this way, 

we minimize the modifications of the Mitre's TCP lIP code. Then the modified Mitre's 

TCP lIP code uses the iRMX-based new kernel functions to run on the integrated gateway 

that is built on an Intel-310-iRMX microcomputer system. 

The development processes of this TCP lIP ICMOS to TCP lIP liRMX Conversion project 

are summarized in Figure 2.15. The experience of this project is valuable for other inte-

grated gateway projects that need to port communications protocol software from one 

operating system to another operating system. The experience is also useful for porting 

communications protocol software from the popular UNIX operating system to some real-

time operating systems for very high-speed networking technologies such as ATM/SONET. 



1* New Kernel Function waitO * / 
wait(mp); 1* wait for the incoming message */ 
MSG *mp; 
{ extern char *tokentoptrO; 

extern unsigned int resptokn; 
extern unsigned int mypid; 
extern unsigned int mypidOO; 
int timlimit; 

} 

unsigned int token; 
MSG *pseg; 

1* get the MAILBOXTOKEN of the running task */ 
mypid = mypidOO; 
timlimit = Oxffff; 1* if no message, then wait for one */ 
1* check the mailbox to see any message there * / 
token = receivemessage(mypid, timlimit, &resptokn, &excep); 
1* receive the token of message, then change it to C pOinter */ 
pseg = (MSG *)tokentoptr(token); 
mp->mb_sender = pseg->mb_sender; 
mp->mb_event = pseg->mb_event; 
mp->mb_data = pseg ->mb_data; 
1* free the segment token which carries that message * / 
deletesegment(token, &excep); 

Figure 2.14: The New Kernel Function waitO 
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CMOS 
Transform from 

iRMX CMOS Processes to 
Processes iRMX Tasks Tasks 

CMOS **.h 
Transform from 
CMOS ***.h to iRMX Data 

Data Struct iRMX ***.h Structures 

Transform from 

CMOS C CMOS C functions to iC-86 C Lib. 
an iRMX-Based iRMX Nucleus 

Functions New Kernel System Calls 

A Prototype Multi-Tasking 
Program to Test the New Kernel 

Mitre's 
(i) Modification of IP code 
(ii) IP Loopback Test 

IP Code 

Mitre's (i) Modification of TCP/IP Code 
TCP/IP Code (ii) TCP/IP Loopback Test 

Final TCP/IP/iRMX Code 

Figure 2.15: Development Processes of the TCP lIP ICMOS to TCP lIP liRMX Conversion 
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CHAPTER 3 

DESIGN ISSUES OF BACKBONE NETWORKS FOR GPACS 

In Chapter 1, we mentioned that the global PACS, remote consultation and diagnosis, 

and telemedicine applications will need multimedia communications networks to support 

simultaneous transmission of various types of information media, such as voice, audio, text, 

data, graphics, images, animation and video. To transport the tremendous volumes (see 

Tables 1.1,1.2,1.3, and 1.4) of these medical images and information media, the fiber-optic

based very high-bandwidth backbone networks are needed. In this chapter, we investigate 

the designs of such very high-bandwidth global networks to support global PACS and 

telemedicine applications. 

3.1 Multimedia Communications Requirements for Global PACS 

In Chapter 1, Tables 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 describe some multimedia communications 

requirements for supporting global PACS and telemedicine applications. We discuss these 

data in further detail and see their implications in the design of global backbone networks 

for global PACS. 

3.1.1 Impact of Bit-Rate Services in Global Backbone Networks 

Some traffic characteristics of multimedia communications in broadband ISDN (B-ISDN) 

is shown in Table 3.1 [133]. Based on the bite rates, call durations, and burstiness of 
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Bit Rate (Mbps) Call Duration (secs) Burstiness 
Services Min. mean Max. Min. mean Max. Min. mean Max. 

Telephony 0.004 0.064 10:.i 0.3 1 
Video telephony 0.064 70 10:l 0.5 1 
Telemetry 10-.:> 10-:l 1 10 0.01 0.1 
Facsimile (Group 4) 0.064 10 10:.i 1 
Video surveillance 10-:l 30 10.j 104 0.1 1 
Video conference 1 70 10.j 104 0.5 1 
Broad band videotex 1 70 10:.i 103 0.1 1 
Voice mail 0.016 0.064 10 10:l 0.3 0.5 
Electronic mail 10-:l 10:l 0.5 
Video mail 1 70 10 103 0.1 0.5 
Hifi Audio 0.768 10.j 104 1 
TV 30 70 10.j 104 1 
HDTV 140 565 10.j 104 1 

Table 3.1: Traffic Characteristics of B-ISDN 

the services, Table 3.1 categorizes the provided services into dialog, retrieval, messaging, 

and distributed services. These services may be simultaneously provided to an end user 

as multimedia communications services. Because of the high-bandwidth and high-volume 

multimedia communications services , they will be provided by the fiber-optic-based B-

ISDN infrastructure which includes very high-speed, high-performance switching nodes , 

high-bandwidth transmission facilities, and advanced intelligent networks using common 

channel signaling system No. 7 (CCS7) out-band-signaling standards. These services have 

large ranges of bit rates, durations , and burstiness. For example, the bit rates of telephone 

voices can be from 4 kbps to 64 kbps, depending on voice compression techniques used [51]. 

Its call durations can be from 30 seconds to several hours , and the burstiness of telephone 

voice services can be from 30% to 100%. For high-definition television (HDTV) on-demand 

distribution service, t he HDTV bit rates can be from 30 Mbps to 100 Mbps ( see Tables 1.3 

and 1.4) or from 140 Mbps to 565 Mbps (see Table 3.1), depending on the video compression 

techniques used. The connection durations of HDTV service can be from 10 minutes to 
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several hours, and its burstiness can be 100% if the constant-bit-rate compression techniques 

are used. Such big differences of traffic characteristics among the information media impose 

difficulties for designing global backbone networks to support multimedia communications 

and global PACS. Based on the burstiness of information media types and compression 

techniques used, the transmission of information can be either constant-bit-rate traffic and 

variable-bit-rate traffic. We discuss them in more detail below. 

3.1.1.1 Constant Bit-Rate Services 

Voice and video services are two most often mentioned constant-bit-rate (CBR) services. 

However, depending on the compression techniques used, there also exist variable-bit-rate 

(VBR) voice, audio, and video services. In this sections, we discuss the constant-bit-rate 

voice and video services, and the implications of CBR services to the design of backbone 

networks. When human end-users speak and listen to voices, the voices are in analog forms. 

When the videos are taken by or displayed to human end-users, the videos are also in analog 

forms. Therefore, for today's digital networks, the sampling devices and analog to digital 

converters are needed to convert the analog voice and video forms into digital bit streams 

for transmission. At the receiving end, the received digital bit streams of voice and video 

signals must go through the digital to analog converters to reconstruct the voices and videos 

in analog forms for replaying to human end-users. Based on the Nyquist law, the sampling 

rates must be at least equal to or higher than twice of the voice or video frequency ranges. 

At the receiving end, the same sampling rates must be used to synchronously reconstruct 

the analog voice or video signals from the received bit streams. These basic voice and video 
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synchronous reconstruction principles clearly indicate that, after the digitized voice and 

video signals are transmitted through digital networks, the timing relation between source 

and destination must be maintained for reconstructing the original voice and video analog 

signals. If the timing relation between source and destination is lost or corrupted due to 

end-to-end delay and jitter, or packet loss in the communication networks, there will be 

errors or noises in the reconstructed voices and videos. In the worst case, if the timing 

relation between source and destination is completely lost due to transmission delays or 

errors, then the receiving end cannot reconstruct the voice or video signals at all. Examples 

of such timing relations between sources and destinations are: for voice service, the 8000 

samples per second sampling rate and 64 kbps constant bit rate; and for video services, the 

30 frames per second sampling rates. 

Some variable-bit-rate (VBR) techniques can be used for digitization, compression, and 

transmiSSOIl for voice and video services. However, most of today's voice and video stan

dards use constant-bit-rate (CBR) techniques for digitization, compression, and transmis

sion or storage. Examples of these CBR compression techniques are CBR rates of 4, 8, 16, 

32, or 64 kbps for voices [51]; p x 64 kbps of CCITT H.261 Recommendation for teleconfer

encing; and various CBR rates of MPEG for motion pictures and videos. One reason why 

these standards use CBR techniques is that CBR techniques are easier (but still difficult) 

for maintaining the timing relation between source and destination for voice and video ser

vices. The other reason is that when the bandwidths are reserved for end users in today's 

telecommunications networks, usually the fixed (constant) bandwidths are reserved. CBR 
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voice and video services can fully utilize the reserved fixed bandwidths, such as p x 64 kbps, 

1.544 Mbps, and 45 Mbps. 

Some literatures use the term "continuous-bit-rate (CBR)" to represent constant-bit-rate 

(CBR). The term "continuous-bit-rate" more clearly emphasizes that the digitized voice 

and video signals must be continuously received by the receiving end within the constant 

interval in order to maintain the timing relation between source and destination. Hence, 

if the CBR techniques are used for voice and video services, then the constant bandwidths 

must be reserved and guaranteed in the circuit-switched or packet-switched networks. Such 

a requirement of reserving and guaranteeing constant bandwidths for CBR voice and video 

services imposes some challenges on the designs of packet-switched backbone networks. 

For example, if there are N duplex 64-kbps packetized CBR voice connections using a 

packet-switched network at the same time, then the aggregate network bandwidth must be 

higher than N x 2 x 64 kbps to guarantee the timing relation between source and destination. 

The factor 2 in (N x 2 x 64 kbps) is for bidrectional duplex connections. If there are N 

duplex 1.544-Mbps MPEG-based packetized CBR video connections for teleconferencing 

using a packet-switched network simultaneously, then the aggregate network bandwidth 

must be higher than N x 2 x 1.544 Mbps. That is, if the network is a 10-Mbps Ethernet, 

then, at most, only three duplex 1.544-Mbps MPEG-based CBR video connections can be 

supported on a single Ethernet. Actually, if the overheads of packet and frame headers 

and frame collisions are taken into account, then only two duplex 1.544-Mbps CBR video 

connections can be supported on a single lO-Mbps Ethernet. Another example is that, if a 

medical school student tries to watch a 45-Mbps CBR HDTV video of a medical case study 
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from the national medical imaging library, then this 45-Mbps CBR HDTV connection will 

saturate the links of today's T3-based (45-Mbps) NSFNET backbone network. 

Another challenge of CBR voice and video services is the end-to-end delay and jitter 

statistical distribution in a global internetworking environment such as the global PACS. 

Usually, for a global internetwork, the end-to-end delays are a statistical distribution which 

repesented mean delay plus or minus the jitters of individual packets. Thus, due to the 

end-to-end delay statistical distribution, the arriving packets at the receiving end may be 

inside or outside the constant time interval (e.g., 30 frames per second for video) which 

maintains the timing relation between source and destination. These packets arrive outside 

the constant time interval are useless and must be discarded. These late-arrived packets 

are considered as errors to the receiving end which reconstructs the analog voice and video 

signals and displays them to human end users. One example from the Internet Monthly 

Report, January 1993, shows the failed results of a trial using CCITT H.261 Recommen

dation for teleconferencing on the EuropaNet (European Multi-Protocol Backbone) by the 

MICE (Multimedia International Conferencing for Europe) Project [37]. The main reason 

of the failure is that the delay, jitter, and packet errors on the EuropaNet cause the loss 

of synchronization (or timing relation) between source and destination. It is required to 

maintain the synchronization or timing relation between source and destination for using 

the CCITT H.261 Recommendation for teleconferencing. 

The end-to-end retransmission mechanisms to recover lost packets or erroneous pack

ets are used in OSI Transport Layer Class 4 (OSI TP-4) and DoD Transmission Control 

Protocol (TCP) of data communication networks. However, the end-to-end retransmission 
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mechanisms cannot be used for voice and video services due to the large end-to-end delays 

of global backbone networks. For a global network, the end-to-end propagation delay will 

be several tens of milliseconds (ms). The end-to-end propagation delay does not include 

queuing delays and processing delays of packet-switching nodes and transmission facilities. 

For example, the distance from New York to San Francisco is about 3000 miles, and the 

speed of light in free space is 186300 miles per second. If we assume that New York and 

San Francisco is connected by fiber-optic transmission links with total length of 3000 miles, 

then the one-way propagation delay at least higher than (3000/186300 seconds = 16.10 ms). 

The actual one-way propagation delay is higher than 16.10 ms, since the speed of light in 

optical fiber is smaller the free-space light speed, and the 3000-mile fiber-optic connection 

goes through digital regenerators and digital cross-connect systems which have processing 

delays. If the communications protocols use end-to-end retransmission for erroneous or lost 

packets, the received retransmitted packet will be at least (2 x 16.10 ms = 32.20 ms) latter 

than the original received packet. If the queuing delays and processing delays of packet

switching nodes and transmission facilities are added to the retransmission propagation 

delay (32.20 ms), the the total end-to-end retransmission delay will be much higher than 

32.20 ms. The total end-to-end retransmission delay could be 100 ms, depending on network 

traffic load and other factors. For the video display at the receiving end, the 30 frames per 

second requirement must be maintained. That is, video information of every frame must be 

received within every (1000/30 ms = 33.33 ms); otherwise, the synchronous timing relation 

between the video source and destination is disrupted. Therefore, these retransmitted 
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packets with the total end-to-end retransmission delay much higher than 32.20 ms are 

useless for reconstructing the video signals at the receiving end. 

Based on the discussion above, we conclude that the constant-bit-rate voice and video 

services need to maintain the timing relation between source and destination. To sup

port the timing relation requirement for CBR voice and video services, a packet-switched 

backbone network must reserve adequate bandwidths for supporting multiple CBR con

nections. It must carefully manage network conditions for controlling end-to-end delays, 

and it cannot use end-to-end retransmission mechanisms for CBR services. However, an 

integrated network for multimedia communications needs to support both constant-bit-rate 

services and variable-bit-rate services simultaneously. This becomes a challenging task for 

providing guaranteed quality of service for both CBR and VBR traffic and also optimally 

utilizing the network resources in the global multimedia communications environment. The 

variable-bit-rate services are discussed in next section. 

3.1.1.2 Variable Bit-Rate Services 

The most obvious variable-bit-rate service is the traditional interactive data commu

nications which support bursty data communications between host computers and their 

terminals. Traditional data communications networks use the bursty traffic feature of 

interactive data communications to achieve highly statistical multiplexing, which more 

cost-effectively utilize network resources for connection-oriented virtual-circuit services or 

connectionless datagram services. The variable-bit-rate interactive data communications 

do not require the maintenance of timing relation between source and destination. They 
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are not sensitive to end-to-end delays, but they need error-free end-to-end data delivery, 

which can be provided by end-to-end retransmission mechanisms. Therefore, large queuing 

buffers in packet-switching nodes and end-to-end retransmission protocols can be used for 

variable-bit-rate data communications services. 

However, another kinds of variable-bit-rate services, especially, variable-bit-rate video 

services, require the maintenance of timing relation between source and destination, and 

they are sensitive to end-to-end delays and jitters. The reason of using variable-bit-rate 

video services is that they are more bandwidth-efficient than the constant-bit-rate video 

services. When we discussed the video compression techniques in Chapter 1, we mentioned 

that both the intra-frame compression and inter-frame compression can be applied to video 

compression, such as the MPEG compression for motion pictures and video. Depending on 

the movements of objects and changes of video information contents or scenes between two 

consecutive frames, the volume of compressed outputs from inter-frame compression will 

be different among individual consecutive frames. That is, the variable sizes of inter-frame 

compressed outputs are generated during the interval of each pairs of consecutive frames. 

Thus, these inter-frame compression techniques can generate variable-bit-rate compressed 

video information for transmission by which the saving of transmission bandwidth can be 

achieved. However, when the variable-bit-rate video transmission mechanisms are used, 

the timing relation between the video source and destination must still be maintained for 

reconstructing the original video signals and displaying them to human end-users at the 

receiving end. 
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When a packet-switched network is used to support the multimedia communications for 

voice, audio, text, data, graphics, images, animation and video transmission, the packet

switched network must support: 

1. the traditional variable-bit-rate bursty data communications services, which do not 

need to maintain the timing relation between source and destination; 

2. the constant-bit-rate voice and video services, which must maintain the timing relation 

between source and destination; and 

3. the variable-bit-rate video services, which need more complicated mechanisms to 

maintain the timing relation between source and destination. 

Thus, the packet-switched networks supporting multimedia communications are different 

from the traditional packet-switched networks, which just support traditional variable-bit

rate bursty data communications. That is, for supporting multimedia communications, 

the end systems, the subnetworks, gateways, and the backbone networks, especially, the 

packet-switching nodes, should know the characteristics of incoming packets to handle them 

differently for resource allocation, routing and switching, flow and congestion control, error 

handling, etc. The characteristics of incoming packets include those of packets of CBR 

voice and video services, packets of VBR video services, or packets of traditional VBR data 

services. We discuss issues specific to multimedia communications for the design of global 

backbone networks for global PACS in this chapter. 
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Since multimedia communications need very high bandwidths, especially, for high-resolution 

images and videos, the image and video compression techniques are very important for re

ducing bandwidth and storage requirements. However, there is no free lunch; you gain 

something from one viewpoint, but you may lose something from the other viewpoint. 

Highly compressed images or videos become strictly sensitive to transmission errors, and 

they may lose image or video quality when they are decompressed and redisplayed at the 

receiving multimedia workstations if the transmission errors are higher than those specified 

by the compression algorithms. The relationships between the compression techniques and 

typical acceptable bit-error-rate (BER) communications limits are [11]: 

1. 10-10 to 10-12 for data communications (after ARQ retransmission); 

2. 10-8 to 10-12 for still images (after ARQ retransmission); 

3. 10-6 to 10-7 for moving pictures (coding with low compression ratio); 

4. 10-8 to 10-9 for moving pictures (intraframe coding); 

5. 10-10 to 10-11 for moving pictures (interframe coding); and 

6. 10-12 to lower BER for moving pictures (variable-bit-rate coding). 

As data shown above, for data and still images, automatic retransmission request (ARQ) 

can be used to improve bit-error-rates; however, ARQ is not allowed for time-sensitive 

moving picture transmission. Forward error correction (FEC) techniques may be used for 

time-sensitive voice, audio, and video transmission to improve bit-error-rates; however, FEC 

techniques add overheads to transmission packets, and these overheads mean that higher 
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transmission bandwidths are needed for supporting effective end-user bit rates. These 

data above indicate that the compromises are needed between the multimedia worksta

tion capability for higher compression ratios and the communications network capabilities 

for lower bit-error-rates and transmission bandwidths. That is, we should understand the 

functional distribution between the end systems, such as multimedia workstations, and 

high-speed communications network to provide technically and economically feasible solu

tions for multimedia communications applications. Such issues will be discussed in Section 

3.2. 

3.1.2 Effective End-User Bit Rates and Aggregate Network Bit Rates 

For supporting multimedia communications, the end users need multimedia worksta

tions with four "G's": a Gigabyte of main memory, a Gigabyte or more of secondary 

storage, Giga operations per second, and Gigabit-per-second data-transfer rates [109]. The 

multimedia applications require high-performance computing, high-capacity storage, and 

high-speed communications [11]. The multimedia applications include local and global 

PACSs, telemedicine applications, computer-supported cooperative work, and others. This 

section discusses the required effective end-user bit rates and aggregate network bit rates 

for supporting applications of multimedia communications. 

When we discussed the OS1 Seven-Layer Reference Model in Chapter 2, we mentioned 

that the subnetworks can be categorized into shared-medium subnetworks and packet

switched subnetworks. Now we discuss the relationships between the effective end-user 
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rates and the aggregate network bit rates of the shared-medium subnetworks and the packet

switched subnetworks. 

To discuss the relationship between the effective end-user bit rates and the aggregate 

network bit rates, we use the IEEE 802.4 Token Bus LAN as an example. The IEEE 802.4 

(also ISO 8802-4) Token Bus LANs use 75-ohm coaxial cables as the shared medium or 

common bus to which the stations are connected. The IEEE 802.4 LANs have the medium 

or bus bandwidths of 1, 5, and 10 Mbps. These 1-, 5-, and lO-Mbps medium bandwidths 

are shared by all stations which are connected to the bus or coaxial cable. For the IEEE 

802.4 Token Bus LAN, the stations on the bus form a logical ring; that is, the stations 

are assigned logical numbers in an ordered sequence, with the last number of the sequence 

followed by the first [131]. Each station knows the identity of the stations preceding and 

following it. The physical ordering of the stations on the bus is irrelevant and independent 

of the logical ordering. A control frame known as the token regulates the right of access to 

the bus. The token frame contains a destination address, that is, the next station on the 

logical ring. 

The station receiving the token has a right to use the shared medium or common bus 

for a specified time, that is, the token holding time. The station may transmit one or more 

frames. When the station finish its transmission, or the token holding time has expired, it 

passes the token to the next station on the logical ring. Hence, the steady-state operation 

of the token bus LAN consists of alternating data transfer and token transfer phases. The 

token is circulated around all connected stations. When a station receives the token and 

uses the medium, it uses the whole 10-Mbps medium bandwidth during the token holding 
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obtain the actual time T, we need to either observe the real transfer of the X-ray image 

or simulate the transfer of the X-ray image based on assumptions of the LAN traffic loads. 

After we obtain the value of T seconds, then the effective end-user bit rate of the end 

system for this 50-Mb X-ray image case is (50/T) Mbps. 

Based on the token bus LAN example discussed above, for a shared-medium LAN, 

the effect vie end-user bit rates will depend on the traffic loads on the LAN during the 

adequately long observed period. However, we can analyze the effective end-user bit rates 

for a reasonable case scenario, in which we assume that 10% of all stations connected 

to the shared-medium LAN are always busy at the same time.For example, these busy 

stations have very large files to be transmitted at the same time. This reasonable case 

scenario can be applied to a local PACS environment. The local PACS has multiple imaging 

equipment transmitting images to the database archive system, and the DBAS transmits 

medical images to multiple viewing workstations. For the worse case scenario, all stations 

connected to the LAN are busy at the adequately long observed period. The worse case 

scenario can happen for token bus LANs and token ring LANs; however, it cannot happen 

for the CSMA/CD common-bus LANs, since the collision rates of all station being busy at 

the same time will completely shut down or congest the CSMA/CD common-bus LANs. 

We assume that: 

N: the number of stations connected to the shared-medium LAN; 

M: the medium bandwidth (or speed) in unit of Mbps. 

Then, for the reasonable case scenario, the effective end-user bit rate (E Mbps) for busy 
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stations is: 

E Mbps < (M I (N X 0.1)) Mbps. (3.2) 

For the worst case scenario, the effective end-user bit rate (E Mbps) for all stations is: 

E Mbps < (M I N) Mbps. (3.3) 

The reason for E Mbps being smaller than the (M/(N x 0.1)) Mbps or (MIN) Mbps in 

the two equations above is that we should take all overheads of shared-medium LANs into 

considerations. These LAN overheads are headers of packets and frames, times for token 

circulating from one station to next station for token bus and token ring LANs, collision 

delays for CSMA/CD common-bus LANs, etc. Hence, for a 10-Mbps token bus LAN, we 

assume that there are 200 stations connected to the LAN. Then, if 10% of all stations 

connected to the shared-medium LAN are always busy, the effective end-user bit rates for 

stations in this reasonable case scenario is: 

E Mbps < (10 I (200 x 0.1)) Mbps = 0.5 Mbps. (3.4) 

To transfer a 50-Mb X-ray image in this reasonable case scenario, the actual image transfer 

time T seconds will be: 

T seconds = (50 Mb)/(E Mbps) > (50 Mb)/(0.5 Mbps) = 100 seconds (3.5) 

The (T > 100 seconds) is much larger than the two-second, image transfer time requirement 

for local PACS. 

The worst case scenario is that all stations connected to the shared-medium LAN are 

always busy during the adequately long observed period. For the worst case scenario, the 

actual image transfer time for a 50-Mb X-ray image will be (T > 1000 seconds). 
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If a 100-Mbps FDDI LAN is used with the same reasonable case scenario, then the actual 

image transfer time (T seconds = (50 Mb) / (E Mbps)) will be: 

T seconds> (50 Mb)/((100/(200 X 0.1)) Mbps) = 10 seconds. (3.6) 

Even for the reasonable case scenario using 100-Mbps FDDI LAN, the actual image trans

fer time (T > 10 seconds) is still much larger than the two-second image transfer time 

requirement for local PACS. For the worse case scenario using 100-Mbps FDDI LAN, the 

actual image transfer time for a 50-Mb X-ray image is (T > 100 seconds). 

The above reasonable-case and worse-case examples show why the concept of the effective 

end-user bit rates is very important for analyzing local PACS designs. If the constant-bit

rate voice and video services are used for teleconferencing and multimedia communications, 

then these constant-bit-rate voice and video packets must be transmitted at constant in

tervals to maintain the timing relation between source and destination. Such CBR voice 

and video packets will add another constraint to shared-medium multiple access mechanism 

besides the constraint of effective end-user bit rates discussed above. 

Now we investigate the effective end-user bit rates for real packet-switched networks. 

The real packet-switched networks mean that end systems are directly connected to packet

switching nodes which switch and route the incoming packets to reach the destination end 

systems. In such real packet-switched networks, the effective end-user bit rates are limited 

by the bandwidths of the access links which connect end systems to packet-switching nodes, 

and by the packet processing capacities of packet-switching nodes. We assume that the 

packet processing capacity of a packet-switching node can support N access links that 

connect N end systems to the packet-switching node, and each of the N access links has the 
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bandwidth of E Mbps in both directions, that is, the N access links are duplex links. Then, 

the effective end-user bit rate for each of the end-systems is E Mbps for transmitting and 

E Mbps for receiving simultaneously. This is different from the shared-medium effective 

end-user bit rates of E Mbps which is used for either transmitting or receiving, but is not 

used for both simultaneously. Another difference between the effective end-user rates of 

shared-medium networks and packet-switched networks is that the actual effective end

user bit rates for shared-medium networks are variant and depend on the traffic loads on 

the shared-medium networks; however, the effective end-user bit rates for packet-switched 

networks are fixed and are the same as the bandwidths of access links between the end 

systems and the packet-switching nodes. 

We mentioned that the broadband integrated services digital network (B-ISDN) will 

provide 155-Mbps and 622-Mbps user-network interfaces. Since B-ISDN uses ATM cell

switching technology, the effective end-user bit rates for B-ISDN will be either 155 Mbps 

or 622 Mbps. Based on data shown in Tables 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4, and 3.1, we can see why the 

155-Mbps effective end-user bit rate per B-ISDN user-network interface is needed, because 

end users may open several windows concurrently for teleconferencing, watching HDTV, 

transferring high-resolution images, etc. The access links of the 155-Mbps or 622-Mbps 

B-ISDN user-network interface will be supported by fiber-optic cables or at least coaxial 

cables used by cable television industry today. The technical and economic feasibility of 

B-ISDN may be proved by the recently announced multi-billion-dollar joint efforts between 

the U.S. West Inc. and the Time Warner Inc. to provide multimedia communications, 
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especially, interactive on-demand videos, through the ATM-based cell-switched fiber-optic 

networks and the existing cable television distribution [5]. 

Now, we discuss the impact of the high effective end-user bit rates to the designs of 

shared-medium networks and packet-switched networks. We first define the concept of 

aggregate network bit rates. The aggregate network bit rate of a network is defined as: 

"the total bit rate of a network that must concurrently support N end systems having the 

effective end-user bit rate E Mbps for each end systems." Then, we investigate the impact of 

the high effective end-user bit rates to shared-medium networks. As discussed above, in the 

worse-case scenario in which all end-systems connected to the shared-medium network have 

very large files to be transferred during the adequately long observed period, the effective 

end-user bit rate for each end-system is: 

E Mbps < (MIN) Mbps, (3.7) 

where M Mbps is the medium bandwidth which is shared by all N end-systems. If, for some 

applications, such as local PACS, (see Table 1.2) for the PACS two-second image transfer 

requirement, we must have an effective end-user bit rate of E Mbps, then the medium 

bandwidth M Mbps must larger (E x N) Mbps. 

For example, if we assume (E = 10 Mbps) and (N = 200 end-systems), then the medium 

bandwidth (M Mbps > (E x N) Mbps = 2000 Mbps = ,2 Gbps.) The 2-Gbps medium 

bandwidth can be achieved by today's fiber-optic technology. However, because it is a 

shared-medium network, the network interface units of all connected N end-systems must 

also have 2-Gbps instantaneous speed to access the shared medium, even the effective 

end-user bit rate is only 10 Mbps. The reason is that each network interface unit of the 
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end system uses only a fraction of a second, which is less 5 ms in this worse case, to 

really transmit data for every second. However, the network interface unit must have an 

instantaneous speed of 2 Gbps to use the 2-Gbps shared medium during a fraction of a 

second. 

Because of technical limitation of the backplane bus speed for workstations, building 

a network interface unit with 2-Gbps speed is very difficult and expensive. Furthermore, 

it is not cost-effective since the 2-Gbps network interface unit is used only a fraction of a 

second to achieve the effective end-user bit rate of 10 Mbps. For low medium-speed shared

medium LANs such as Ethernet (10 Mbps), IEEE 802.4 token bus LAN (10 Mbps), and 

IEEE 802.5 token ring LAN (16 Mbps), they are cost-effective for network interface units 

with these bit rates. For mid-range medium-speed shared-medium LANs or MANs such as 

FDDI (100 Mbps) and IEEE 802.6 DQDB MAN (150 Mbps), their network interface units 

are expensive but still affordable. For very high-speed (I-Gbps and above) shared-medium 

networks, their network interface units are hard to build and very expensive, which may be 

more expensive than the prices of workstations. So the technical and economic feasibility 

of very-high-speed shared-medium networks is questionable. 

Now, we discuss the same worst-case scenario for real packet-switched networks. For 

supporting the effective end-user bit rate of 10 Mbps, the acess link connecting an end

system to a packet-switching node should have at least 10-Mbps bandwidth. That is, the 

speed of a network interface unit for the packet-switched network is 10 Mbps (E Mbps), 

which is different from the speed of a network interface unit that is 2 Gbps (E x N Mbps) for 

the shared-medium network discussed above. The key factor of packet-switched networks 
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is that the packet-switching nodes should have adequate packet-processing capacities. For 

example, for this worst-case scenario, if the N end-systems are directly connected to a 

packet-switching node, then the packet-processing capacity of the packet-switching node 

should at least be 2 Gbps (E x N Mbps). Therefore, the big portion of the total cost for 

a high-speed packet-switched network is in the packet-switching nodes; however, the big 

portion of the total cost for a high-speed shared-medium network is in the network interface 

units of the end systems. 

The example discussed above assumes that the effective end-user bit rate is 10 Mbps. 

Now we change the effective end-user bit rate to 155 Mbps (E Mbps) of the B-ISDN user

network interface. Then, for the shared-medium network, its medium bandwidth, that is, 

the aggregate network bit rate, will be larger than 

M = N x E Mbps = 200 x 155 Mbps = 31 Gbps. (3.8) 

The instantaneous speed of the network interface units of the shared-medium network 

should be also 31 Gbps. A network interface unit with instantaneous speed of 31 Gbps will 

be very difficult, even impossible, to build, and its cost will be extremely high for multimedia 

workstations [43, 121, 128, 142]. Therefore, for very high-speed effective end-user bit rates, 

such as 155 Mbps per end-system, to support multiple windows for teleconferencing, viewing 

HDTV, transfer of high-resolution images, computer-supported cooperative work, and other 

multimedia communications applications, the packet-switched networks are much more 

feasible than the shared-medium networks from the technical and economic viewpoints. 
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3.1.3 Traffic Patterns Due to Users' Scenarios 

The traffic patterns due to users' scenarios need further extensive study and collection of 

real traffic data from multimedia communications field trials. This section just gives a high

level overview of potential traffic patterns based on some assumptions of users' scenarios. 

Both the traffic patterns for general multimedia communications and the traffic patterns 

for global PACS are discussed. 

We mentioned that multimedia communications networks can simultaneously transport 

multiple information media, which include voice, audio, text, data, graphics, images, anima

tion, and video, between two or among several end users. The bandwidth requirements for 

these multiple information media spread in wide ranges, from several kbps to several hun

dreds Mbps (see Table 3.1). For example, the voice services may be from 4kbps to 64kbps, 

and their durations may last from several seconds to several hours. The high-resolution 

image transfers may be from 5 Mbps to 200 Mbps, which is for three-dimensional visual

ization imagery, (see Table 1.2), and their durations may last just a few seconds to several 

minutes. The HDTV interactive on-demand video services may be from 30 Mbps to 100 

Mbps, and their durations may last a few minutes to several hours. We should point out 

here that, even in a multimedia communications network supporting multimedia commu

nications simultaneously, the end users do not use all information media when they make 

connections. For example, most connections may be just for voice conversations which use 

voice services only, or just for electronic mails which use data communications services. 

However, some applications, such as remote consultation and diagnosis for global PACS, 

may use all information media for teleconferencing and computer-supported cooperative 
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work. Such a large range of various bandwidth requirements for different information me

dia and heterogeneous usages of information media for various applications make the traffic 

pattern prediction, traffic analysis, network design and planning, and network management 

for multimedia communications networks very challenging. They are very active research 

areas presently. 

The global multimedia communications internetworks will be built on hierarchical struc

tures. That is, there will be: 

1. multimedia communications local area networks, which may be based on real packet

switching technology, such as ATM-based LANs, for supporting high-speed effective 

end-user bit rates discussed in the last section; 

2. multimedia communications regional backbone networks, which allow medical experts 

who have multimedia workstations with 155-Mbps B-ISDN user-network interface to 

have access the global PACSj 

3. multimedia communications national backbone networks, which interconnect these 

regional backbone networks for inter-region multimedia communications; and 

4. multimedia communications international and inter-continental backbone networks, 

which allow worldwide multimedia communications for global PACS and telemedicine 

applications. 

The decisions of setting up connections, routing, and switching will follow the hierar

chical structures. Therefore, when we talk about traffic patterns, we should look into the 

connections and traffic volumes going to each level of the hierarchical network structures. 
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If we investigate the traffic patterns of users within a city, we may find that the number of 

local connections is the highest; the number of regional connections is the next; the number 

of national connections is in the third place; and the number of international connections 

is the lowest. For the global PACS environment, we may find similar traffic patterns as 

the general multimedia communications networks. The reason is that, because of time and 

cost considerations for remote consultation and diagnosis, the nearest medical experts or 

specialists will be consulted first. However, when the remote consultation and diagnosis 

become popular, and the cost of multimedia communications become more affordable, then 

the assumption of traffic patterns of the global PACS may change. That is, at that time, 

general physicians, medical experts, and patients may want to obtain advices from well

known medical specialists in other regions or other countries. Then the traffic patterns for 

the global PACS and telemedicine applications may be different from those of general mul

timedia communications. That is, the percentiles of national connections and international 

connections for the global PACS and telemedicine applications may be higher than those 

of general multimedia communications. 

The traffic patterns of different times of the day, days of the week are also very important 

for investigating multimedia communications traffic. For example, during normal office 

hours (7:00 am - 6:00 pm, Monday - Friday), most multimedia communications connections 

are made by business users, especially, for regional, national, and international connections. 

Then, during after office hours and weekend, most multimedia communications connections 

are made by residential users. During after office hours and weekend, a large portion of 

multimedia connections may be for viewing interactive on-demand HDTV videos, which 
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consume very high-bandwidth per connection. Eventually, the national medical imaging 

libraries will support the B-ISDN interactive on-demand HDTV videos for viewing real

world medical case studies. We should also point out the differences between today's cable 

televisions and the B-ISDN interactive on-demand HDTV videos. These differences are 

discussed below: 

1. Most of today's cable televisions use one-way broadcasting distribution. That is, all 

cable television channels are distributed on the backbone cable network and to the 

access cables connecting users' houses. Within users' houses, a cable access control 

box will decide which channels are subscribed by a user, and the user can switch 

channels and watch programs in these subscribed channels. In today's designs of 

cable television distribution, video programs of all channels are distributed on the 

backbone cables and the link access cables. However, the B-ISDN interactive on

demand HDTV videos only send the selected video programs to the users who select 

individual video programs. 

2. Some of today's pay-per-view cable television channels have the asymmetric two-way 

connections, in which the up-links from users to video program providers are low

bandwidth for sending simple selection commands, and the down-links from video 

program providers to users are high-bandwidth for distributing the video programs. 

However, these today's pay-per-view cable television channels are not really inter

active on-demand videos. Because users cannot select video programs from these 

pay-per-view channels as in a video store, the pay-per-view channels are not really 

"on-demand" videos. Because users cannot pause, fast forward, and rewind the video 
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programs from today's cable videos, the pay-per-view channels are not really "inter

active" videos. However, the B-ISDN interactive on-demand HDTV videos, which 

will be used by national medical imaging libraries, allow the users to select the video 

programs on-demand as in a video store, and the users can interactively pause, fast 

forward, and rewind the selected video programs as using VCR machines. 

3. The bandwidth requirements on backbone networks for the really interactive on

demand videos for multimedia communications are different from those for today's 

pay-per-view channels. In the backbone networks, today's pay-per-view channels 

are broadcasting-distribution-based, but the interactive on-demand videos are per

connection-based. Today's pay-per-view video programs use one channel in the back

bone network for one video program during the broadcasting period for all viewers; 

however, the interactive on-demand videos will use one channel bandwidth per video 

program per connection per user. Several users may watch the same video program, 

but they may have different interactions, such as pause, fast forward, rewind, etc. 

That is why the interactive on-demand videos need one channel bandwidth per video 

program per connection per user. Thus, because of one channel bandwidth per video 

program per connection per user, providing interactive on-demand video services re

quire very high total bandwidth in the backbone network that connects video libraries. 

For global PACS, there will be one or multiple national medical imaging libraries for 

research and education. These national medical imaging libraries may provide interactive 

on-demand video services for some medical case studies with recordings of real-world medi

cal operations via high-resolution HDTV. The medical doctors and medical school students 
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can use the interactive on-demand video services to select a medical case study to obtain 

more detailed knowledge about a specific medical case. Therefore, the global backbone 

network for global PACS should provide adequate total bandwidth to support multiple 

(may be hundreds of) connections of interactive on-demand video services from national 

medical libraries for medical experts and students nationwide. One interactive on-demand 

high-resolution video connection may need 40-Mbps bandwidth for a few minutes upto 

two hours. Hence, to provide 1000 such connections for medical personnel nationwide, the 

global backbone network must have a bandwidth larger than 

lv/ > 1000 X 40 lv/bps = 40 Gbps. (3.9) 

Medical personnel who want to use the interactive on-demand video services from the 

national medical imaging libraries may need to schedule the viewing times and dates. By 

the scheduling method for using the interactive on-demand video services, the traffic loads 

can be scheduled and controlled to some degree for better utilizations of the global backbone 

network resources. In addition to supporting the interactive on-demand video services from 

the national medical imaging libraries, the global backbone network for global PACS also 

supports other telemedicine applications, the required total bandwidth of the backbone 

network for global PACS will be very high. 

Now the traffic patterns for global PACS of different times of the day, days of the week, 

are discussed. Unless emergency cases, most of the activities of remote consultation and 

diagnosis, and telemedicine applications may occur during normal office hours (7:00 am -

6:00pm, Monday -Friday), and multimedia communications are used for teleconferencing to 
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support telemedicine applications and computer-supported cooperative work. We assume 

that: 

1. the average duration per connection per case of these telemedicine applications is 20 

minutes; 

2. the average bandwidth per connection is 2 Mbps; and 

3. the peak bandwidth per connection is 20 Mbps when a set of high-resolution med

ical images is transferred occasionally (most of transfers of medical images can be 

performed during after office hours or night times to balance the network traffic load 

distribution). 

Then, some kinds of modified Erlang B or Erlang C formula may be used for estimating 

the required bandwidth of the global backbone network for global PACS that supports N 

national connections for telemedicine applications [14]. 

We assume that most of transferring sets of high-resolution medical images are per

formed after office hours, and most of usages of the interactive on-demand video services 

provided by national medical image libraries are also in after office hours. We can design 

a user-friendly, automatically scheduled image transfer user interface for medical person

nel to schedule the nighttime automatic image transfers from database archive systems 

to the multimedia workstations used by medical experts who will perform remote consul

tation and diagnosis the next day. Then the traffic patterns and traffic loads for global 

PACS will have more balanced distribution during daytime and nighttime. That is, dur

ing daytime, most traffic loads in the global backbone network for global PACS are from 
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activities of telemedicine applications such as remote consultation and diagnosis. During 

nighttime, most traffic loads are from transferring high-resolution medical images from 

database archive systems and from viewing interactive on-demand medical videos provided 

by national medical imaging libraries. We may use different prices (tariffs) for different 

times of the day, and days of the week to affect the users' usage patterns to balance the 

traffic load distribution in the global backbone network for global PACS. In this way, we 

can lower the required bandwidth of the global backbone network during peak hours, have 

better sharing of network resources to lower the overall cost, and provide better guaranteed 

quality of services for global PACS and telemedicine applications. 

3.1.4 Impact of High-Speed Wide-Area Global Backbone Networks 

Based on discussed above, we know that very high-speed, high-bandwidth, wide-area 

black bone networks are needed to support global PACS and telemedicine applications. 

This section discusses the impact of such very high-speed, high-bandwidth, long-distance, 

and large-scale global backbone networks on the design considerations. 

First, we investigate the impact of the end-to-end delays due to long distance between 

transmitting end systems and receiving end systems. For a national or international con

nections, the packets from the transmitting end system will go through the hierarchical 

internetworking infrastructure to reach the receiving end system. The internetworking in

frastructure includes local area networks, gateways, regional backbone networks, national 
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backbone networks, and international backbone networks. Therefore, the end-to-end de

lays consist of delays of the subnetworks which the packets go through. In general, the 

end-to-end delay includes: 

1. queuing delays of all queues in packet-swicting nodes, gateways, and transmission 

facilities that the end-to-end packets go through; 

2. packet-processing delays of the packet-switching nodes and gateways; 

3. transmission-processing delays of the transmission facilities; and 

4. the end-to-end propagation delay in the transmission media. 

The queuing delays of all queues are random variables that are dependent on the traffic 

loads. The packet-processing delays and transmission-processing delays are predictable if we 

know how the end-to-end packets go through which packet-switching nodes, gateways, and 

transmission facilities. If the virtual-circuit, connection-oriented routing mechanism is used 

for the end-to-end connection, then we may know the packet-switching nodes, gateways, 

and transmission facilities which the end-to-end packets go through. If the connection

less datagram routing mechanism is used, then these packet-switching nodes, gateways, 

and transmission facilities may change packet-by-packet or time-to-time. The end-to-end 

propagation delay in the transmission media is the most predictable delay if we know the 

end-to-end route that consists of multiple transmission links. 

For local area networks in a campus environment, the distance of an end-to-end route 

may be just tens of miles at most. Hence the end-to-end propagation delay in a campus 

environment is very small comparing with the other delay factors listed above. However, 
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for an end-to-end national or international connection, the end-to-end route may be several 

thousand miles. Hence, the end-to-end propagation delay of a national or international 

connection becomes an important delay factor. For example, the end-to-end connection 

from New York to San Francisco is about 3000 miles, and the speed of light in free space 

(C = 186300 miles per second). If we assume the end-to-end connection consists of all 

fiber-optic transmission links, then the end-to-end propagation delay (PD) from New York 

to San Francisco is about (PD = 3000/186300 second = 16.10 ms). If we add other delay 

factors listed above, then the total end-to-end delay (TD) will be much higher than the end

to-end propagation delay (Le., TD > PD = 16.10 ms.) Depending on the packet-switching 

technologies (e.g., X.25, IP, Frame Relay, or ATM) used, the total end-to-end delay can 

become hundreds of milliseconds. 

The traditional end-to-end flow control, error control and congestion control mechanisms 

used by DoD Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and ISO Transport Protocol - Class 4 

(ISO TP-4) are based on end-to-end acknowledgment and retransmission timer. Because 

of the possibility of retransmission, the transmitting end must store or buffer these packets 

waiting for acknowledgment. For wide-area, long-distance, long-delay networks, to better 

utilize the transmission bandwidth, usually, several windows of packets will be sent while 

waiting the acknowledgments of the sent packets. The long-delay of end-to-end acknowl

edgment and large retransmission timer value cause some complexity for designing very 

high-speed global networks, especially, in the area of congestion controls [89, 140]. The 

time for end-to-end acknowledgment or the value of retransmission timer will be at least 

higher than the round-trip total end-to-end delay (RTD). Since the traffic loads of the the 
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two directions may be different, the two one-way total end-to-end delays (OTD) may not be 

equal. Thus, the round-trip total end-to-end delay will be higher than twice of the smaller 

value of the two one-way total end-to-end delays, which is larger than the one-way end-to

end propagation delay. For the New York to San Francisco end-to-end connection case, the 

end-to-end one-way propagation delay for the 3000-mile connection is (PD = 16.10 ms.) 

Hence, the round-trip total end-to-end delay is: 

RTD> (2 x OTD) > (2 X PD = 32.20 ms.) (3.10) 

If we use a 1-Gbps fiber-optic connection for this case, and we assume that the transmission 

connection is fully utilized (i.e., the transmitting end continues to transmit while it waits 

for a round-trip end-to-end acknowledgment), then the size (S) of bit stream sent during 

the round-trip end-to-end acknowledgment interval is larger than 1 Gbps x 32.20 ms. That 

is, 

s> (1 Gbps X 32.20 ms = 32.2 Mb). (3.11) 

If we add the other delay factors listed above, then the round-trip total end-to-end delay 

may be more than 100 ms. Then, 

S> (1 Gbps X 100 ms = 100 Mb). (3.12) 

That is, there is a size of 100-Mb bit stream in the fiber-optic transmission end-to-end route 

while the transmitting end waits for the end-to-end acknowledgment of the first sent packet. 

This implies that the transmitting end must provide adequate buffers, which is 100 Mb or 

larger than 32.2 Mb, during one acknowledgment interval if any end-to-end retransmission 

is required. For toay's random-access-memory (RAM) technology, the buffer size larger 
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than 32.2 Mb may not be a problem. The problem is that, because of the large round-trip 

end-to-end delays for global backbone networks, the retransmitted voice and video packets 

are beyond the allowed interval for maintaining the timing relation between source and 

destination for voice and video services. That is, these retransmitted packets are useless, 

and retransmission mechanisms are not allowed for voice and video services in the global 

internetworking environment. 

In case of congestion at the receiving end, the receiving end will send an end-to-end con

gestion notification packet to the transmitting end to temporarily stop the transmission. 

However, when the transmitting end receives this congestion notification packet, there is 

more than 32.2-Mb bit stream sent. This large size of bit stream sent by the transmitting 

end will lose because of the congestion at the receiving end. For data communications or 

image transfer services, the lost 32.2-Mb stream information can be recovered via the re

transmission. However, for voice and video services, this lost large size of bit stream cannot 

be recovered because the end-to-end retransmission is not allowed. The lost large size of 

voice and video bit stream will cause serious noises or even loss of connections because 

of the loss of timing relation between source and destination. Therefore, the preventive 

congestion control mechanisms, such as connection admission control and usage parameter 

control discussed in Chapter 4, should be used for very high-spee, long-distance, global 

backbone networks supporting multimedia communications. The reactive congestion con

trol mechanisms, such as packet discarding and congestion notifications, should be used 

only as a last resort. 
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When we discussed the effective end-user bit rates and aggregate network bit rates, 

we mentioned that, to support 200 end systems with 155 Mbps effective end-user rate for 

each end system in a shared-medium LAN, the aggregate network bit rate of the shared

medium LAN will 31 Gbps. This implies that the network interface unit in each end system 

must have 31-Gbps instantaneous speed for using the shared-medium LAN. Such a 31-

Gbps network interface unit seems technically and economically impossible for multimedia 

workstations. Thus, the real packet-switched networks should be used for supporting very 

high-speed effective end-user rates, such as 155 Mbps and 622 Mbps of B-ISDN user-network 

interfaces, for multimedia communications applications. Now we discuss the impact of 

large-scale, very high-speed, packet-switched global backbone networks. 

Today's circuit-switching nodes can simultaneously support up to ten thousands of 

64-kbps circuit-switched channels [113]. We mentioned that B-ISDN has 155-Mbps and 

622-Mbps user-network interfaces. If a B-ISDN ATM switch supports 10000 users using 

155-Mbps user-network interface at the same time, then the B-ISDN switch must have 

packet-processing capacity at least higher than 10000 x 155 Mbps = 1550 Gbps. Such 

super-high-speed processing capability for concurrently handling 10000 B-ISDN multimedia 

communications connections is far beyond today's electronic-based computing technologies. 

Because some of the 10000 connections may use only voice service or low-bandwidth data 

communications for e-mail service, we can assume that only portions of the 10000 connec

tions use the full 155-Mbps bandwidth. Thus, we can lower the packet-processing capacity 

of the packet switch by two orders of magnitude, that is, the required packet-processing 

capacity of the B-ISDN switch could become 15.5 Gbps. Such 15.5-Gbps packet-processing 
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capacity is more feasible. Today's narrowband ISDN (N-ISDN) switch for simultaneously 

handling 10000 64-kbps circuit-switched channels has circuit-processing capacity 10000 x 

64 kbps = 640 Mbps = 0.64 Gbps. The N-ISDN switch needs some extra capacity, in 

addition to 0.64 Gbps, to handle circuit monitoring, usage recording, and other network 

management functions. Hence, the complexity of today's large-scale N-ISDN switches is 

in the same scale as today's supercommputers. Based on N-ISDN switch complexity, the 

large-scale B-ISDN ATM switches will be very complicated, and building the large-scale 

B-ISDN switches to support the very high-speed global backbone networks for multimedia 

communications is a challenging task. Therefore, we need to understand the end-to-end 

functional distribution among relevant network elements to reduce the packet-processing 

complexity in the large-scale, very high-speed packet-switching nodes of the global backbone 

networks. Such issues are discussed in next section. 

3.2 End-to-End Functional Distribution in the Global PACS Environment 

As shown in Figure 1.2, the global PACS is an internetworking environment that is a 

hierarchical structure which consists oflocal PACSs, regional PACSs, national PACSs, and 

international PACSs. For telemedicine applications in the global PACS environment, one 

medical expert uses a multimedia workstation, which may be located in a hospital, a clinic 

office, or his/her house, to communicate with another medical expert for remote consulta

tion and diagonosis. The end-to-end multimedia communications connections for remote 

consultation and diagnosis in the global PACS environment may go through one or more 

subnetworks, gateways, and very high-speed packet-switched global backbone networks. 
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To optimally design very high-speed global backbone networks, we must understand and 

design the end-to-end distributed communications functions among end-systems, subnet

works, and very high-speed global backbone networks. The end systems of global PACS 

include multimedia workstations, imaging equipment, database archive systems, national 

medical imaging libraries, or other medical information systems. 

3.2.1 Functional Distribution Among End Systems, Gateways, and Subnetworks 

Because of rapid advances of computer and communications technologies in the recent 

years, some communications network architecture designed and developed in the late 1970s, 

the early 1980s, or even a few years ago, may not be optimally designed to fully utilize cur

rent and future computer and communications technologies for supporting more demanding 

customers' sophisticated distributed applications based on very high-speed interconnected 

networks. For example, in the 1970s, almost all terminals connected to host computers are 

dumb terminals using dedicated connections or 300-baud-rate modems. In the 1980s, per

sonal computers and workstations became popular and replaced most of dumb terminals, 

and shared-medium local area networks or higher speed modems connected these personal 

computers and workstations to host computers, servers, and large database systems. The 

DoD TCP lIP based Internet has become very popular among research institutes and uni

versities since the 1980s, there are more than ten thousand subnetworks and 1.5 million host 

computers connecting to the Internet, and these numbers are growing at the rate of dou

bling every 15 months in recent years. However, the recently growing computer-supported 
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cooperative work based on multimedia communications technology has changed the re

quirements of communications networks, especially, in the area of very high bandwidths for 

the effective end-user bit rates. Such changes of the requirements of communications net

works to support multimedia communications applications cause difficulties on networking 

technologies developed in the 1980s. For example, as discussed in Section 3.1, the popular 

shared-medium LANs and MANs, such as Ethernet, Token Bus, Token Ring, and FDDI, 

in the 1980s become difficult to support multiple users using multimedia communications 

simultaneously. We has discussed such difficulties when we investigated the issues related 

to the effective end-user bit rates and aggregate network bit rates for multimedia com

munications, especially, in the technical and economic feasibility of very high-speed (Gbps 

range) network interface units for multimedia workstations if the shared-medium LANs or 

MANs are used. Therefore, this section discusses how the communications functions should 

be distributed among all relevant network elements to optimally support multimedia com

munications requirements of global PACS and telemedicine applications. 

We start from investigating the functions that should be in the multimedia worksta

tions. The function of synchronizing the relationships among information media, such 

as lip and voice synchronization, text and video script synchronization, should be in the 

transmitting and receiving multimedia workstations. That is, the transmitting multimedia 

workstation should arrange the sending sequences or ordering of packets carrying different 

information media of voice, data, images, video. The receiving multimedia workstations 

should use the sequences or ordering of the sent packets to synchronize the information 

media and to replay them to human end users. The interconnected subnetworks and the 
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global backbone network should be designed to meet the bandwidth and guaranteed quality 

of service requirements of the multimedia communications applications, but the internet

work should not involve in the media synchronization problems. Because of very high 

bandwidths required for multimedia information such as HDTV videos, the compression 

techniques must be used in compressing multimedia information. These compression and 

decompression techniques should be in the multimedia workstations. The internetwork 

only provides very high-speed, high-bandwidth, low-bit-error-rate, and low-packet-Ioss-rate 

transport services between the communicating multimedia workstations, but the internet

work should not provide compression services for multimedia information. We mentioned 

that because of different requirements of different applications, the compression techniques 

used may be different. For example, the global PACS and telemedicine applications must 

use lossless compression techniques for compressing medical images because of concerns of 

legal issues, but the high-compression-ratio lossy compression techniques are acceptable for 

teleconferencing and entertainment video distribution. Thus, the multimedia workstations 

must provide different compression techniques for different applications. 

The error recovering functions are also shifted from traditionallink-by-link error control 

mechanisms, such as the high-level data link control (HDLC) protocol, to the edge-to-edge 

error control mechanisms used by Frame Relay and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 

protocols at the edges of global backbone networks, or to the end-to-end error control 

mechanisms such as forward error correction or retransmission in the end systems. When 

the edge-to-edge error control protocols or the end-to-end error control protocols are used, 

some types of information media, such as data and images, can use the error detection with 
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retransmission, because they do not need to maintain the timing relation between source 

and destination, and they are insensitive to end-to-end delays. However, other types of 

information media, such as voice, audio, animation, and video, must use error detection 

with forward error correction or error detection with discarding erroneous packets, because 

they need to maintain the timing relation between source and destination, and they are 

sensitive to end-to-end delays. 

As shown in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2, an examination of a patient may take several 

related medical images which need large disk storage space (e.g., several megabytes) and 

take several seconds to several minutes to be transferred from database archive systems 

to multimedia workstations, depending on the effective end-user bit rates of the multime

dia workstations. We also mentioned that, to balance the traffic loads of the multimedia 

communications networks and better utilize the networks resources during daytime and 

nighttime, most of the medical image transfers for remote consultation and diagnosis will 

be scheduled and automatically transferred during nighttime. Therefore, the high-capacity 

(e.g., Gigabytes) of hard disk storage in the multimedia workstations is needed to store 

these nighttime transferred medical images which will be used for remote consultation and 

diagnosis the next day. 

As we discussed generic gateway architecture shown in Figure 2.5, we pointed out that 

if the communications protocols of the two subnetwoks are compatible from Layer-(N+1) 

to Layer-7, then a Layer-N gateway is possible. We also mentioned that the lower layer the 

gateway is, the more efficient the gateway will be. Since most of today's and future end 

systems can be either personal computers or workstations with high-performance processing 
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and high-capacity storage, and most of the higher layers of communications protocols are 

implemented in software, the end systems can be implemented with multiple stacks of 

different protocol standards, such as OSI protocols and TCP lIP protocol suite. Therefore, 

the protocol stacks used in the two communicating end systems can be compatible from 

Layer-(N + 1) to Layer-7, where N may be 2 or 3. That is, the efficient Layer-2 bridges or 

Layer-3 routers will be used in the future internetworking environments because of most of 

the communications functions are shifted to end systems. This concept will be discussed 

in further detail in the next section. 

Based on the above discussion, we can see that, in the 1970s and eraly 1980s, because of 

dumb terminals used at that time, the networks provide most of communications protocol 

functions; in the late 1980s to now, some of the communications protocol functions are 

shifted from networks to the end systems, and the networks provide basic transport func

tions. In the 1990s, because of rapid progress of computer and fiber-optic communications 

technologies and growing demands of multimedia communications applications, most of the 

communications protocol functions will be in the end systems, and the fiber-optic communi

cations networks provide very high-speed packet-switching and very high-bandwidth, highly 

reliable transport functions. In the next section, we compares the X.25, IP, Frame Relay, 

and ATM protocols and technologies for supporting very high-speed, long-distance, large

scale, global backbone networks for multimedia communications. Because of the protocol 

processing overheads in X.25, IP, or even Frame Relay, they cannot provide very high-speed 

packet-switching and routing functions in the packet-switching nodes. Hence, only ATM 

cell-switched global backbone networks can support very high-speed effective end-user bite 
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rates (e.g., 155 Mbps) and very high-bandwidth aggregate network bit rates (e.g., Gbps 

range) for multimedia communications for global PACS and telemedicine applications. 

3.2.2 X.25, IP, Frame Relay, and ATM for Global Backbone Networks 

In the 1980s and now, the popular global backbone networks for supporting traditional 

data communications applications, such as electronic mail, file transfer, use either the 

virtual-circuit, connection-oritented, three-layer X.25 protocols or the datagram connec

tionless Internet Protocols for routing and packet-switching functions. The X.25 protocols, 

DoD IP protocol, and OSI IP protocol were developed in the late 1970s and the early 1980s 

for wide area networks (WANs) for traditional data communications applications. Initially, 

the effective end-user bit rates of X.25 WANs and IP WANs are limited to 9600 bits per 

second. Both the X.25 WANs and IP WANs, especially, the DoD Internet, have become 

popular since the early 1980s. Both of them have been used for global backbone networks to 

interconnect remotely located local area networks through gateways. The DoD Internet is 

the most famous and successful example of using IP-based global backbone networks, such 

as the NSFNET backbone network, to interconnect data communications subnetworks. 

If dynamic routing is used for routing and switching IP datagrams, there exists the 

possibility of looping some IP datagrams indefinitely. To avoid this problem, each IP 

datagram can be marked with a lifetime. Once the lifetime expires, the IP datagram is 

discarded. There are two ways to implement lifetime. DoD IP uses a hop count value as the 

lifetime; each time that a datagram passes through a gateway or a packet-switching node, 

the hop count is decremented. In the OSI IP protocol, the datagram lifetime is expressed as 
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a multiple of 500 msec [129, 130]. The value is determined and set by the source station, then 

decremented by each gateway or packet-switching node that the datagram visits by each 500 

msec of estimated delay for that hop, that is, transmission time to that node plus processing 

time. Using" 500 msec" as the estimated delay for a hop indicates that a gateway or an 

IP-switching node using the OSI Internet Protocol has potential large processing delay per 

node. The effective end-user bit rates of X.25-based and IP-based global backbone networks 

are still under 1.544 Mbps, although the aggregate network bit rates can reach 45 Mbps, 

such as the NSFNET 45-Mbps backbone network. Some experimental trials use X.25-based 

or IP-based WANs for transferring voice and video packets of multimedia communications 

applications. Because of the bandwidth, end-to-end delay, and jitter limitations of X.25-

based and IP-based WANs, these multimedia communications experimental trials are small

scale, which support few multimedia communications users simultaneously, and the trial 

results are only marginally acceptable. 

The Frame Relay protocols and technology are based on the modifications of narrowband 

ISDN D-channellayer-2 LAPD protocol [117,133]. For the X.25-based and IP-based packet

switched global backbone networks, the routing and switching functions are based on their 

layer-3 protocols. However, the routing and switching functions of the Frame-Relay-based 

global backbone networks are in the lower part of the modified LAPD protocols, which is 

the lower part the layer-2 protocol. We mentioned in the generic gateway architecture (see 

Figure 2.5) that the less layers are involved in a gateway, the more efficient the gateway 

will be. For the same reason, because the Frame-Relay-based global backbone networks 

use only the layer-1 and the lower part of layer-2 protocols, the Frame-Relay-based global 
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backbone networks are more efficient than the X.25-based and IP-based global backbone 

networks that use the layer-I, layer-2, and layer-3 protocols. Therefore, the Frame-Relay

based global backbone networks can provide higher aggregate network bit rates, which may 

be up to 150 Mbps, than those provided by the X.25-based and IP-based global backbone 

networks. 

Another feature of the Frame-Relay technology is that the link-by-link error control 

uses only error detection with frame discarding. There is no retransmission for the link

by-link error control of Frame-Relay-based global backbone networks. The reason is that 

the Frame-Relay technology assumes the physical layer will use fiber-optic links which 

can provide highly reliable transmission. Thus, the Frame-Relay technology shifts the 

retransmission functions to the edges of the Frame-Relay-based global networks or the end 

systems. The hardware implementations of Frame-Relay components which handle the 

link-by-link transmission will be simpler and faster because they only detect the link-by

link packet errors without retransmission. Most of the X.25-based and IP-based global 

backbone networks use HDLC-like Layer-2 protocols for link-by-link error handling with 

retransmission. Hence, the potential highest aggregate network bit rates of the X.25-based 

and IP-based global backbone networks will be lower than those of the Frame-Relay-based 

global backbone networks because of the differences of link-by-link error handling functions 

used by these global backbone networks. 

Figure 3.1 shows the conceptual comparison of X.25-based, Frame-Relay-based, and 

ATM-based packet-switched global backbone networks [114, 116]. In here, we use the 
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Figure 3.1: The Conceptual Comparison of X.25-based, Frame-Relay-based, and ATM
based Packet-Switched Global Backbone Networks 
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term "packet-switched" loosely; the more accurate terms should be X.25-based packet

switched, Frame-Relay-based frame-switched, and ATM-based cell-switched global back

bone networks. Based on the terminology used by the OSI Seven-Layer Reference Model, 

the Layer-3 (Network Layer) protocol data units (PDU s) are called packets, which are tradi

tionally routed and switched by the packet-switching nodes to go through packet-switched 

networks. The Layer-2 (Data Link Layer) protocol data units are called frames, which 

usually consist of the frame header field, the information field, and the frame trailer field, 

and the layer-2 frames are used by the data link layer protocols for link-by-link transmis

sion. However, the Frame-Relay-based global backbone networks uses the term "frame" 

with some different meaning. That is, the Frame-Relay-based frame-switched global back

bone networks route and switch frames by the frame-switching nodes, which use only the 

layer-l and lower part of modified LAPD layer-2 information. However, the X.25-based 

and IP-based packet-switched global backbone networks route and switch packets by the 

packet-switching nodes, which use the layer-I, layer-2, and layer-3 information. 

The term "cell" is not in the original OSI Seven-Layer Reference Model. An ATM cell is 

a fixed-size 53-byte protocol data unit, which consists of a 5-byte ATM header field and a 

48-byte ATM information field of the ATM layer protocol. The details of the ATM protocols 

and technology will be discussed in Chapter 4. An ATM cell is similar to a Frame-Relay 

frame in some sense; however, the sizes of Frame-Relay frames are not fixed, but the size of 

ATM cells is fixed, which is 53-byte. The protocols used by Frame-Relay frames and ATM 

cells are different, too. One reason of the fixed-size ATM cells is that, the ATM protocols 

will be easier to be implemented by using VLSI chip sets with very high processing speed 
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to provide better network performance to support multimedia communications. Because 

the ATM cell size is fixed, the queues in the ATM cell-switching nodes are easier to be 

handled by hardware VLSI chip sets than the queues of Frame-Relay variable-size frames. 

When the ATM cells are routed and cell-switched by very high-speed cell-switching nodes, 

the small and fixed 53-byte ATM cell size can reduce the end-to-end delays and jitters, 

which are important factors for voice, audio, animation, and video services in multimedia 

communications. The reason is that, because the ATM cell size is fixed and small, which 

is only 53-byte, and the protocol of the ATM layer is very simple, the ATM cells can be 

processed very fast at the queues of ATM cell-switching nodes. This will reduce the delay 

and its varaiation or jitter when ATM cells are routed and cell-switched by a ATM cell

switching node. When we discussed the effective end-user bit rates and aggregate network 

bit rates for multimedia communications in the previous section, we mentioned that, to 

support full-fledged multimedia communications, especially, for HDTV and high-resolution 

image transfers, the effective end-user bit rate for a multi-window multimedia workstation 

may be up to 155 Mbps or 622 Mbps. Such very high-speed effective end-user bit rates per 

multimedia workstation will result in the extremely high aggregate network bit rates, which 

may be up to tens of Gigabits per second, for large-scale ATM cell-switching nodes and 

the fiber-optic links connecting ATM cell-switching nodes. To support the tens of Gigabits 

per second processing speeds for the ATM cell-switching nodes and inter-switching-node 

fiber-optic links, the protocol of the ATM layer is very simple, and very high-performance 

VLSI hardware implementations should be used. A proposed ATM/SONET-based very 

high-speed national backbone network is discussed in Chapter 4. 
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Based on the discussions in Chapters 1, 2, and 3, we conclude that, to support global 

PACS and telemedicine applications for thousands of simultaneous users, multimedia work

stations with very high-speed effective end-user bit rates and global backbone networks with 

very high-bandwidth aggregate network bit rates are needed. Figure 4.1 shows a global 

PACS environment. The global PACS environment is an internetwork, which includes mul

tiple (may be thousands of) local PACSs, regional backbone networks, national backbone 

networks, and international backbone networks to support multimedia communications in

ternetworking for global PACS and telemedicine applications. 

In the global PACS environment, we need universal multimedia communications access 

links to clinic offices or medical experts' homes to allow the medical experts to perform 

telemedicine applications from their offices or homes. The regional backbone networks of 

global PACS will allow medical experts who have multimedia workstations at their clinic 

offices or homes to connect to the global PACS internetwork. The local PACSs are con

nected to the regional backbone networks for intra-region multimedia communications. The 

national backbone networks interconnect the regional backbone networks for inter-region 

multimedia communications. There will be one or more national database archive sys

tems and national medical imaging libraries connected to the national backbone networks 
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Global PACS 
National Backbone Network 

Figure 4.1: A Global PACS Environment 

for medical research and education. The international multimedia communications will go 

through the international backbone networks which interconnect national backbone net-

works. 

To support multiple (hundreds or thousands of) multimedia communications connections 

in each level of the backbone network hierarchy, several-Gbps bandwidths are needed for 

the regional, national, and international backbone networks. These several-Gbps backbone 

networks are based on the emerging ATM/SONET high-bandwidth networking standards 

for broadband ISDN and multimedia communications applications. In this chapter, we 

propose and design a national backbone network for future global PACS and telemedicine 

applications in the United States. We emphasize the design considerations of the proposed 
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national backbone network for global PACS in this chapter; the simulation of the proposed 

national backbone network is performed in Chapter 5. Since the proposed national back

bone network for global PACS in the United States is based on ATMjSONET standards 

and technologies, they are discussed in the section below. 

4.1 Broadband ISDN 

This section describes the B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model, SONET, ATM standards 

and technologies. They are the basis of the proposed national backbone network for global 

PACS and telemedicine applications in the United States. 

4.1.1 B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model 

Both Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) and Synchronous Opitcal NETwork (SONET) 

standards are designed for very high-speed telecommunications networks such as broadband 

integrated services digital network (B-ISDN). The traditional telecommunications networks 

and narrowband ISDN (N-ISDN) are based on circuit-switching technology, but B-ISDN 

will use ATM cell-switching technology to support multimedia communications. Multime

dia communications include multiple information media, such as voice, audio, text, data, 

graphics, image, animation, and video, with different traffic characteristics and bandwidth 

requirements. For example, the voice services need bandwidths as low as 4 kbps to 64 

kbps, but the HDTV video services need bandwidths from 30 Mbps to 100 Mbps, de

pending on the compression techniques used. The voice and video services are real-time 

traffic which is sensitive to end-to-end delay and jitter, but the data and image transfer 
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services are non-real-time traffic which can use end-to-end retransmission for erroneous or 

lost packets. Carrying these different types of multimedia information in an integrated 

network and meeting their different traffic requirements with such a broad range of re

quired bandwidths are a very challenging task. One approach is to use the synchronous 

transfer mode (STM) technology which is based on time-division multiplexing (TDM) and 

circuit-switching technologies. However, it is very complicated to design circuit-switching 

nodes that can switch different bandwidth channels (e.g., 64 kbps, 1.5 Mbps, 30 Mbps, 100 

Mbps for various information media) simultaneously. TDM circuit-switching techniques 

do not efficiently utilize the bursty nature of some types of information media such as in

teractive data communications and variable-bit-rate audio and video. Therefore, CCITT 

decided that the asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) cell-switching technology is used for 

implementing B-ISDN. 

Figure 4.2 shows the B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model, which consists of user plane, 

control plane, management plane, physical layer, ATM layer, ATM adaptation layer, and 

higher layer protocols [28, 116, 133]. The user plane provides protocols for user informa

tion transfer, along with associated in-band controls (e.g., flow control, error control). The 

control plane performs out-of-band call-control and connection-control functions. The call 

control functions are directly related to a call and coordinate the individual connections as

sociated with that call. The call control functions are to request and negotiate for network 

resources supporting the individual connections. Connection control functions are directly 

related to a connection for connection establishment, flow control, accounting metering, 

and quality of service supervision [151]. An example of call control and connection control 
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functions is that, when a medical doctor makes a multimedia call for remote consultation 

and diagnosis, the user may use voice connection only first. After two communicating 

medical experts verify each other via voice connection, they may start the teleconferencing 

connection with voice, data, and video services for remote consultation and diagnosis. If 

they need to occasionally transfer a set of high-resolution medical images during the re

mote consultation and diagonosis session, they may use fast reservation protocol to request 

a temporary high-bandwidth connection for the image transfer. Therefore, in this remote 

consultation and diagnosis scenario, a multimedia call between two medical experts involves 

several connections. 

The management plane includes plane management for performing management func

tions related to a system as a whole and for providing coordination among all the three 

planes (i.e., B-1SDN user plane, control plane, and management plane), and layer manage

ment for performing management functions relating to resources and parameters residing 

in individual protocol layers. Figure 4.3 illustrates the B-1SDN information transport pro-

tocols [84]. As shown in Figure 4.3, for an ATM network, the functions of the physical 

layer, ATM layer, and ATM adaptation layer (AAL) all together are only equivalent to the 

OS1 Layer 1 (Physical Layer) and the very lower part of Layer 2 (Data Link Layer) of the 

OS1 Seven Layer Reference Model. The functions of ATM higher layers mayor may not 

be equivalent to the functions of the OS1 higher layers [145]. 
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CCITT defines that the ATM layer is independent of the means of transport at the phys-

icallayer, and SONET is just one of the potential physical layer technologies for B-ISDN. If 

SONET is used for the physical layer of an' ATM network, the SONET physical layer can be 

subdivided into four sublayers: photonic, section, line, and path sublayers [14, 133]. Figure 

4.4 shows the logical hierarchy of the SONET physical layer, which is very important for 

the deployment of the SONET transmission networks. The logical concepts of photonic, 

section, line, and path sublayers are correspondent to the fiber-optic transmission entities 

of optical fiber, digital regenerator, add-drop multiplexer, and link termination equipment, 

which are discussed below. 
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SONET is an optical transmission interface originally proposed by Bellcore and standard-

ized by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI). CCITT defined a compatible 

version of SONET, referred to as synchronous digital hierarchy (SDH). Table 4.1 shows the 

SONET /SDH signal hierarchy [29, 133]. SONET is a hierarchy of optical signals that 

are multiples of a basic optical signal rate of 51.84 Mbps called Optical Carrier at Level 

1 (OC-l). The electrical signals of these optical signals (OC-N) are called Synchronous 

Transport Signal at Level N (STS-N), and the electrical signal rate of STS-l is 51.84 Mbps. 

The lowest signal rate of CCITT synchronous digital hier~rchy is 155.52 Mbps, which is 

called Synchronous Transport Module at Level 1 (STM-l). The SONET STS-N signals 

have standardized frame formats with a frame duration of 125 microseconds, which is from 

the 8-kHz sampling rate of telephone voice. Figure 4.5 shows the SONET STS-l frame 

format, which consists of 90 columns and 9 rows of 8-bit bytes. That is, the STS-l signal 
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SONET CCITT Data Rate Payload Rate Remark 
STS Level SDH Level (Mbps) (Mbps) 

STS-l 51.840 50.112 
STS-3 STM-l 155.520 150.336 UNI Rate 
STS-12 STM-4 622.080 601.344 UNI Rate 
STS-24 STM-8 1244.160 1202.688 
STS-48 STM-16 2488.320 2405.376 
STS-192 STM-64 9953.280 9621.504 

Table 4.1: The SONET /SDH Signal Hierarchy 

rate is 

STS - 1 = ((9 x 90 x 8 bits)/(125 microseconds)) = 51.84 Mbps. (4.1) 

The STS-N signal is formed by synchronously byte-interleaving N STS-l signals. As 

shown in Figure 4.5, there are 9-byte section overhead, 18-byte line overhead, and 9 path 

overhead per STS-l frame. These section overhead, line overhead, and path overhead are 

used by the section sublayer, line sublayer, and path sublayer of the SONET physical layer 

(see Figure 4.4). CCITT defined that the STS-3 (155.52 Mbps) and STS-12 (622.08 Mbps) 

are the bit rates of the user-network interfaces of B-ISDN. Other important SONET signal 

rates are STS-48 (2.488 Gbps) and, in the future, STS-192 (9.953 Gbps). Both of the 

STS-48 and STS-192 rates can be used for very high-speed global backbone networks. If 

higher rates are needed, then either wavelength division multiplexing techniques or multiple 

parallel fiber-optic links can be used for connecting the ATM cell-switching nodes of the 

global backbone networks. 
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Some important facts of the fiber optic transmission systems are the fiber-optic signal 

attenuation, electrical signal bandwidth multiplexing, wavelength division (optical signal) 

multiplexing, and wavelength division multiple access. The fiber-optic signal attenuation 

values are dependent on the laser wavelengths used. For example, the single mode fiber 

using the laser with 1300-nanometer (nm) wavelength has the attenuation value of 0.35 

dB/km; the single mode fiber using the laser with 1550-nm wavelength has the attenuation 

value of 0.2 dB/km [14]. With a net loss of 20 dB optical signal which needs a digital 

regenerator, the 0.2 dB/km attenuation value allows the interval of 100 km between digital 

regenerators. Thus, due to optical signal attenuation, there will be multiple digital regen

erators along a long-distance fiber-optic transmission path. As shown in Figures 4.4 and 

4.5, the SONET section overhead in the STS-1 frame and the section sublayer and photonic 

sublayer are used for digital regenerators along a fiber-optic transmission path. 

We should point out here that, when the laser beam travels along an optical fiber, it 

is in the analog form of lightwaves. However, when the SONET digital STS-N frames 

are regenerated by a digital regenerator, it is in the form of electrical digital bits and 

frames. This is why the digital regenerator uses both the photonic sublayer and section 

sublayer of the SONET physical layer standard (see Figurre 4.3). We mentioned that the 

SONET signal rates can be up to STS-48 (2.488 Gbps) or STS-192 (9.953 Gbps) for fiber

optic links of global very high-speed backbone networks. However, sometimes, the traffic 

between two cities may not need such high bandwidths. Then the SONET STS-48 or 

STS-192 bandwidths can carry several multiplexed traffic channels which will go to several 

remote cities. The line overhead in the SONET frames and the line sublayer are used for 
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such digital electrical signal bandwidth multiplexing which can be performed by add-drop 

multiplexers and digital cross-connect systems. In fact, a global fiber-optic transmission 

network consists of multiple (may be hundreds or thousands of) add-drop multiplexers 

and digital cross-connect systems for better utilizing and distributing the long-distance 

fiber-optic links. 

The wavelength division (optical signal) multiplexing techniques are used for transmit

ting multiple wavelengths of lightwaves to increase the bandwidth of a single optical fiber. 

The large portion of the cost of global fiber-optic transmission networks is the layout and 

deployment of fiber-optic cables which include the cost of burying these cables several feet 

deep underground and also the cost of buying the right of way to dig the land along the 

fiber link paths. Therefore, to save the cost of the layout and deployment of fiber-optic ca

bles during the lifetime of the global fiber-optic backbone networks, one way is that several 

fiber-optic cables are buried together, and some of these cables may not be used initially, 

but they can be used for backup cables in case of link failures or used for bandwidth ex

pansion when the traffic demands grow. The other way is that the same fiber-optic cable 

is used for the lifetime, but the newer fiber-optic link termination equipment with new 

technology such as wavelength division multiplexing is used to increase the capacity of the 

same fiber-optic cable to meet the growing traffic demands. 

The wavelength division multiple access techniques have been developed for providing 

very high-speed (Gbps) effective end-user bit rates to end systems. The concepts of wave

length division multiplexing (WMD) and wavelength division multiple access (WDMA) are 

similar. However, for a WDMA-based network, one end system uses its specific wavelength 
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to transmit, and this end system receives optical signals from another end system which 

uses another specific wavelength to transmit. Depending on the tunable laser source in 

the transmitting end system and the tunable filter in the receiving end system, various 

WDMA techniques are possible. Usually, the WDMA-based fiber-optic local area networks 

are based on the star topology using passive star optical couplers which act as light broad

casting distribution centers [64, 119]. The combination of the tunable laser sources, the 

tunable filters, and the passive star optical couplers provides the optical circuit-switched 

WDMA-based local area networks which support very high-speed (Gbps) effective end

user bit rates for end systems such as very high-performance multimedia workstations and 

supercomupters. Most of the WDMA-based LANs are optical circuit-switched [64, 119]; 

however, some of them are ATM cell-switched [59]. Because the ATM cell-switching nodes 

switch digital ATM cells, the ATM cell-switched WDMA-based optical networks are more 

flexible but are more complicated than the circuit-switched WDMA-based optical networks. 

4.1.3 Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 

As shown in Figures 4.2 and 4.3, the CCITT defined that ATM is used for implementing 

B-ISDN, and the ATM layer is independent of the physical layers used for the transmission 

of the bit stream. In our proposed global high-speed backbone network for global PACS, 

we choose SONET as the physical layer supporting the ATM layer. That is, the proposed 

global high-speed backbone network is an ATMjSONET network. An overview of SONET 

is described in the last section, and an overview of ATM standards is discussed in this 
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section. The ATM layer is discussed first. Then the ATM adaptation layer (AAL) and the 

higher layers are discussed. 

The header formats of the ATM layer is shown in Figure 4.6. The size of an ATM cell 

is fixed-size 53 bytes. The ATM header field is 5 bytes, and the ATM information field is 48 

bytes. As shown in Figure 4.6, there are two ATM header formats; one is used in the user

network interface (UNI), and the other is used for the network-network interface (NNI). 

The UNI ATM header format is used for the interface between the customers' premises 

equipment (CPE) and the ATM network access node. The NNI ATM header format is 

used for the interface between the ATM cell-switching nodes within an ATM network or the 

ATM cell-switching nodes of various ATM networks, e.g., ATM LANs, regional, national, 

and international ATM backbone networks. 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the fast packet switching technologies, such as Frame Relay 

frame-switching, ATM cell-switching, shift most of the communications protocol functions 

to end systems, and network switching nodes only provide very high-speed routing and 

switching functions without link-by-link retransmission, due to the very reliable fiber-optic 

transmission systems used. Therefore, as shown in Figure 4.3, the very simple ATM layer, 

which is used by ATM cell-switching nodes for cell routing and switching, is equivalent to 

the OSI Layer 1 (OSI Physical Layer) only. This means that, to the end systems of a ATM 

network, the whole ATM network works as a very high-speed virtual OSI physical layer. 

Since the ATM layer protocol is very simple, the ATM cell-switching nodes can perform 

very fast cell-switching and routing. The meaning of each field in the ATM cell headers of 

UNI and NNI in Figure 4.6 is described as follows. 
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At UNI, the four-bit generic flow control (GFC) field is intended to provide the ATM 

layer with the multipoint control function for B-ISDN Network Termination type 2 equip

ment (NT2), such as centralized private automatic branch exchange (PBAX), and dis

tributed LAN within the customers' premises [111]. The GFC functions include guarantee 

of capacity of each attached stations, fairness, efficiency, and directionality of operation [84]. 

At NNI, there is no GFC field. The virtual path identifier (VPI) field is 8 bits at UNI, and 

12 bits at NNI. The virtual channel identifier (VCI) is 16 bits at both UNI and NNI. A 

physical link, such as a fiber-optic link, can be logically divided into many virtual paths up 

to 256 VPs at UNI, and 4096 VPs at NNI per physical link. A virtual path can logically 

consist of many virtual channels up to 65536 VCs per VP for both UNI and NNI. The 

VPI and VCI are used for cell routing and switching by each cell-switching node, and VPI 

and VCI have only link-by-link local meaning. That is, the values of the VPI and VCI of 

an incoming cell from an incoming physical link connected to a cell-switching node will be 

different from those of the outgoing cell to an outgoing physical link from the cell-switching 

node. This means that the values of the VPI and VCI are changed by the cell-switching 

node using a routing look-up table. Every new ATM connection will add a new entry to the 

routing look-up table of a ATM cell-switching node. Hence, the values of the VPI and VCI 

of ATM cells have only link-by-link local meaning, which are different from the source and 

destination addresses of the higher layer protocols that have end-to-end global meaning. 

The two-bit payload type (PT) field indicates the type of information in the ATM 

information field. A value of 00 indicates user information, that is, information from the 

next higher layer from the transmitting end system. Other PT values are used for network 
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management and maintenance values for ATM networks. The PT field allows the insertion 

of network management cells on to users' virtual channels without interrupting users' data 

cells. Thus, the PT field combining with the VPI/VCI fields provides the flexibility of 

out-of-band control and inband control information of ATM networks. 

The one-bit cell-loss priority (CLP) field is used to indicate the priority of the incoming 

ATM cells for the cell-switching nodes to handle the queuing and buffer management and 

to handle cell-discarding in case of congestion. A value of 0 of the CLP field indicates an 

ATM cell of relative higher priority, which should be switched with minimum delay in the 

switching nodes and should not be discarded unless no other alternative is available. A 

value of 1 of the CLP field indicates that an ATM cell should be discarded first in case of 

congestion. That is, when congestion conditions occur, those ATM cells with (CLP = 1) 

should be discarded first to reduce and correct the congestion conditions; if the congestion 

conditions still exist after those ATM cells with (CLP =1) are discarded, then those ATM 

cells with (CLP = 0) will be discarded as a last resort to correct congestion conditions. 

Usually, the ATM cells carrying voice, audio, and video information, which needs real-time 

switching in the switching nodes to maintain the end-to-end timing relation between source 

and destination, will be assigned (CLP = 0). The ATM cells carrying data and image 

information, which is insensitive to end-to-end delay and can be recovered by end-to-end 

retransmission in case of cell loss, will be assigned (CLP = 1). 

The eight-bit header error control (HEC) field is used to correct single-bit errors in the 

five-byte ATM header and to detect double-bit errors. If an error in the ATM header 

is detected and cannot be corrected by the HEC code, then the erroneous ATM cell is 
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discarded. The ATM HEC error correction and detection for the ATM cell headers can 

reduce the probability of mis-routed cells. The HEC code only checks errors in the ATM 

header, but the errors in the ATM information field are not checked by the ATM cell

switching nodes. The errors in the ATM information field may be checked by the ATM 

adaptation layer (AAL) or the end-to-end higher layer protocols in the end systems. The 

simple ATM layer protocol and such an ATM cell header design is to reduce the cell 

processing required by the cell-switching nodes and to speed up the cell processing for 

very high-speed ATM networks. That is, the philosophy of ATM networks is to shift most 

of the communications protocol functions to end systems, and the ATM networks only 

provide very high-speed (several Gbps) performance for transporting the ATM cells across 

the ATM networks as quickly as possible. 

4.2 Traffic Control and Network Management Considerations for ATM/SONET Based 

Multimedia Communications 

We mentioned that, for very high-speed, high-bandwidth, long-distance global backbone 

networks, the traditional end-to-end flow control and congestion control mechanisms are not 

effective, especially, for the voice and video services in multimedia communications. We also 

mentioned that, to support full-fledged multi-window multimedia workstations, the effective 

end-user bit rates for a multimedia workstation can be very high, e.g., 155 Mbps or 622 

Mbps for B-ISDN user-network interfaces, and the resulting aggregate network bit rates will 

reach several Gbps for the global backbone networks. Thus, we select the ATM/SONET 

protocols and technologies to meet the requirements for both the high effective end-user 
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bit rates for multimedia workstations and the very high aggregate network bit rates for the 

proposed global backbone network for supporting multimedia communications of global 

PACS and telemedicine applications. We mentioned in the end of the last section that 

the ATMjSONET backbone network only provides very limited communication protocol 

functions but very high-speed performance routing, switching, and transmission functions 

to transport the ATM cells across the global backbone networks as quickly as possible. 

Most of the communications protocol functions of an ATMjSONET based network are 

in the end systems. Therefore, we discuss these end-to-end protocol functions of the end 

systems and related traffic control and network management issues of the ATMjSONET 

based global backbone network in this section. 

The most important end-to-end or edge-to-edge protocol for an ATM/SONET based 

network is the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) of the B-ISDN 155-Mbps and 622-Mbps user

network interfaces. The ATM layer protocol discussed in the last section is used by ATM 

cell-switching nodes for routing and switching the ATM cells across the ATM networks. 

However, the edge-to-edge or end-to-end AAL protocol (see Figure 4.3) is service-dependent, 

that is, the details of the AAL protocol are dependent on the higher-layer services that use 

the AAL functions. Figure 4.7 shows the ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) services, which 

include Classes A, B, C, and D services [84]. Figure 4.8 shows the Segmentation 

and Reassembly (SAR) Protocol Data Units (PDUs) of the AAL protocol [133]. The 

48-byte SAR PDUs is the 48-byte information field of the 53-byte ATM cell. As shown 

in Figure 4.8, there are four types of SAR PDUs, which match the four classes of AAL 

services shown in Figure 4.7. The payload of AAL Type-1 SAR PDUs is 47 bytes for 
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Figure 4.7: The ATM Adaptation Layer (AAL) Services 
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carrying constant-bit-rate (CBR) voice, audio, and video Class-A services. The payload of 

AAL Type-2 SAR PDUs is 45 bytes for carrying variable-bit-rate (VBR) voice, audio, and 

video Class-B services. The payload of AAL Type-3 SAR PDUs is 44 bytes for carrying 

VBR connection-oriented data transfer Class-C services. The payload of AAL Type-4 SAR 

PDUs is 44 bytes for carrying VBR connectionless data transfer Class-D services. At the 

transmitting end system, the higher-layer multimedia protocol data units are segmented 

into these 47-byte, 45-byte, and 44-byte AAL payload fields, depending on the four service 

classes, and are added different AAL headers and trailers to become total 48 bytes of the 

information field of the ATM cells. At the receiving end system, these 47-byte, 45-byte, 

and 44-byte AAL payload fields are reassembled into the higher-layer multimedia protocol 

data units for displaying the multimedia information to the human end users. 

We mentioned that the traditional end-to-end flow control and congestion control mech

anisms are not effective, or even not suitable, for very high-speed, long-distance, global 

backbone networks for multimedia communications. Therefore, the preventive congestion 

control mechanisms, such as connection admission control and usage parameter control, will 

be used for the proposed very high-speed global backbone network for global PACS, and the 

traditional reactive congestion control mechanisms, such as end-to-end explicit congestion 

notifications, and packets or cell discarding, should only be used for the last resort if conges

tion conditions really occur. Traditionally, data communications networks, e.g., LANs and 

the TCP lIP Internet, do not perform connection admission control functions because the 

effective end-user bit rate per user or connection is small, and the end-to-end flow control 

and congestion control mechanisms can be used effectively to limit the packets sent to the 
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networks. However, for multimedia communications, when every new high-bandwidth con

nection is admitted, the very high effective end-user bit rates of 155 Mbps and 622 Mbps for 

B-ISDN UNI per user or connection may affect the network performance and the quality of 

service of the existing connections. Thus, the connection admission control for every mul

timedia connection request is very important for providing guaranteed quality of service, 

such as end-to-end delay, cell loss, throughput, etc., to users of multimedia applications. 

The connection admission control for B-ISDN is performed via the control plane of the 

B-ISDN ATM Protocol Reference Model (see Figure 4.2). When an end-user or end-system 

requests a new multimedia connection, the end system must provide a set of traffic de

scription parameters (e.g., peak bit rate, average bit rate, burstiness, durations of bursts, 

etc.) of the requested new connection to the ATM network. Then the ATM network will 

accept or reject the connection request based on the traffic description parameters of the 

requested connection and the available bandwidth of the ATM network at that moment. 

The connection admission control concept is easy, but the implementation is very com

plicated because of the following issues. We mentioned that the required bandwidths for 

different types of information media, such as voice, audio, text, data, graphics, images, 

animation, and video, have a broad range of variation (see Tables 1.3, 1.4, and 3.1). Some 

traffic types are constant-bit-rate (CBR), e.g., CBR voice, audio, and video services, which 

are easier to be described by users because of constant bandwidth values. However, other 

traffic types are variable-bit-rate (VBR), e.g., VBR voice, audio, video, data, and com

pressed image transfer services, and they are hard to be accurately described by the users. 
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Hence, it is very difficult to accurately predict the traffic pattern of a requested multi

media connection. For example, the VBR compression techniques for video compression 

can generate low bit rates at some moments, because of very small inter-frame changes at 

these moments. However, the VBR compression techniques can also generate very high 

bit rates at the other moments, because of sudden inter-frame changes at these moments. 

Another example of the difficulties of predicting traffic pattern of a multimedia connection 

is the remote consultation and diagnosis scenario. Although most of the medical images 

are off-line scheduled and transferred during nighttime before the remote consultation and 

diagnosis communications sessions start, there are occasionally on-line, real-time medical 

image transfers required during the discussions between the medical experts. Such occa

sional on-line, real-time transfers of a set of medical images can generate very high peak 

bit rates. The times of the occurrence of these occasional on-line, real-time medical image 

transfers are hard to be predicted by the medical experts at the multimedia connection 

request time. The proposed burst admission control mechanism and fast reservation proto

col (FRP) for fast bandwidth allocation may be used for such on-line demands, but these 

proposed mechanisms are still under study by CCITT [61, 151]. 

Another difficulty is that the acceptance or rejection of the requested connection is based 

on the available bandwidths and resources of the ATM network at the request time. This 

means that the local access ATM cell-switching node must have the real-time status infor

mation of the overall ATM network. A global ATM-based networks may consist of multiple 

(may be tens or hundreds of) ATM cell-switching nodes and fiber-optic transmission links. 

The monitoring and measurements of the real-time status information of an ATM network 
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element, such as an ATM cell-switching node or a fiber-optic transmission link, are not easy 

due to variation of traffic patterns of each multimedia connection using that ATM network 

element. Then, it is very difficult to collect all real-time status information of the related 

ATM network elements to make the connection admission control decision, because of the 

volume of network management related data, the monitoring and processing capacities re

quired, and the long-distance delays of tens of milliseconds. For example, the monitoring 

and measurements of today's NSFNET backbone network with 45-Mbps links are not real

time; they are performed every 15 minutes [38]. The task of monitoring and measuring 

the proposed global high-speed (several Gbps) backbone network for global PACS is much 

more difficult than the task of the NSFNET 45-Mbps backbone network. 

If non-real-time status information (e.g., every 15 minutes, or even every 15 seconds) 

of the ATM network is used for making the connection admission control decision, the 

accuracy of the acceptance or rejection of the requested connections will be poor. An 

erroneous acceptance of a requested connection can cause over-utilized network resources 

and degrade the quality of services for existing connections. For the worst case, the over

utilized network resources may result in congestion conditions. An erroneous rejection of 

the requested connection can increase the connection blocking probability and cause under

utilized network resources. This is not cost-effective due to the under-utilization of network 

resources. One solution for such a dilemma is our proposed fully-connected topology for 

the global backbone network which will be discussed in the next section. 

After a requested connection is accepted by the ATM network, the new and all existing 

connections must be monitored to enforce them to follow their negotiated and agreed traffic 
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parameters of each connection. This is the ATM usage parameter control (UPC) function, 

which monitors and controls each connection traffic to prevent congestion [20, 33, 47, 48, 

66, 71, 94, 149]. Figure 4.9 shows a traffic monitoring scheme which uses the one-bit cell-

loss-priority (CLP) field to set (or mark) the overflow traffic to (CLP = 1) [47]. The 

ATM cells with CLP = 1 can be discarded in case of congestion. When the ATM cells sent 

by a transmitting end system, the CLP fields of these cells are set to either 0 or 1 by the 

transmitting end system, depending on their information types. Usually, the transmitting 

end system sets (CLP = 0) for voice, audio, and video services; it sets (CLP = 1) for data 

and image transfer services. Then the local access ATM cell-switching node uses the traffic 

monitoring scheme shown in Figure 4.9 to enforce the traffic flow of each connection. Thus, 

the connection admission control and usage parameter control try to reduce the possibility 

of congestion in an ATM network. If the congestion conditions still occur due to equipment 
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or link failures, then the ATM cells may be discarded to reduce and correct the congestion 

conditions. When a congested ATM cell-switching node discards incoming ATM cells, it 

discards the ATM cells with (CLP = 1) first. If the congestion condition still exists, then 

the ATM cells with (CLP = 0) may also be discarded. 

A global ATM backbone network may consist of tens or hundreds of ATM cell-switching 

nodes, fiber-optic transmission links, databases of the advanced intelligent network, and 

network management centers. The advanced intelligent network use out-of-band common 

channel signaling system No. 7 (CCSS7) protocols to provide connection admission con

trol, virtual private network, personal communications services, and others. The network 

management centers use OSI network management protocols, which include configuration 

management, fault management, performance management, security management, and ac

counting managemet, to coordinate operations, administration, maintenance, and provi

sioning functions among all network elements of the global ATM backbone network. There 

is the possibility, which may be very small, that some of these network elements may not 

work properly, or one fiber-optic transmission link may be cut due to construction projects. 

Therefore, the network management functions should be taken into considerations when a 

very high-speed, long-distance, large-scale, global backbone network is designed to support 

multimedia communications for global PACS and telemedicine applications. For example, 

when a fiber-optic transmission link is cut, several hundred multimedia connections will 

be disconnected. Thus, there must exist alternative routes for any source and destination 

pairs, and the network management functions must provide mechanisms for automatically 

rerouting the interrupted connections in case of equipment or link failures. The ISO and 
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CCITT have been studying and issuing the network management standards and recommen

dations which were described in Chpater 2. The specific network management standards for 

ATMjSONET based networks (see Figure 4.2: the B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model), and, 

especially, the ATMjSONET layer management standards have been proposed and studied 

by the CCITT working groups [4, 21, 49, 84]. Because the global PACS and telemedicine 

applications are to provide time-efficient and reliable medical treatments based on the 

emerging multimedia communications networks, we believe that the network management 

related issues should be taken into considerations to guarantee the quality of service of 

global PACS and telemedicine applications in case of the occurrences of unexpected events 

within the global ATMjSONET backbone networks. 

4.3 The Proposed U.S. National Backbone Network for Global PACS 

As shown in Figure 4.1, the global PACS has a hierarchical structure that consists 

of local PACSs, regional backbone networks, national backbone networks, and interna

tional backbone networks. To support hundreds or thousands of full-fledged multimedia 

communications connections in each level of the backbone network hierarchy, the regional 

backbone networks, national backbone networks, and international backbone networks need 

ATMjSONET technologies of several-Gbps backbone bandwidths. We choose the design of 

a proposed national backbone network as a representative design example of ATMjSONET 

based backbone networks. In this section, we discuss the design of the proposed national 

backbone network, which is based on the ATMjSONET standards and technologies to pro

vide a very high-speed effective end-user bit rate of B-ISDN UNI 155 Mbps and aggregate 
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network bit rates of several Gbps, for future global PACS and telemedicine applications in 

the United States. 

4.3.1 The Proposed Fully-Connected Topology 

Figure 4.10 illustrates the topology of the proposed U.S. national backbone network for 

global PACS and telemedicine applications. In Figure 4.10, there are five global ac-

cess ATM cell-switching nodes which are fully-connected by ten SONET-based fiber-optic 

transmission links. Over the past 15 years, transmission costs have fallen by about 3 orders 

of magnitude, while the switching costs have remained stable [147]. Based on such an ob

servation and other reasons explained below, we proposed the "logically" fully-connected 

topology of the proposed national backbone network for global PACS. For the global PACS 

environment in the United States, we divide the United States into five geographical re

gions: Northeastern Region, Southeastern Region, Northwestern Region, Southwestern Re

gion, and Central Region. The regional backbone network of each region is connected to 

its global access ATM cell-switching node of the national backbone network for inter-region 

and international multimedia communications for global PACS. The global access ATM 

cell-switching nodes of the proposed national backbone network are: GNW for North

western Region, GSW for Southwestern Region, GSE for Southeastern Region, GNE for 

Northeastern Region, and GCT for Central Region. 

Each regional PACS has its regional backbone network which covers an area with a 

radius of several hundred miles. The regional backbone networks are wide area networks 

(WANs) and also use the ATM/SONET standards and technologies for high-bandwidth 
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multimedia communications. The regional ATM/SONET WANs allow the medical experts 

who have multimedia workstations with 155-Mbps B-ISDN user-network interface in their 

homes or clinic offices, which are not located at hospitals, to communicate with other 

medical experts for remote consultation and diagnosis. The local PACSs, which are usually 

located at hospitals in a region, can be connected to the regional ATM/SONET WAN 

via gateways. Each regional ATM/SONET WAN is connected to the designated global 

access ATM cell-switching node for the region to have access to the U.S. national backbone 

network for global PACS. 

The regional ATMjSONET WAN consists of multiple local access ATM cell-switching 

nodes and SONET-based fiber-optic transmission links. The local access ATM cell-switching 

nodes have both B-ISDN network-network interfaces (NNls) and user-network interfaces 

(UNls). The NNls allow these local access ATM cell-switching nodes to interconnect one 

another for intra-region multimedia communications and to connect to the designated global 

access ATM cell-switching node of the region for inter-region multimedia communications 

through the U.S. national global backbone network for PACS. The UNls allow the medical 

experts who have B-ISDN multimedia workstations to connect to the local access ATM cell

switching nodes. The UNls also allow some local PACSs, which use shared-media LANs, to 

be connected to the regional ATM/SONET backbone network via gateways. If some local 

PACSs use the emerging ATM-based LANs, then these ATM-based local PACSs can be di

rectly connected to the local access ATM cell-switching nodes via either B-ISDN 622-Mbps 

UNls or NNls with higher bandwidths [16, 19,40,59,96]. 
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We propose that the national medical imaging library is located in the Central Region 

and is connected the global access ATM cell-switching node for the Central Region. This 

location of the national medical imaging library will provide average shortest distances for 

users of the global PACS in the United States to have access to the national medical imaging 

library. If the usage cost of multimedia communications is related to the distance between 

the source and destination, e.g., today's long-distance call usage charges, then the central 

region is the best location for the national medical imaging library to save users' multimedia 

communications cost of accessing the library. Via the national backbone network, medical 

experts and medical school students in the United States can use the national medical 

imaging library to view images and videos of medical case studies. 

Based on our proposal and Figure 4.1, the regional backbone networks, national back

bone networks, and international backbone networks are all ATM/SONET based WANs for 

supporting multimedia communications of global PACS and telemedicine applications. The 

differences are that the ATM cell-switching nodes of the regional backbone networks have 

both B-ISDN User-Network Interfaces (UNls) and Network-Network Interfaces (NNIs), but 

the ATM cell-switching nodes of the national backbone networks and international back

bone networks have only NNls. As shown in Figure 4.10, all traffic flows between a regional 

network and the proposed national backbone network are generated and received by an 

aggregate local access ATM cell-switching node of the region. The aggregate local access 

ATM cell-switching node of a region represents all local access ATM cell-switching nodes 

of the region that generate and receive inter-region multimedia communications traffic to 

and from the proposed national backbone network for global PACS. These aggregate local 
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access ATM cell-switching nodes are: LNW for Northwestern Region, LSW for Southwest

ern Region, LSE for Southeastern Region, LNE for Northeastern Region, and LCT for 

Central Region. In Chapter 4, we discuss all design considerations of the proposed national 

backbone network for global PACS in the United States. In Chapter 5, we will discuss 

the details of the simulation model of the topology of the proposed U.S. national backbone 

network for global PACS shown in Figure 4.10. 

4.3.2 Considerations of Delay Factors 

In Figure 4.10, we show the approximate distances of several hundred or thousand miles 

among the global access ATM cell-switching nodes of the U.S. national backbone network 

for global PACS. We mentioned in Chapter 3 that, for very high-speed, long distance, global 

backbone networks, even the multimedia information bit streams or ATM cells travel in 

the speed of light in free space (C = 186300 miles per second) in the fiber-optic links 

connecting ATM cell-switching nodes, the end-to-end propagation delay of the several

thousand-mile distance could be tens of milliseconds. Thus, the end-to-end propagation 

delay is an important portion of the total end-to-end delay of a global backbone network. 

For the design and simulation of a high-speed, long-distance, global backbone network, 

the factor of long distance, which results in the large end-to-end propagation delay, must 

be taken into considerations. The total end-to-end delay (TED) includes the end-to-end 

propagation delay (EPD), multiple queuing delays of queues (QDQs) at ATM cell-switching 

nodes and transmission links along the end-to-end route between source and destination, the 

cell-processing delays (CPDs) at ATM cell-switching nodes, and the transmission-processing 
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delays (TPDs) of transmission links along the end-to-end route. That is, 

TED = EPD + (sum of QDQs) + (sum of CPDs) + (sum of TPDs). (4.2) 

It is obvious that the more ATM cell-switching nodes and transmission links are passed 

along a selected end-to-end route between source and destination, the higher the total end

to-end delay will be. The reason is that each of the delay factors of the total end-to-end 

delay described above will increase when more ATM cell-switching nodes and transmission 

links are passed along a selected end-to-end route. 

For a selected end-to-end route between source and destination, the values of TED 

of individual ATM cells will be a random number distribution, since QDQs are random 

numbers which are dependent on the traffic load conditions at the ATM cell switching

nodes and the transmission links along the end-to-end routes. The end-to-end jitter (EEJ) 

of each ATM cell, which is the difference between the real total end-to-end delay (TED) 

value of each ATM cell and the mean value of TED (MVT) of all individual ATM cells of 

a specific connection. That is, 

EEJ = TED - MVT, or TED = MVT + EEJ. ( 4.3) 

Since the voice and video services of multimedia communications are sensitive to the end-

to-end delays and jitters, we should find ways that can minimize the variation of end-to-end 

delays and jitters. As shown in Equation 4.2, for a source-destination pair, we should choose 

the end-to-end route with the smallest number of ATM cell-switching nodes and transmis

sion links, unless there is congestion, equipment malfunction, or link failure to prevent 

such a choice. This choice is a minimum-hop or shortest-path end-to-end route between 
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the transmitting end system and the receiving end system. By choosing the minimum-hop 

or shortest-path end-to-end route, we can minimize the total end-to-end delay and the 

variation of jitters of ATM cells to guarantee the quality of service of multimedia commu

nications. The reasons are explained as follows: 

1. The shortest-path end-to-end route is the route with the minimum distance between 

source and destination. The minimum distance means the smallest end-to-end prop

agation delay (EPD). 

2. The minimum-hop end-to-end route is the route with the smallest number of the 

passed ATM cell-switching nodes and transmission links. Thus, the cell-processing 

delays at ATM cell-switching nodes (i.e., sum of CPDs) is minimum for the minimum

hop end-to-end route. The transmission-processing delays of transmission links (i.e., 

sum of TPDs) is also minimum for the minimum-hop end-to-end route. 

3. We mentioned that the queuing delays of queues (QDQs) at ATM cell-switching 

nodes and transmission links along a selected end-to-end route between source and 

destination are random variables which are dependent on traffic load conditions at 

the ATM cell-switching nodes and transmission links. Thus, to minimize the item 

(sum of QDQs) in Equation 4.2, we need to know the real-time traffic load conditions 

of ATM cell-switching nodes and transmission links of all possible routes and select 

the route with the minimum (sum of QDQs) value. However, when we discussed the 

connection admission control in the last section for very high-speed global network, 

we mentioned that it is almost impossible to know the real-time status information 

of all network elements of the global backbone networks. Therefore, we assume that 
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the item (sum of QDQs) may be minimum when the number of QDQs is smallest. 

Then, the minimum-hop end-to-end route has the smallest number of QDQs. 

4. Since QDQs are random numbers, the more number of QDQs implies more uncertainty 

of the item (sum of QDQs), that is, the variation of the end-to-end jitters may become 

larger. Thus, the minimum-hop end-to-end route, which has smallest number of 

QDQs, may minimize the variation of end-to-end delays and jitters of ATM cells 

traveling from source to destination. 

4.3.3 Shortest-Path and Minimum-Hop End-to-End Routes 

Based on Figure 4.10, we can estimate the number of the passed ATM cell-switching 

nodes and fiber-optic transmission links along a selected end-to-end route. First, we com

pare the topology of the national global backbone network in which the global access ATM 

cell-switching nodes are fully-connected with the topology that is not fully-connected. For 

the global backbone network with fully-connected topology, the shortest path across the 

global backbone network for a selected end-to-end route is the path with two global access 

ATM cell-switching nodes and one transmission link. For the global backbone network that 

is not fully-connected, the shortest path across the global backbone network for a selected 

end-to-end route is either equal to or larger than two global access ATM cell-switching 

nodes and one transmission link. Since we are interest in the smallest number of the passed 

ATM cell-switching nodes and fiber-optic transmission links along a selected end-to-end 

route, we investigate the fully connected topology first. 
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We assume that, for a remote consultation and diagnosis scenario, the transmitting 

end system, i.e., the source multimedia workstation WS1, is located at a local PACS in 

the Southwestern Region, and the receiving end system, i.e., the destination multimedia 

workstation WS2, is located at a local PACS in the Northeastern Region. We also assume 

that each of the local access ATM cell-switching nodes in a region has its fiber-optic trans

mission link directly connected to the global access ATM cell-switching node designated 

for that region. Based on these assumptions, a shortest-path end-to-end route between 

the source multimedia workstation and the destination multimedia workstation is shown 

in Figure 4.11. Now, based on Figure 4.11, we count the numbers of passed switch-

ing nodes and transmission links along the selected shortest-path end-to-end route. The 

passed switching nodes are: the Gateway 1 (GW1) for Local PACS 1, the Local Access 

ATM Cell-Switching Node 1 (LSW), the Global Access ATM Cell-Switching Node GSW for 

Southwestern Region, the Global Access ATM Cell-Switching Node GNE for Northeastern 

Region, the Local Access ATM Cell-Switching Node 2 (LNE), and the Gateway 2 (GW2) 

for Local PACS 2. The passed transmission links are: the LAN 1 (Link-I) for Local PACS 

1, the Link-2 between the Gateway-I (GW1) and the Local Access ATM Cell-Switching 

Node 1 (LSW), the Link-3 between the Local Access ATM Cell-Switching Node 1 (LSW) 

and the Global Access ATM Cell-Switching Node GSW, the Link-4 between the Global 

Access ATM Cell-Switching Nodes GSW and GNE, the Link-5 between the Global Access 

ATM Cell-Switching Node GNE and the Local Access ATM Cell-Switching Node 2 (LNE), 

the Link-6 between the Local Access ATM Cell-Switching Node 2 (LNE) and the Gate

way 2 (GW2), and finally, the LAN 2 (Link-7) for Local PACS 2. Hence, based on the 
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assumption of the fully-connected topology, there are six passed switching nodes and seven 

transmission links along the selected shortest-path end-to-end route between the source 

multimedia workstation and destination multimedia workstation (see Figure 4.11). 

If the topology of the global backbone network is not fully-connected, then the numbers 

of passed switching nodes and transmission links will be larger than the numbers described 

above, which is based on the proposed fully-connected topology. For example, if there is 

no direct fiber-optic transmission link between the Node GSW and Node GNE because of 

a fiber cut (see Figure 4.10), then the end-to-end route may go through either (Node GSW 

-> Node GNW -> Node GNE) or (Node GSW -> Node GSE -> Node GNE). In either 

way, there will be one additional passed switching node and one additional transmission 

link, which adds additional several hundred miles to the end-to-end distance, than those of 

the fully-connected case described above. As mentioned above, the more passed switching 

nodes and transmission links (see Equation 4.2) are, the larger the total end-to-end delay 

will be. This shows the merit of the fully-connected topology of global backbone network 

for multimedia communications supporting global PACS and telemedicine applications. 

The readers may doubt, in this scenario of the fiber cut of the direct link between Node 

GSW and Node GNE, why we do not select the route that goes through (Node GSW -> 

Node GCT -> Node GNE) (see Figure 4.10). The reason is that the national medical 

imaging library is located in the Central Region, and this has already caused more traffic 

loads on the Global Access ATM Cell-Switching Node GCT, due to the viewing of images 

and videos of medical case studies stored in the national medical imaging library. Thus, we 

avoid the route that goes through (Node GSW -> Node GCT -> Node GNE) in this fiber 
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cut scenario. This also reminds us the difficulties about the connection admission control 

for decision of accepting or rejecting a requested connection discussed in the last section and 

routing and switching decision of selecting an end-to-end route for a requested connection. 

Both of them need the real-time status information of all related network elements of the 

global backbone network to make a correct decision. Collecting such real-time status infor

mation of all related network elements, such as switching nodes and transmission links, is a 

very complicated task, but the fully-connected topology makes the task a little easier from 

the viewpoints of traffic control and network management for multimedia communications 

networks. 

The reason is that because all global access ATM cell-switching nodes of the proposed 

national backbone network are fully connected, the minimum-hop or shortest-path path 

across the national backbone network is the direct link between the two global access 

ATM cell-switching nodes of the two region. Thus, for a new multimedia communications 

connection request, the direct link is selected for connection admission control, switching, 

and routing decisions. All status information of the outgoing direct links from a specific 

global access ATM cell-switching node can be easily monitored by that switching node. For 

normal conditions, in which the traffic loads of all direct links of that switching node are 

within the normal traffic thresholds, the direct link will be selected as the minimum-hop 

path. If the traffic load of the direct link, which directly connects the two global access ATM 

cell-switching nodes of the two regions, is over the designed traffic threshold, then there 

are two ways to select alternative paths to connect two regions. One way for choosing a 

alternative path is to choose the outgoing link with minimum traffic load at that moment. 
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This method is simple, but this non-direct-link path adds extra traffic load to the next 

direct link which connects the alternative transient global access ATM cell-switching node 

and the global access ATM cell-switching node of the destination region. The extra traffic 

load may cause the next direct link over its designed traffic threshold. The other way for 

choosing a alternative path is to collect near-real-time status inforamtion of all two-hop 

possible paths, then the two-hop path with minimum combined traffic load is selected as 

the alternative path. An example of one-hop path is (Node GSW -> Node GNE). Examples 

of two-hop paths are (Node GSW -> Node GNW -> Node GNE) and (Node GSW -> 

Node GSE -> Node GNE, see Figure 4.10). This method will have better overall balanced 

traffic load distribution of the global backbone network; however, the collection of near

real-time status information of all two-hop possible paths is a challenging task. Depending 

on the design criteria, one of the two methods described above can be used to choose an 

alternative path. This also shows that trade-offs or compromises are always needed in most 

engineering designs. 

4.3.4 SONET-Based Transmission Links 

One argument against the fully-connected topology of the proposed national backbone 

network is that it needs more transmission links to connect the global access ATM cell

switching nodes than those needed by partially-connected topologies. We explain the rea

sons why we choose the fully-connected topology for the proposed ATM/SONET based 

very high-speed U.S. national backbone network for global PACS as follows. 
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The proposed fully-connected topology is for the national backbone network in which 

the SONET-based fiber-optic transmission links fully connect the global access ATM cell

switching nodes. These transmission links are not used to fully connect the end-systems, 

such as multimedia workstations, but they are used for fully connecting the global access 

ATM cell-switching nodes. The end systems are directly connected either to LANs of 

local PACSs or to local access ATM cell-switching nodes of regional backbone networks 

if the multimedia workstations have the B-ISDN 155-Mbps user-network interface. Then 

the local access ATM cell-switch nodes within a region are connected to the designated 

global access ATM cell-switching node for the region. In this way, the end systems are not 

physically fully connected, but they can communicate with one another via the regional, 

national, and international ATM/SONET based backbone networks. In the proposed fully

connected ATM/SONET national backbone network (see Figure 4.10), there are five global 

access ATM cell-switching nodes (Le., Nodes GNE, GSE, GNW, GSW, and GCT) for the 

five regions of the United States. 

For an ATM/SONET network with n fully-connected switching nodes, the number of 

the needed SONET-based transmission links is N = (n x (n-1))/2. As shown in Figure 4.10, 

the proposed national backbone network has n = 5, and N = 10. That is, there are ten 

SONET-based fiber-optic transmission links to fully connect the five global access ATM 

cell-switching nodes of the proposed U.S. national backbone network for global PACS. The 

readers may argue that if the number of global access ATM cell-switching nodes (Le., n) 

grows, then the number of SONET-based fiber-optic transmission links (Le., N) will increase 

quickly. This is true; however, depending on the traffic loads of inter-region multimedia 
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communications for global PACS and telemedicine applications, the number of these global 

access ATM cell-switching nodes will not be large, since most traffic of global PACS and 

telemedicine applications will be intra-region multimedia communications. That is, in 

most cases, medical experts communicate with other medical experts in the same region for 

remote consultation and diagnosis and other telemedicine applications, and the inter-region 

multimedia communications traffic for global PACS is limited. Thus, if the inter-region 

multimedia communications traffic for global PACS grows, the number of global access 

ATM cell-switching nodes becomes n = 20, which can support high-volume inter-region 

traffic for global PACS, and the number of SONET-based fiber-optic transmission links 

becomes N = 190, which is still a reasonable number of transmission links. Based on the 

information of the year 1990, with AT&T's dynamic non hierarchical routing, virtually all 

AT&T's inter-exchange switches are fully interconnected [148]. This results in (n x (n-1»j2 

point-to-point circuit links in a network with n inter-exchange switches. In the AT&T inter

exchange network with 114 inter-exchange switches in the year 1990, this results in 6441 

point-to-point circuit links among 114 inter-exchange switches. This is a real example of the 

fully-connected AT&T inter-exchange network supporting long-distance, circuit-switched 

communications of the United States. 

Now we investigate how the SONET-based fiber-optic transmission links to be imple

mented to interconnect the global access ATM cell-switching nodes of the proposed national 

backbone network for global PACS. We use the concept of virtual private networks (PVNs) 

of the advanced intelligent network for implementing the proposed national backbone net

work for global PACS [15, 133]. Implementing, operating, and maintaining a U.S. national 
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backbone network with tens or hundreds of thousand miles of fiber-optic transmission links 

need huge capital investment for implementation and also large daily operations and main

tenance costs for providing guaranteed quality of services to end users. There always exists 

the possibility of equipment malfunctions, link failures, or fiber cuts of the tens or hundreds 

of thousand miles of fiber-optic transmission links. Thus, network management functions 

should be included in the implementation of the national backbone network, and multiple 

teams of technical personnel must be available for quick responses to unexpected events 

(e.g., fiber cuts, equipment malfunctions, link failures, etc.)to restore and maintain the 

national backbone network. Since the issues of huge investment and daily operations and 

maintenance costs, most companies and organizations will lease transmission bandwidths 

from telecommunications carriers to implement virtual private nationwide networks. Here, 

we use the term "lease transmission bandwidths" because today's fiber-optic transmission 

links can provide several Gbps capacity per link, and most virtual private nationwide net

works do not need such huge capacity or bandwidth per link. That is, the bandwidths of 

today's fiber-optic transmission links can be logically divided into sub-bandwidths and used 

by multiple virtual private nationwide networks of different companies and organizations. 

For example, SONET STS-48 is 2.488 Gbps, and SONET STS-192 is 9.953 Gbpsj how

ever, today's NSFNET backbone network is 45 Mbps per link. That is, if the SONET 

STS-48 or STS-192 is used for implementing the fiber-optic links, then one SONET STS-48 

(2.488 Gbps) link can logically support 48 45-Mbps links after the section, line, and path 

overheads of the SONET frames are taken into considerations. We mentioned that due to 

attenuation of optical signals (e.g., 0.2 dB/km for 1550-nm wavelength laser), there will be 
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multiple digital regenerators between the endpoints of a several-thousand-mile fiber-optic 

transmission link. In fact, to have better utilization and distribution of fiber-optic trans

mission links, there are multiple SONET add-drop multiplexers and digital cross-connect 

systems to link and redirect some bandwidths among segments of fiber-optic links. For ex

ample, if there are 0.8 Gbps traffic between Tucson and New York, 0.8 Gbps traffic between 

Tucson and Los Angles, and 0.8 Gbps traffic between Tucson and San Francisco, then a 

SONET STS-48 (2.488 Gbps) link can be used for multiplexing the three traffic streams and 

connecting Tucson and Pheonix. At the Phoenix digital cross-connect system, the three 

traffic streams from Tucson are demultiplexed and redirected to join other traffic streams 

from other cities to form new SONET STS-48 or STS-192 links to reach other cities. Hence, 

a traffic stream from the source city may be multiplexed and cross-connected several times 

to reach the destination city. In this way, the nationwide fiber-optic transmission links can 

be better shared and utilized to lower the cost of per end-to-end logical fiber-optic trans

mission link. The section, line, and path overheads of the SONET frames (see Figures 4.4 

and 4.5) are used for regeneration, multiplexing, and cross-connecting purposes. We use 

such SONET multiplexing and cross-connecting functions for implementing the fiber-optic 

transmission links of the proposed U.S. national backbone network for global PACS. 

4.3.5 Private Virtual Networks for Global PACS 

The concept of ATM virtual paths (VPs) and virtual channels (VCs) can also be used 

in this proposed national backbone network. Based on the concept of today's virtual pri

vate networks, companies and organizations own private branch exchanges (PBXs) in their 
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premises in different locations. Then companies or organizations lease the transmission 

bandwidths from telecommunications carriers to permanently or semi-permanently inter

connect their PBXs to form virtual private networks. These leased transmission bandwidths 

from telecommunications carriers share physical fiber-optic transmission links, transmission 

equipment (e.g., multiplexers and digital cross-connect systems), switching nodes, and ad

vanced intelligent networks. The private virtual networks can flexibly handle the routing of 

incoming calls to the PBXs and outgoing calls from the PBXs, and can flexibly rearrange 

and reallocate the leased transmission bandwidths depending on the traffic demands or 

occasionally occurred events. In the global PACS environment, the local PACSs, which 

may use shared-medium LANs or ATM-based LANs, are owned by hospitals or medical re

search institutes. However, for the global PACS, the regional backbone networks, national 

backbone networks, and international backbone networks mayor may not be owned by the 

global PACS organizations. There are several possible scenarios: 

1. Scenario 1: 

These regional, national, and international backbone networks and related infrastruc

tures are owned by telecommunications carriers or cable television companies who try 

to compete with telecommunications carriers for the emerging multimedia communi

cations markets. In this scenario, to provide global PACS and telemedicine applica

tions, the local PACSs need to use and share these regional, national, international 

backbone networks with other multimedia communications applications. 
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2. Scenario 2: 

These regional, national, and international backbone networks and related infras

tructures are owned by the global PACS organizations. Some of the transmission 

bandwidths may be leased from telecommunications carriers or cable television com

panies, but the global PACS organizations own the ATM cell-switching nodes of these 

regional, national, and international backbone networks and some fiber-optic trans

mission links for global PACS. This scenario is similar to the DoD TCP lIP Internet 

today. If the global PACS organizations own the regional, national, and international 

backbone networks and their ATM cell-switching nodes, Scenario 2 needs huge capital 

investment for implementation and large daily costs for operating and maintaining 

these backbone networks. 

3. Scenario 3: 

Some of these regional, national, and international backbone networks and related 

infrastructures are owned by the global PACS organizations, and some of them are 

owned by telecommunications carriers and cable television companies. We mentioned 

that medical experts who have B-ISDN multimedia workstations in their homes or 

clinic offices can use the ATM/SONET based regional backbone networks to commu

nicate with other medical experts for remote consultation and diagnosis. This means 

that the regional backbone networks should have local access links to these medi

cal experts' homes and clinic offices. For the deployment of end-to-end fiber-optic 

networks (e.g., fiber-optic-to-the-curb, fiber-optic-to-the-home), the last mile of the 

fiber-optic local access links is the most costly portion. Some cost data of the last mile 
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fiber-optic local access links are shown below. Jones Intercable in Kansas City will 

soon decide whether to invest between $10 million and $25 million to add 200 miles to 

400 miles of optical fiber over the next two and half years [125]. American Cablevision 

plans to add 500 miles of optical fiber to its existing 120 miles in Kansas City, a total 

investment approaching $40 million [125]. US West will invest $1 billion to upgrade 

Time Warner's cable systems [125]. Thus, the regional backbone networks owned 

by telecommunications carriers or cable television companies, who have local access 

links to homes and offices, may be a more economical approach. The international 

backbone networks connecting continents with undersea fiber-optic transmission links 

or high-speed satellit0-links need huge capital investments. The international traffic 

of global PACS and telemedicine applications is not large enough to justify such huge 

capital investments, because most traffic of global PACS and telemedicine applica

tions is either intra-region traffic or inter-region traffic in the United States. Hence, 

the international backbone networks owned by telecommunications carriers is a rea

sonable choice from the economic viewpoint. The U.S. national backbone network 

may be owned by the global PACS organizations, since, as shown in Figure 4.10, 

the proposed U.S. national backbone network consists of only five global access ATM 

cell-switching nodes and ten SONET-based fiber-optic links. 

The transmission bandwidths of these ten SONET-based fiber-optic links may be "logi

cally" leased from telecommunications carriers. That is, telecommunications carriers phys

ically own and maintain the SONET-based fiber-optic links. The global PACS orgniza

tions physically own and operate the global access ATM cell-switching nodes. Based on 
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inter-region multimedia communications traffic demands of global PACS and telemedicine 

applications, the leased transmission bandwidths, which connect the global access ATM cell

switching nodes of the U.S. national backbone network for global PACS, can be dynamically 

requested and allocated by using SONET multiplexing and cross-connecting functions or 

ATM virtual-path function [8,84, 115]. In the United States, more than two million miles 

of optical fibers have been installed by the long-distance telecommunications carriers, e.g., 

AT&T, MCI, Sprint, and others [119]. New technologies, such as wavelength division mul

tiplexing, are used to increase the bandwidths in these installed optical fibers. Therefore, 

using the leased transmission bandwidths to connect the global access ATM cell-switching 

nodes of the U.S. national backbone network for global PACS is technically and economi

cally feasible. 

4.3.6 Resource Sharing and Cost Sharing 

Final notes about the proposed U.S. national backbone network for global PACS are the 

philosophy of routing, resource sharing, and cost sharing. Theoretically, higher utilization 

of resources means better resource sharing and cost sharing. However, higher utilization of 

resources also implies higher risks of larger end-to-end delay and jitter, and larger cell-loss 

probability [68, 81]. The larger cell-loss probability and larger end-to-end delay and jitter 

can cause negative effects on the quality of service for vorce and video services of multi

media communications. Therefore, the trade-off between the resource utilization and the 

guaranteed quality of service for multimedia communications networks should be carefully 
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designed. The thresholds of the monitored resource utilizations should be carefully investi

gated to prevent congestion conditions and excessive delays. This means that the routing 

decision of every requested multimedia connection should be based on the real-time moni

tored utilization and status information of network resources. That is, a selected end-to-end 

route should go through these resources that are below their utilization thresholds. The 

network resources include ATM cell-switching nodes, SONET-based transmission links, and 

databases. However, collecting the real-time utilization information of all related network 

resource is not easy because of the long-distance delays. In the proposed V.S. national 

backbone network for global PACS, because all global access ATM cell-switching nodes are 

fully-connected, the routing decision is simple. That is, the directly connected route is 

chosen first, unless the utilization of the directly connected route is over its threshold. If 

the directly connected route is over its utilization threshold, then the two-hop secondary 

route is selected. The two-hop secondary route has one additional global access ATM 

cell-switching node and one additional transmission link than the directly connected route. 

Theoretically, from the viewpoint of saving cost, the best route is the one using the least 

network resources, such as switching nodes and transmission links, to achieve the connection 

and meet the end users' requirements. For example, based on the topology of the proposed 

V.S. national backbone network for global PACS (see Figure 4.10), the best route to go 

through the national backbone network for inter-region multimedia communications is the 

directly connected route, which includes two global access ATM cell-switching nodes and 

one SONET-based fiber-optic transmission link. The directly connected route uses the least 

network resources because each of the other possible routes will go through at least one 
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additional node and one additional link. The more network resources used for an end-to

end connection means the higher cost for that connection. To the end users, when they 

requested an end-to-end multimedia connection, they expect to pay the same usage charges 

no matter how the end-to-end connection is routed. Thus, the network service provider has 

the incentive to select the best route, which uses the least network resources, to meet the 

users' end-to-end connection requirements and to make better profits. 

In our proposed fully-connected topology for the U.S. national backbone network, the 

leased transmission bandwidths from telecommunications carriers can be dynamically ad

justed to meet the inter-region multimedia communications traffic demands. This means the 

dynamically leased bandwidths can be better utilized and adjusted to meet the inter-region 

traffic loads. As discussed above, the directly connected route, which use least network 

resources, is the best route. Thus, the proposed fully-connected topology is the best choice 

from the viewpoint of saving cost. Since the directly connected route goes through the 

smallest number of required global access ATM cell-switching nodes and SONET-based 

fiber-optic transmission links, this implies that the directly connected route is also the best 

route from the viewpoint of end-to-end delay and jitter, which are very important factors 

for guaranteeing the quality of service of multimedia communications. Another advantage 

of the proposed fully-connected topology is that, in case of a fiber cut in the directly con

nected route due to some construction project, the other two-hop secondary routes can 

be used for re-routing and sharing the traffic of the fiber-cut directly connected route. 

This is very important from the viewpoint of providing a robust and reliable multimedia 

communications na~ional backbone network for global PACS and telemedicine applications. 
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Chapter 4 emphasizes the design considerations of the proposed ATM/SONET based 

national backbone network in the United States for global PACS. This chapter presents the 

simulation and results of the proposed backbone network for global PACS. The simulation 

software package used for the proposed ATM/SONET based national backbone network 

for global PACS is the COMNET 11.5 Simulation and Animation Software from CACI 

Products Company [24]. 

5.1 Description of COMNET II.5 Simulation and Animation Software 

The details of COMNET II.5 are in the COMNET 11.5 User's Manual [24]. This section 

just gives a brief overview of COMNET II.5. COMNET II.5 is a performance analysis tool 

for wide-area packet-switching or circuit-switching communications networks. Based on the 

description of the network topology, network traffic, and network operation, COMNET II.5 

simulates the operation of the network and provide measures of network performance. The 

graphical representation of a network is used in animating the operation of the network 

during the simulation. Routing choices and changing levels of utilization are displayed 

while the simulation is executing. The COMNET 11.5 Simulation and Animation Software 

package is written in SIMSCRIPT 11.5 programing language, which is popular for discrete 
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event simulations. By using discrete event simulation methodology, COMNET II.5 provides 

realistic results. 

COMNET II.5 can be used to simulate any network which uses packet switching, fast 

packet switching, or circuit switching. The term "packet switching" is used here in a 

very general sense to refer to store-and-forward operation [24]. The network nodes in a 

COMNET II.5 packet switching model can represent a variety of devices: packet switches, 

message switches, statistical multiplexors, concentrators, front-end processors, clustor con

trollers, routers, gateways, and others. [24]. Packet-switched networks that use virtual

circuit or datagram operation can be model. The transmission links in a COMNET II.5 

model can represent point-to-point or multipoint lines or other multiaccess facilities, such 

as LANs. A variety of routing algorithms, including adaptive shortest-path routing, are 

built-in [24]. 

A network model created by COMNET II.5 consists of three major categories of data: 

network topology, network traffic, and network operation. The network topology is defined 

by the nodes of the network and the link groups connecting the nodes. Nodes represent 

packet switches, circuit switches, and sources and destinations of network traffic. In ad

dition, nodes typically perform some sort of communications processing functions, such as 

switching, routing, multiplexing, or bridging. A link is a transmission facility connecting 

two or more nodes. A link group is composed of one or more identical links. Figure 5.1 

shows the relationship between a packet switch node and transmission links. 

In COMNET II.5, there are three different traffic models: circuit-switched calls, con

nectionless datagrams, and connetion-oriented virtual circuits. Traffic of the three traffic 
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models is produced by traffic generators. Each traffic generator has an origin node, a desti

nation node, and a class of services. Each traffic generator usually has an interarrival time 

distribution that determines the sequence of times between successive arrivals. 

COMNET n.s network operation parameters include a description of the network's 

routing algorithm. The routing algorithm determines how the network traffic moves through 

the network topology from origin to destination. COMNET n.s includes both static and 

adaptive routing strategies. With static routing such as source-node routing and node-by

node routing, the routing tables are predetermined by users. Source-node routing tables 

are orders lists of end-to-end paths. Node-by-node routing tables are ordered lists of link 

groups giving choices for the next step toward the destination node. With adaptive routing, 

the routing tables are updated dynamically during the simulation so that traffic is routed 

along the shortest path to the destination node. 

COMNET n.s produces several reports summarizing network utilization and network 

service. The Circuit Group Report for Packet-Switched Traffic shows link utilization, frames 

sent, frame resent, and packet queue statistics by link group. The Buffer Use Report 

shows buffer use statistics for each outgoing port at each node. The Transmission Queue 

Report shows packet queue times for each transmission queue at each port at each node. 

The Packet Switch Report shows buffer utilization, packet switching delays, and packet 

throughput statistics for each node in the network. The Virtual Call Report shows the 

network service received by each category of call. The Message Report shows the network 

service received by each category of message. 
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5.2 Backbone Network Model Description 

This section describes how to convert the "Topology of the Proposed U.S. National 

Backbone Network for Global PACS" in Figure 4.10 to the Backbone Network Model in 

Figure 5.2 by using COMNET II.5. Figure 5.2 shows the proposed national backbone 

network model using COMNET 11.5. The details of the model are described as follows. 

5.2.1 Topology Conversion to Traffic Nodes and Transmission Links 

As shown in Figures 4.10 and 5.2, there are five global access ATM cell-switching nodes 

for the proposed five regions of the United States. The five global access ATM cell-switching 

nodes are: GNW for Northwestern Region, GSW for Southwestern Region, GSE for South

eastern Region, GNE for Northeastern Region, and GCT for Central Region. As shown in 

Figures 4.10 and 5.2, there are five aggregate local access ATM cell-switching nodes: LNW 

for Northwestern Region, LSW for Southwestern Region, LSE for Southeastern Region, 

LNE for Northeastern Region, and LCT for Central Region. These five global access ATM 

cell-switching nodes and five aggregate local access ATM cell-switching nodes are modeled 

as COMNET II.5 nodes described in the previous section. 

From the scenario shown in Figure 4.11, the actual end-to-end source and destination 

are Workstations WS1 and WS2. The traffic flow is (WS1 -> Local PACS-1 -> GW1 -> 

Link-2 -> LSW -> Link-3 -> GSW -> Link-4 -> GNE -> Link-5 -> LNE -> Link-6 

-> GW2 -> Local PACS-2 -> WS2). However, to the proposed national global backbone 

network for global PACS, we are only concerned with the inter-region traffic flows from and 

to each of the local access ATM cell-switching nodes of all regions. In the real world, there 
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are several (may be hundreds of) local access ATM cell-switching nodes in each region. For 

inter-region traffic, all these local access ATM cell-switching nodes in a region are connected 

to the global access ATM cell-switching node for that region. Hence, in the simulation model 

(see Figures 4.10 and 5.2), we use only one aggregate local access ATM cell-switching node 

to represent inter-region traffic of all local access ATM cell-switching nodes in a region. All 

inter-region traffic flows from and to all local access ATM cell-switching nodes in a region 

are aggregated together and are represented by the inter-region traffic flow of the single 

aggregate local access ATM cell-switching node of the region in the model (see Figures 4.10 

and 5.2). In this way, the inter-region traffic flows that go through the proposed national 

backbone network are simulated. 

As shown in Figures 4.10 and 5.2, there are ten SONET-based fiber-optic transmission 

links to fully connect the five global access ATM cell-switching nodes, i.e., GNW, GSW, 

GSE, GNE, and GCT. As shown in Figures 4.10 and 5.2, these ten backbone transmission 

links are: WNS for connecting GNW and GSW, SWE for connecting GSW and GSE, ENS 

for connecting GSE and GNE, NWE for connecting GNE and GNW, CWN for connecting 

GNW and GCT, CWS for connecting GSW and GCT, CES for connecting GSE and GCT, 

CEN for connecting GNE and GeT, ECS for connecting GNE and GSW, and WCS for 

connecting GNW and GSE. 

The distance of each link is indicated in Figure 4.10. The values of these backbone 

transmission link distances are used to calculate the propagation delays of the links. These 

values are: 1000 miles (propagation delay = 5.38 ms), 1118 miles (propagation delay = 

6.01 ms), 2000 miles (propagation delay = 10.75 ms), and 2236 miles (propagation delay = 
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12.02 ms). The higher the speed or bandwidth of a transmission link is, the more important 

the propagation delay factor of the long-distance fiber-optic transmission link will be. 

There are five aggregate local access links that connect each of the five aggregate local 

access ATM cell-switching nodes to the global access ATM cell-switching node of each 

region. As shown in Figures 4.10 and 5.2, these five aggregate local access links are: LWN 

for connecting LNW and GNW, LWS for connecting LSW and GSW, LES for connecting 

LSE and GSE, LEN for connecting LNE and GNE, and LLCT for connecting LCT and 

GCT. 

The distance of each of these five aggregate local access links is 500 miles (propagation 

delay = 2.69 ms), which are used to calculate the propagation delays of the local access 

links. The reason that we choose 500 miles as the link access distances is that a region 

covers an area of several-hundred-mile radius. The 500-mile link access distance is about 

the average distance from the workstations to the global access ATM cell-switching node for 

the region, e.g., WS1 -> GSW, WS2 -> GNE, (see Figure 4.11). As shown in Figure 4.10, 

the distance between the national medical imaging library (NLIB) and the global access 

ATM cell-switching node (GCT) for Central Region is one mile, and the propagation delay 

of the one-mile access link can be ignored. The reason that we choose the one-mile distance 

is that the national medical imaging library should be located as close as possible to the 

global access ATM cell-switching node to save the deployment cost of the fiber-optic link 

between them. 

The ten SONET-based fiber-optic transmission links fully connect the five global ac

cess ATM cell-switching nodes. Each of the five aggregate local access links connects 
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an aggregate local access ATM cell-switching node and a global access ATM cell-switching 

node. These ten SONET-based fiber-optic transmission links (Le., WNS, SWE, ENS, NWE, 

CWN, CWS, CES, CEN, ECS, and WCS) and five aggregate local access links (Le., LWN, 

LWS, LES, LEN, and LLCT) are modeled as COMNET II.5 links. 

A complete network model using COMNET II.5 has three major parts: network topol

ogy, network traffic, and network operation. The network topology is the configuration of 

COMNET 11.5 nodes and link groups. The description above is the COMNET 11.5 network 

topology of the proposed national backbone network for global PACS in the United States. 

As discussed in Chapter 4 of the design considerations of the proposed national backbone 

network, we emphasize that the fully-connected topology of the proposed national backbone 

network will use the shortest-path and minimum-hop routing for ATM traffic. Therefore, 

the COMNET 11.5 network operation in this ATM simulation of the proposed national 

backbone network is based on the dynamic short-path routing. The COMNET 11.5 net

work traffic of this simulation, which is based on ATM-based virtual-circuit connections, 

will be discussed in the section of traffic generator model below. 

5.2.2 Estimation of Computation Time and Disk Space 

When we discussed the multimedia communications requirements for global PACS in 

Chapter 3, we mentioned that, to support full-fledged multimedia communications appli

cations of multiple end users, the effective end-user bit rate can be 155-Mbps B-ISDN 

user network interface rate, and the aggregate network bit rate can be several Gbps for 
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supporting several hundreds or thousands of multimedia communications connections si

multaneously. Hence, the fiber-optic links of the proposed national backbone network for 

global PACS should have the aggregate network bit rate of several Gbps. However, to 

simulate the traffic flows or ATM cell streams of several Gbps, the simulation software 

COMNET II.5 will consume enormous computation time, since it is based on the discrete 

event simulation methodology. COMNET II.5 treats each 53-byte ATM cell as a discrete 

event. The transmission link of several Gigabits per second means that there are several 

millions of ATM cells per second. That is, COMNET II.5 needs to handle several millions of 

discrete events per second for the simulation of the proposed national backbone network for 

global PACS. This means that COMNET II.5 will consume formidable computation time to 

simulate the real situations of several hundreds or thousands of multimedia communications 

connections on the proposed national backbone network for global PACS. 

For example, if the transmission link uses SONET STS-48 rate, which is data rate of 

2.488 Gbps and payload rate of 2.405 Gbps (see Table 4.1), then the ATM cell stream 

(ACS) is: 

ACS = (2405 Mbps)/(53 X 8 bits/cell) = 5.672 million cells per second. (5.1) 

With (the ATM cell stream = 5.672 million ATM cells per second), COMNET II.5 must 

handle at least 5.672 million discrete events per second per transmission link, since it 

treats one ATM cell as one discrete event. In our proposed national backbone network 

for global PACS, there are ten transmission links for fully connecting the five global ATM 

cell-switching nodes (see Figures 4.10 and 5.2). The bandwidth of each transmission link 

can be SONET STS-48 (2.488 Gbps) or STS-192 (9.953 Gbps) rates to support multiple 
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(hundreds or thousands of) simultaneous multimedia communications connections. In such 

a case, COMNET II.5 may need to handle 50-million or more discrete events per second 

for all ten transmission links. If we assume that these ten transmission links are not fully 

(100%) utilized, say, the utilization per transmission link is 20%, COMNET II.5 still needs 

to handle lO-million or more discrete events per second for the real situation of the proposed 

national backbone networks for global PACS. 

For example, we tried a two-second simulation time, which is the discrete-event time that 

we simulate to estimate the computation time and disk space required for the proposed 

national backbone network for global PACS. The two-second simulation time case took 

about 20 minutes of computation time using a DEC-5000/133 workstation, and it created 

a 40-Megabyte file to store the simulation results for plotting utilizations of transmission 

links, ATM cell-switching nodes, and buffers. In fact, to reach the steady-state performance 

of the proposed global backbone network, we may need to simulate at least one-hour (3600-

second) or longer simulation time. If we use the two-second simulation time case as an 

approximation for expected computation time and disk space for storing simulation results, 

then the one-hour simulation time case may take about 600-hour (25-day) computation 

time and may need 72000-Megabyte (72-Gigabyte) disk space to store simulation results for 

plotting. It is possible to let COMNET II.5 run continuously 25 days on the DEC-5000/133 

workstation, but the 72-Gigabyte disk space is over the disk capacity of the DEC-5000/133 

workstation. Therefore, we must find ways to simplify the simulation model to reduce the 

computation time and disk space. The method to simplify the simulation model will be 

discussed in the following sections. 
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5.2.3 Traffic Generator Model 

We mentioned in Chapter 3 that the multimedia communications include voice, audio, 

text, data, graphics, images, animation, and video services. For remote consultation and 

diagnosis, and other telemedicine applications, these multimedia communications services 

may all be used. We also mentioned that voice, audio, animation, and video services need 

to maintain the timing relation between source and destination to guarantee the replaying 

quality at the receiving end systems. Usually, when the voice and video services are used for 

video teleconferencing, e.g., remote consultation and diagnosis, or for viewing interactive 

on-demand videos from video library, e.g., viewing medical case study videos from national 

medical imaging library, the duration of the multimedia communications connections can 

be from several minutes to serveral hours (see Table 3.1). The voice and video services 

can be constant-bit-rate or variable-bit-rate, but, to maintain the timing relation between 

source and destination for voice and video services, they need to have average bandwidths, 

e.g., 64 kbps for voice, 1.544 Mbps for video using MPEG-1, 45 Mbps for HDTV video (see 

Tables 1.3, 1.4, and 3.1), for the duration of the multimedia communications connections 

for several minutes to several hours. Since voice and video services need to have average 

bandwidths for several minutes to several hours, we take them into considerations, but we 

do not include the voice and video services in our simulation. 

We reserve these needed average bandwidths for voice and video services for several 

minutes to several hours, and we deduct these reserved average bandwidths from the trans

mission links when we simulate the proposed national backbone network for global PACS. 
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For example, to support multiple (hundreds or thousands of) full-fledged multimedia com

munications connections, the transmission links of the proposed global backbone network 

may need several Gbps. However, after we deduct these reserved average bandwidths for 

voice and video services, e.g., 1.5 Mbps per connection for video using MPEG-l, 45 Mbps 

per connection for HDTV video, the transmission links with 45-Mbps, 155-Mbps, and 622-

Mbps bandwidths can be used for supporting remote consultation and diagnosis without 

voice and video services. In this way, the bandwidths needed for voice and video services are 

reserved, but we do not include them in the simulation in order to reduce the computation 

time and disk space for simulation. 

The traffic generator model for the simulation of remote consultation and diagnosis 

sessions is described below. The ATM standards are based on the virtual-circuit connection

oriented concept. However, the routing and switching functions of ATM remain in Layer 

1. ATM is different from the virtual-circuit connection oriented X.25 protocols, since the 

routing and switching functions of X.25 are in Layer 3. We use COMNET II.5 virtual 

circuit connections for the ATM connections among the five aggregate local access ATM 

cell-switching nodes, i.e., LNW, LSW, LSE, LNE, and LCT (see Figures 4.10 and 5.2). Each 

aggregate local access ATM cell-switching node of one region has four virtual-circuit traffic 

flows to the other four aggregate local access ATM cell-switching nodes of the other four 

regions. For inter-region multimedia communications of remote consultation and diagnosis, 

the ATM cells originated from their source aggregate local access ATM cell-switching nodes 

will go through the proposed national backbone network to reach their destination aggregate 

local access ATM cell-switching nodes. The proposed national backbone network consists 
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of five global access ATM cell-switching nodes, i.e., GNW, GSW, GSE, GNE, and GeT, 

which are fully connected by ten SONET-based fiber-optic transmission links (see Figures 

4.10 and 5.2). 

The virtual-circuit or virtual-channel traffic flows for remote consultation and diagnosis 

among five aggregate local access ATM cell-switching nodes are described below. The 

interarrival rate of virtual-circuit connection requests between a pair of aggregate local 

access ATM cell-switching nodes is an exponential distribution EXP(30) with the mean 

interarrival time of 30 seconds. Since we simulate the inter-region traffic flows of remote 

consultation and diagnosis, which aggregate all remote consultation and diagnosis sessions 

from one region to the other region, the 30-second mean interarrival time is a reasonal 

value for the inter-region traffic flows in the proposed national backbone network. During 

each remote consultation and diagnosis session, one to five messages can be sent in the 

virtual-circuit connection. The number of messages per virtual-circuit connection has a 

uniform distribution U(1,5). The interarrival rate of messages during the virtual-circiut 

connection is an exponential distribution EXP(120) with the mean message interarrival 

time of 120 seconds. That is, medical experts discuss an average of two minutes between the 

sent messages, which may be overlay commands of pointer framing information or on-line 

transfers of a set of medical images. The message sizes are defined by a user-defined table 

in Table 5.1. The reason for the message-size distribution data in Table 5.1 is explained 

below. 

The traffic generator model is for the simulations of remote consultation and diagnosis 

with occassionally on-line transfers of set of medical images during consultation sessions. We 
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Percent Message Size I Remarks 

95% 1 kbytes Overlay commands carrying 
pointer framing information 

1% 16 Megabits MRI images per exam. (see Table 1.1) 
(2 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 40 Megabits Other X-ray images per exam. 
(5 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 64 Megabits Ultrasound images per exam. 
(8 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 80 Megabits Chest X-ray images per exam. 
(10 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 120 Megabits CAT images per exam. 
(15 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

Table 5.1: Message Size Distribution of 95% Overlay Commands of 1 kbytes for the Inter
Region Remote Consultation and Diagnosis 

mentioned in Chapter 1 that the volume of a set of medical images per examination is several 

Megabits per examination (see Tables 1.1 and 1.2). Therefore, we suggested in Chapter 

3 that the transfers of sets of medical images will be scheduled and off-line transferred 

from database archive systems to medical experts' workstations during after-office hours or 

nighttime. The off-line nighttime transfers of sets of medical images for remote consultation 

and diagnosis of the next day can save communications costs and balance network traffic 

loads of daytime and nighttime. However, during the discussion between medical experts 

in the remote consultation and diagnosis session, they occasionally need to on-line transfer 

another set of medical images of the patient to help the diagnosis. 

Hence, we assume that 95% of the remote consultation and diagnosis sessions use only 

overlay commands of 1-kbyte long, which carry the pointer information of fixed framing, 

variable size framing, and free hand framing between the two workstations [87]. We assume 

that 5% of the remote cosnultation and diagnosis sessions need the occasionally on-line 
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Percent Message Size I Remarks 

80% 1 kbytes Overlay commands carrying 
pointer framing information 

4% 16 Megabits MRI images per exam. (see Table 1.1) 
(2 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

4% 40 Megabits Other X-ray images per exam. 
(5 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

4% 64 Megabits Ultrasound images per exam. 
(8 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

4% 80 Megabits Chest X-ray images per exam. 
(10 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

4% 120 Megabits CAT images per exam. 
(15 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

Table 5.2: Message Size Distribution of 80% Overlay Commands of 1 kbytes for the Inter
Region Remote Consultation and Diagnosis 

transfers of sets of medical images. Based on data in Table 1.1, the volume of a set of 

medical images per examinzation can be an average of 88, 44, 126, 16, 4, 39, 20,or 63 

Megabits per examination. We chosse 16, 40, 64, 80, and 120 Megabits per examination to 

represent the possible volumes of on-line medical image transfers during remote consultation 

and diagnosis sessions. In Table 5.1, each of the above five values of sets of medical images 

per examination has 1 % probability to occur during the remote consultation and diagnosis 

sessions. We also simulate another set of message distribution shown in Table 5.2. As 

shown in Table 5.2, 80% is the transfer of overlay commands, and 20% is the on-line transfer 

of sets of medical images. In Table 5.2, each of the above five values of sets of medical images 

per examination has 4% probability to occur during the remote consultation and diagnosis 

sessions. 
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5.3 Scale-Down Method for Simulation 

Based on the traffic generator model for inter-region remote consultation and diagno

sis and data in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 described in the last section, we revisit the issues of 

computation time and required disk space for the simulations of the proposed national 

backbone network using COMNET II..5. The largest message size in Tables 5.1 and 5.2 is 

120 Megabits or 15 Megabytes, which are the size of a set of computer-aided tomography 

(CAT) medical images per examination. The 15 Megabytes are equivalent to 

(15 Megabytes/(44 bytes/cell)) = 0.34091 Mega - cells = 0.34091 Mega - events. (5.2) 

We use 44 bytes per cell in the equation, because the payload of a 53-byte ATM cell is 44 

bytes after we deduct the 5-byte ATM header, the 2-byte AAL header, and 2-byte AAL 

trailer (see Figure 4.8). Every aggregate local access ATM cell-switching node has four 

inter-region traffic flows to the other four aggregate local access ATM cell-switching nodes 

(see Figure 5.2) for inter-region remote consultation and diagnosis. Each inter-region traffic 

flow supports multiple virtual circuits simultaneously. 

For each inter-region traffic flow, the occasionally on-line image transfers have 5% prob

ability to occur, but there exist totally 20 inter-region traffic flows for the five regions of the 

whole proposed national backbone network. For the overall five aggregate local access ATM 

cell-switching nodes and the whole proposed national backbone network, the probability of 

occurrences of on-line image transfers is very high, because of (5% x 20 = 100%) . That 

is, the occurrences of the 0.34091 Mega-discrete-events in the above equation will be high. 
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Therefore, when it simulates the real-world inter-region remote consultation and diagno

sis traffic on the proposed national backbone network, the DEC-5000/133 workstation, on 

which COMNET II.5 runs, still has computation time and disk space problems. 

Finally, we use a scale-down method to run CO MNET 11.5 for the simulations of the 

inter-region remote consultation and diagnosis traffic. The scale-down method is that we 

divide both the message sizes and the bandwidths of transmission links by a scale-down 

factor of 1000. Before we show the scale-down simulation results, we discuss the accuracy 

of our scale-down method for the simulations of the proposed national backbone network. 

In Chapter 4, we discussed that the total end-to-end delay for an ATM cell in Equation 4.2 

is 

TED= EPD + (sum of QDQs) + (sum of CPDs) + (sum of TPDs). (5.3) 

We look into the effects of our scale-down method on each of the delay factors in the equation 

above. The first delay factor is the end-to-end propagation delay (EPD). The EDP is not 

changed by the scale-down method, because the distances of transmission links are still the 

same as the real-world case. The last delay factor is the sum of the transmission processing 

delays ( sum of TPDs) of transmission links. The TPD of a message on a transmission link 

18 

TPD = ((a message size)/ (the bandwidth of the transmission link)). (5.4) 

The ( sum of TPDs) is not changed by the scale-down method, because both the message 

sizes and the bandwidths of transmission links are divided by the same scale-down factor 

of 1000. 
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The third delay factor is the sum of the cell-processing delays (sum of CPDs) of ATM 

cell-switching nodes. One ATM cell using the scale-down method is equivalent to one

thousand ATM cells in the real world. Thus, we can adjust the cell-processing time of 

an ATM cell-switching node in the COMNET n.s model to get the same CPD. That is, 

the cell-processing time of an ATM cell using the scale-down method is 1000 times of the 

cell-processing time of an ATM cell in the real world. Therefore, the (sum of CPDs) is not 

changed by the scale-down method. The second delay factor is the sum of queueing delays 

of queues (sum of QDQs) at ATM cell-switching nodes and transmission links along the 

selected end-to-end route between source and destination. QDQs are random numbers, and 

they are dependent on the traffic loads at ATM cell-switching nodes and transmission links. 

The scale-down method reduces the number of ATM cells in the queues by a factor of 1000. 

Hence, the randomness of the ATM cells of real world at these queues is different from that 

of the ATM cells of the scale-down method. However, because we adjust the cell-processing 

times of the ATM cell-switching nodes and reduce the bandwidths of the transmission links 

using the scale-down method, the average times of queueing delays could be similar for 

both real-world ATM cells and scale-down ATM cells. Actually, in the next section, we will 

test the scale-down method by comparing the simulation results of using the scale-down 

factors of 100, 1000, and 10000. Based on the discussion above, the real-world simulation 

results could be approximated by the scale-down simulation results. The simulation results 

using the COMNET 11.5 with the scale-down method are discussed below. 
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5.4 Simulation Results and Analysis 

For the simulation of inter-region remote consultation and diagnosis across the pro

posed national backbone network for global PACS, there are results of 15 simulation cases 

presented in this section. In the real world, the proposed national backbone network is 

with 45-Mbps, 155-Mbps, or 622-Mbps transmission links for supporting inter-region re

mote consultation and diagnosis. However, due to the constraints of computation time 

and disk space required, we use the scale-down method with different scale-down factors to 

simulate the proposed U.S. national backbone network for supporting inter-region remote 

consultation and diagnosis. 

5.4.1 Simulation Cases 1, 2, and 3 

The first three of the 15 simulation cases use the message size distribution with a scale

down factor of 1000. Because of the scale-down factor of 1000, the first three scale-down 

simulation cases are the proposed national backbone network with 45-kbps, 155-kbps, or 

622-kbps transmission links. Simulation Case 1 is for the scale-down transmission link of 

45 kbps. Simulation Case 2 is for the scale-down transmission link of 155 kbps. Simulation 

Case 3 is for the scale-down transmission link of 622 kbps. Table 5.3 shows the scale-down 

message size distribution with 95% overlay commands of 1 kbytes and a scale-down factor 

of 1000 for simulations of the inter-region remote consultation and diagnosis traffic. In 

Table 5.3, the size of the overlay commands carrying pointer framing information for the 

scale-down cases should be (1 kbytes / 1000) = 1 byte. The reason that we put 44 bytes, 
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~nt I Message Size I Remarks 

95% 44 bytes Overlay commands carrying 
pointer framing information 

1% 16 kbits MRI images per exam. (see Table 1.1) 
(2 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 40 kbits Other X-ray images per exam. 
(5 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 64 kbits Ultrasound images per exam. 
(8 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 80 kbits Chest X-ray images per exam. 
(10 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 120 kbits CAT images per exam. 
(15 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

Table 5.3: Message Size Distribution of 95% Overlay Commands of 1 kbytes for the Scale
Down Simulations with a Scale-Down Factor of 1000 

instead of 1 byte, in Table 5.3 is that both 44 bytes and 1 byte will use one ATM payload 

of 44 bytes. 

This simulation of the proposed backbone network with 45-kbps (scaled down from the 

real-world 45-Mbps) transmission links of one-hour simulation time took about 6-minute 

computation time of DEC 5000/133 workstation. The 6-minute computation time does 

not include the COMNET II.5 animation display time. This scale-down simulation using 

a factor of 1000 created an ATM6.CPT file of 17.805 Megabyte disk space for storing the 

utilization results for ploting. Without the scale-down method with the scale-down factor 

of 1000, the ATM6.CPT file could become 17 Gigabyte disk space, which is over the disk 

capacity of the DEC 5000/133 workstation. 

By using the ATM6.CPT file of 17.805 Megabytes, we can plot the utilization of transmis-

sion links, switching nodes, and buffers. The plotting is done by the COMPLOT software 

of COMNET II.5. The plotting can use different starting and ending times of a chosen 
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observation period with different averaging-window intervals per plotting line. It should 

be careful to choose the values of starting and ending times, averaging-window interval per 

plotting line to observe the utilization. The following figures explain such concerns. Figure 

5.3 shows the average percent utilization between simulation time from the 0 second to the 

3600 second of the 45-kbps scale-down transmission link of ENS with GNE as the trans

mitting node. The 45-kbps scale-down transmission link ENS connects the global access 

ATM cell-switching nodes GNE and GSE (see Figures 4.10 and 5.2). Figure 5.4 shows 

the average percent utilization between simulation time from the 2700 second to the 3600 

second of the 45-kbps scale-down transmission link of ENS with GNE as the transmitting 

node. Figure 5.5 shows the average percent utilization between simulation time from the 

3254 second to the 3258 second of the 45-kbps scale-down transmission link of ENS with 

GNE as the transmitting node. 

By comparing Figures 5.3,5.4, and 5.5, we find that the average percent utilizations and 

the highest utilizations of the three figures are very much different. Figures 5.3, 5.4, and 5.5 

display the results of the same transmission link ENS of the same scale-down simulation, 

but they use different starting and ending times with different averaging window intervals 

per plotting line in these three figures. The reason of the differences among the three figures 

is the averaging-window-interval effect. In Figure 5.3, the averaging-window interval per 

plotting line is (3600 seconds / 100) = 36 seconds. In Figure 5.4, the averaging-window 

interval per plotting line is (900 seconds / 100) = 9 seconds. In Figure 5.5, the averaging

window interval per plotting line is (4 seconds / 100) = 0.04 seconds. The highest utilization 

peak in Figure 5.3 is about 5%. The highest utilization peak in Figure 5.4 is about 10%. The 
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highest utilization peak in Figure 5.5 is 100%. The large averaging-window intervals, such 

as those in Figures 5.3 and 5.4, will average out the high-utilization peaks of 100% shown 

in Figure 5.5. Therefore, we must be very careful of using different averaging-window 

intervals for plotting the utilization results. Usually, for very bursty high-traffic-volume 

message distribution shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.3, we should use small averaging-window 

intervals, such as the one used in Figure 5.5. The averaging-window interval per plotting 

line Figure 5.5 is (4 seconds / 100) = 0.04 seconds. 

Figure 5.6 shows the average percent utilization between simulation time from the 0 

second to the 3600 second of the 45-kbps scale-down transmission link of LEN with LNE as 

the transmitting node. The 45-kbps scale-down transmission link LEN connects the global 

access ATM cell-switching node GNE and the local access ATM cell-switching node LNE. 

Figure 5.7 shows the average percent utilization between simulation time from the 2700 

second to the 3600 second of the 45-kbps scale-down transmission link LEN of with LNE as 

the transmitting node. Figure 5.8 shows the average percent utilization between simulation 

time from the 3254 second to the 3258 second of the 45-kbps scale-down transmission link 

of LEN with LNE as the transmitting node. 

By comparing Figures 5.6, 5.7, and 5.8, we find that the average percent utilizations and 

the highest utilizations of the three figures are very much different, although they display 

the results of the same transmission link LEN of the same scale-down simulation. The 

reason of such differences is explained above. The highest utilization peak in Figure 5.6 is 

about 9%. The highest utilization peak in Figure 5.7 is about 10%. The highest utilization 

peak in Figure 5.8 is 100%. The results of this simulation show that, although the average 
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utilization of large average interval is about 10% (see Figure 5.6), there still exist very high 

utilization peak of 100% in some short intervals (see Figure 5.8). The 100% utilization 

of a transmission link in some short intervals usually means that there may exist large 

transmission queueing delays, and large buffers are needed. For example, the cell queueing 

time of the LEN link is an average of 969.92 ms and a maximum of 3178.27 ms. The used 

buffers of the local access ATM cell-switching node LNE is an average of 221.93 bytes and 

a maximum of 17914 bytes in this scale-down simulation case using a scale-down factor 

1000. In the real-world simulation case, this means that the used buffers will be an average 

of 221.93 kbytes and a maximum of 17.914 Megabytes. 

Table 5.4 shows the summary of the simulation results of the three scale-down simulation 

cases of 45 kbps, 155 kbps, and 622 kbps transmission links for a scale-down factor of 1000 

and 95% overlay commands of 1 kbytes. We simulate each of the three scale-down cases for 

one-hour simulation time. However, we assume that the results from the first 45-minute 

simulation time are transient-state performances, and the results from the last 15-minute 

simulation time are steady-state performances. Thus, although we simulate the three cases 

for one-hour simulation time, we only use the steady-state performances of the simulation 

results from the 45 minute to the 60 minute of simulation time in Table 5.4. 

Based on the simulation results shown in Table 5.4 and Figures 5.3, 5.4, 5.5, 5.6, 5.7, and 

5.8, we investigate some of our design considerations for the proposed national backbone 

network for global PACS. 
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I Link Bandwidths I 45 kbps 155 kbps I 622 kbps 

A vg. Msg. Size 491.8 bytes 460.2 bytes 487.2 bytes 
Avg. End-to-End Msg. Delay 0.22 sec 0.06 sec 0.03 sec 
Max. End-to-End Msg. Delay 5.07 sec 1.16 sec 0.36 sec 
% of Msg. Delay above 1.0 sec 7.04% 0.44% 0.0% 
Total End-to-End Msgs. 1804 1833 1822 
Total End-to-End ATM Cells 20201 19122 20217 
Avg. End-to-End ATM Cell Delay 1221 ms 333 ms 83 ms 
A vg. Network Throughput 7.9 kbps 7.5 kbps 7.9 kbps 

Table 5.4: Summary of Simulation Results of 45-kbps, 155-kbps, and 622-kbps Transmission 
Links for a Scale-Down Factor of 1000 and 95% Overlay Commands of 1 kbytes for the 
Proposed National Backbone Network 

1. High Utilization and Potential High Delay: 

In Chapter 4, when we discussed the resource sharing of network elements, we men-

tioned that the high utilizations of network elements may cause potential high delays, 

packet loss, or congestion conditions. From the simulation results in Figures 5.3 -

5.8, for the 45-kbps scale-down simulation case, the average utilizations of the ENS 

and LEN links are about 10%. However, the LEN link has an average ATM cell delay 

of 969.92 ms and a maximum ATM cell delay of 3178.27 ms. Thus, the trade-off be-

tween the high utilizations of network elements and the potential high delays should 

be taken into considerations. 

2. Shortest-Path and Minimum-Hop End-to-End Route: 

In Chapter 4, we mentioned that, to minimize the end-to-end delay and jitter, the 

shortest-path and minimum-hop end-to-end route should be selected for the end-to-

end connections between source and destination end systems. The more the ATM 

cell-switching nodes and transmission links are passed for a selected end-to-end route, 
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the higher the end-to-end delay and jitter will be. From the average delay of 969.92 

ms and the maximum delay of 3178.27 ms of the link LEN, we can see that if too 

many transmission links are passed, then the end-to-end delay could become over the 

design delay limits. 

3. Stochastic Nature of the Traffic Flows: 

In Table 5.4, the average message sizes of the three scale-down simulation cases are 

491.8 bytes, 460.2 bytes, and 487.2 bytes. Although the same traffic generators are 

used in the three simulation cases, the average message sizes are different, because 

the traffic generators use random process distributions. 

4. Average and Maximum End-to-End Message Delays: 

As shown in Table 5.4, the average end-to-end message delays are 0.22 seconds for 

the 45-kbps case, 0.06 seconds for the 155-kbps case, and 0.03 seconds for the 622-

kbps case. The maximum end-to-end message delays are 5.07 seconds for the 45-kbps 

case, 1.16 seconds for the 155-kbps case, and 0.36 seconds for the 622-kbps case. 

There are big differences between the average end-to-end delays and the maximum 

end-to-end delays. For the designs of global backbone networks, we should carefully 

consider what kinds of specification parameters can be used, such as average values, 

maximum values, or minimum values. For example, for local and global PACSs, the 

two-second medical image transfer requirement may be based on the average end-to

end delay values or the maximum end-to-end delay values. If the two-second medical 

image transfer requirement is based on the average end-to-end delay values, the all 

the 45-kbps, 155-kbps, and 622-kbps cases for the national backbone network meet 
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the two-second requirements. However, if the two-second requirement is based on the 

maximum end-to-end delay values, then only the 155-kbps and 622-kbps cases meet 

the two-second requirement. 

5. Percent of End-to-End Delay above 1.0 seconds: 

We use this value to check how many percent of end-to-end message delays can meet 

the two-second medical image transfer requirement for local and global PACSs. The 

reason that we choose 1.0 seconds, instead of 2.0 seconds for the two-second PACS 

medical image transfer requirement, is that the two-second end-to-end delay is from 

the source end system to the destination end system, such as workstations WS1 and 

WS2 shown in Figure 4.11. However, for the simulations of the proposed national 

backbone network for global PACS, we simulate the inter-region traffic flows from 

one local access ATM cell-switching node, through the proposed national backbone 

network, to another local access ATM cell-switching node. Thus, we choose one 

second as the threshold value, and the other one second is for the processing times 

within the source end system and the destination end system. As shown in Table 5.4, 

the percent of end-to-end message delays above 1.0 seconds are 7.04% for the 45-kbps 

case, 0.44% for the 155-kbps case, and 0.0% for the 622-kbps case. 

6. Total End-to-End Messages and ATM Cells: 

The message size distributions for the inter-region traffic flows of remote consultation 

and diagnosis are shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.3. For the scale-down simulation cases, 

the message size distribution is 44 bytes (95%), 5 kbytes (1%), 8 kbytes (1%), 10 

kbytes (1%), and 15 kbytes (1%) (see Table 5.3). One ATM cell is 53 bytes, but its 
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payload is 44 bytes after we deduct 5-byte ATM header, 2-byte AAL header, and 

2-byte AAL trailer (see Figure 4.8). A message will be divided into one or more ATM 

cells. Thus, the number of total messages is different from that of total ATM cells. 

As shown in Table 5.4, the numbers of the total end-to-end messages are 1804 for the 

45-kbps case, 1833 for the 155-kbps case, and 1822 for the 622-kbps. The number of 

the total end-to-end ATM cells are 20201 for the 45-kbps case, 19122 for the 155-kbps 

case, and 20217 for the 622-kbps case. For the 155-kbps, it has the highest number 

of the total end-to-end messages (1833), but it has the lowest number of the total 

end-to-end ATM cells (19122). The reason for this is that the stochastic nature of 

the traffic generators. The traffic generator in the 155-kbps case may generate more 

messages than the other two cases, but these messages may be with smaller message 

sizes than the other two cases. 

5.4.2 Simulation Cases 4, 5, and 6 

In the last section, Simulation Cases 1, 2, and 3 use the message size distribution of 

95% overlay commands of 1 kbytes shown in Tables 5.1 and 5.3 for inter-region remote 

consultation and diagnosis. In this section, Simulation Cases 4, 5, and 6 use the message 

size distribution of 80% overlay commands of 1 kbytes shown in Tables 5.2 and 5.5 for inter

region remote consultation and diagnosis. Table 5.5 shows the message size distribution 

of 80% overlay commands of 1 kbytes for the scale-down simulations with a scale-down 

factor of 1000. Since Simulation Cases 4 to 12 will generate more ATM cells and more 

discrete events than Simulation Cases 1, 2, and 3 do, we disable the option of creating the 
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I Percent I Message Size I Remarks 

80% 44 bytes Overlay commands carrying 
pointer framing information 

4% 16 kbits MRI images per exam. (see Table 1.1) 
(2 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

4% 40 kbits Other X-ray images per exam. 
(5 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

4% 64 kbits Ultrasound images per exam. 
(8 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

4% 80 kbits Chest X-ray images per exam. 
(10 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

4% 120 kbits CAT images per exam. 
(15 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

Table 5.5: Message Size Distribution of 80% Overlay Commands of 1 kbytes for the Scale
Down Simulations with a Scale-Down Factor of 1000 

ATM* .CPT files for utilization plotting to save the disk space when we use COMNET II.5 

for simulating the proposed U.S. national backbone network for global PACS. Simulation 

Case 4 is for the scale-down transmission links of 45 kbps. Simulation Case 5 is for the scale-

down transmission links of 155 kbps. Simulation Case 6 is for the scale-down transmission 

links of 622 kbps. Table 5.6 shows the summary of simulation results of Simulation Cases 

4, 5, and 6 for a scale-down factor of 1000 and 80% overlay commands of 1 kbytes for the 

proposed national backbone network. 

By comparing simulation results in Table 5.4 of Simulation Cases 1,2, and 3 and simu-

lation results in Table 5.6 of Simulation Cases 4, 5, and 6, we can see the different effects 

of 95% overlay commands in Simulation Cases 1, 2, and 3 and of 80% overlay commands 

in Simulation Cases 4, 5, and 6. The average message sizes in Table 5.6 are much larger 

those in Table 5.4. The reason is that probabilities of the occasionally on-line medical 

image transfers increase from 5% in Tables 5.1 and 5.3 to 20% in Tables 5.2 and 5.5. These 
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I Link Bandwidths 1 45 kbps 1155 kbps 1 622 kbps 

A vg. Msg. Size 1560.4 bytes 1516.1 bytes 1714.2 bytes 
Avg. End-to-End Msg. Delay 0.62 sec 0.14 sec 0.05 sec 
Max. End-to-End Msg. Delay 9.34 sec 1.75 sec 0.44 sec 
% of Msg. Delay above 1.0 sec 22.31% 1.83% 0.0% 
Total End-to-End Msgs. 1820 1803 1822 
Total End-to-End ATM Cells 64404 62256 71121 
Avg. End-to-End ATM Cell Delay 1500 ms 345 ms 94 ms 
Avg. Network Throughput 25.2 kbps 24.3 kbps 27.8 kbps 

Table 5.6: Summary of Simulation Results of 45-kbps, 155-kbps, and 622-kbps Transmission 
Links for a Scale-Down Factor of 1000 and 80% Overlay Commands of 1 kbytes for the 
Proposed National Backbone Network 

occasionally on-line medical image transfers generates very large sizes of messages. The 

average end-to-end message delays in Table 5.6 are also much larger than those in Table 

5.4. For example, for the 45-kbps scale-down transmission link cases, the average end-to-

end message delays are 0.22 seconds in Table 5.4 and 0.62 seconds in Table 5.6. For the 

155-kbps scale-down transmission link cases, the average end-to-end message delays are 

0.06 seconds in Table 5.4 and 0.14 seconds in Table 5.6. The percentages of message delays 

above 1.0 seconds in Table 5.6 are also much larger than those in Table 5.4. For example, 

for the 45-kbps scale-down transmission link cases, the percentages of message delays above 

1.0 seconds are 7.04%ln Table 5.4 and 22.31% in Table 5.6. For the 155-kbps scale-down 

transmission link cases, the percentages of message delays above 1.0 seconds are 0.44% in 

Table 5.4 and 1.83% in Table 5.6. 

Based on the data in Tables 5.4 and 5.6, we conclude that it is very important to keep 

the probabilities of occasionally on-line medical image transfers small (e.g., 5% instead 

of 20%) to lower the end-to-end message delays for inter-region remote consultation and 

diagnosis across the proposed U.S. national backbone network for global PACS. That is, 
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most of the PACS medical image transfers for remote consultation and diagnosis should be 

off-line transferred during nighttime. In this way, the probabilities of occasionally on-line 

medical image transfers during the remote consultation and diagnosis session can be small. 

Then, the end-to-end message delays can also be small. 

5.4.3 Simulation Cases 7 to 15 

The purposes of Simulation Cases 7 to 15 are to verify the concept of the scale-down 

method. These Simulation Cases use three scale-down factors: 100, 1000, and 10000. 

Simulation Cases 7, 8, and 9 use the scale-down factor of 100. Simulation Cases 10, 11, and 

12 use the scale-down factor of 1000. Simulation Cases 13, 14, and 15 use the scale-down 

factor of 10000. The simulation results of these Simulation Cases show that the scale-down 

method can achieve reasonable approximation of the full-scale simulation. 

Simulation Cases 7 to 15 still simulate the inter-region remote consultation and diagnosis 

across the proposed U.S. national backbone network for global PACS. However, we need 

to change the size of the overlay commands to see the effects of the scale-down factors of 

100, 1000, and 10000. As shown in Table 5.1, the real size of the overlay commands is 1 

kbytes. However, after scaling down with the scale-down factors of 100, 1000, and 10000, 

the scale-down sizes of the 1-kbyte overlay commands all use just one 44-byte payload of an 

ATM cell. That is, (1 kbytes / 100 = 10 bytes), (1 kbytes / 1000 = 1 byte), and (1 kbytes 

/ 10000 = 0.1 bytes). All lO-byte, I-byte, and O.l-byte scale-down overlay commands are 

smaller than 44 bytes. That is, they all use just one 44-byte payload of an ATM cell. Then, 
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I Percent I Message Size I Remarks 

95% 100 kbytes Overlay commands carrying 
pointer framing information 

1% 16 Megabits MRI images per exam. (see Table 1.1) 
(2 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 40 Megabits Other X-ray images per exam. 
(5 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 64 Megabits Ultrasound images per exam. 
(8 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 80 Megabits Chest X-ray images per exam. 
(10 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 120 Megabits CAT images per exam. 
(15 Megabytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

Table 5.7: Message Size Distribution of 95% Overlay Commands of 100 kbytes for the 
Inter-Region Remote Consultation and Diagnosis 

the effects of different scale-down factors cannot be distinguished if we use the overlay 

commands with 1-kbyte size. 

Therefore, we change the size of the overlay commands from 1 kbytes to 100 kbytes to 

see the effects of the scale-down factors of 100, 1000, and 10000. That is, (100 kbytes / 

100 = 1 kbytes), (100 kbytes / 1000 = 100 bytes), and (100 kbytes / 10000 = 10 bytes). 

Thus, the scale-down sizes of overlay commands using the scale-down factors of 100, 1000, 

and 10000 are 1 kbytes, 100 bytes, and 10 bytes. They will different numbers of the 44-

byte payload of the ATM cell to carry the scale-down overlay commands. Table 5.7 shows 

the message size distribution of 95% overlay commands of 100 kbytes for the inter-region 

remote consultation and diagnosis across the proposed U.S. national backbone network for 

global PACS. 

Table 5.8 shows the message size distribution of 95% overlay commands of 100 kbytes for 

the scale-down simulations with a scale-down factor of 100. Table 5.8 is used for Simulation 
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Percent Message Size I Remarks 

95% 1 kbytes Overlay commands carrying 
pointer framing information 

1% 160 kbits MRl images per exam. (see Table 1.1) 
(20 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 400 kbits Other X-ray images per exam. 
(50 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 640 kbits Ultrasound images per exam. 
(80 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 800 kbits Chest X-ray images per exam. 
(100 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 1200 kbits CAT images per exam. 
(150 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

Table 5.8: Message Size Distribution of 95% Overlay Commands of 100 kbytes for the 
Scale-Down Simulations with a Scale-Down Factor of 100 

Cases 7, 8, and 9. Table 5.9 shows the summary of the simulation results of Simulation 

Cases 7,8, and 9, which are for 450-kbps, 1550-kbps, and 6220-kbps scale-down transmission 

links using a scale-down factor of 100 and 95% overlay commands of 100 kbytes for the 

proposed U.S. national backbone network for global PACS. 

Table 5.10 shows the message size distribution of 95% overlay commands of 100 kbytes 

for the scale-down simulations with a scale-down factor of 1000. Table 5.10 is used for 

Simulation Cases 10, 11, and 12. Table 5.11 shows the summary of the simulation results 

of Simulation Cases 10, 11, and 12,. which are for 45-kbps, 155-kbps, and 622-kbps scale-

down transmission links using a scale-down factor of 1000 and 95% overlay commands of 

100 kbytes for the proposed U.S. national backbone network for global PACS. 

Table 5.12 shows the message size distribution of 95% overlay commands of 100 kbytes 

for the scale-down simulations with a scale-down factor of 10000. Table 5.12 is used for 

Simulation Cases 13, 14 and 15. Table 5.13 shows the summary of the simulation results 
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I Link Bandwidths I 450 kbps 1550 kbps I 6220 kbps 

A vg. Msg. Size 5271.0 bytes 4915.1 bytes 5406.4 bytes 
Avg. End-to-End Msg. Delay 0.18 sec 0.05 sec 0.02 sec 
Max. End-to-End Msg. Delay 6.25 sec 1.08 sec 0.28 sec 
% of Msg. Delay above 1.0 sec 6.25% 0.06% 0.0% 
Total End-to-End Msgs. 1823 1791 1801 
Total End-to-End ATM Cells 222156 200584 221819 
Avg. End-to-End ATM Cell Delay 995 ms 274 ms 74 ms 
A vg. Network Throughput 85.4 kbps 78.2 kbps 86.6 kbps 

Table 5.9: Summary of Simulation Results of 450-kbps, 1550-kbps, and 6220-kbps Trans
mission Links for a Scale-Down Factor of 100 and 95% Overlay Commands of 100 kbytes 
for the Proposed National Backbone Network 

I Percent I Message Size I Remarks 

95% 100 bytes Overlay commands carrying 
pointer framing information 

1% 16 kbits MRI images per exam. (see Table 1.1) 
(2 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 40 kbits Other X-ray images per exam. 
(5 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 64 kbits Ultrasound images per exam. 
(8 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 80 kbits Chest X-ray images per exam. 
(10 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 120 kbits CAT images per exam. 
(15 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

Table 5.10: Message Size Distribution of 95% Overlay Commands of 100 kbytes for the 
Scale-Down Simulations with a Scale-Down Factor of 1000 
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I Link Bandwidths I 45 kbps 155 kbps I 622 kbps 

A vg. Msg. Size 482.5 bytes 530.7 bytes 498.8 bytes 
Avg. End-to-End Msg. Delay 0.19 sec 0.07 sec 0.03 sec 
Max. End-to-End Msg. Delay 3.66 sec 1.16 sec 0.53 sec 
% of Msg. Delay above 1.0 sec 5.53% 0.50% 0.0% 
Total End-to-End Msgs. 1844 1814 1823 
Total End-to-End ATM Cells 21538 23163 21964 
Avg. End-to-End ATM Cell Delay 974 ms 295 ms 85 ms 
Avg. Network Throughput 7.9 kbps 8.6 kbps 8.1 kbps 

Table 5.11: Summary of Simulation Results of 45-kbps, 155-kbps, and 622-kbps Transmis
sion Links for a Scale-Down Factor of 1000 and 95% Overlay Commands of 100 kbytes for 
the Proposed National Backbone Network 

of Simulation Cases 13, 14, and 15, which are for 4.5-kbps, 15.5-kbps, and 62.2-kbps scale-

down transmission links using a scale-down factor of 10000 and 95% overlay commands of 

100 kbytes for the proposed U.S. national backbone network for global PACS. 

Now we compare the simulation results in Table 5.9 for a scale-down factor of 100, 

Table 5.11 for a scale-down factor of 1000, and Table 5.13 for a scale-down factor of 10000. 

Our major concern is the average end-to-end message delays of the proposed U.S. national 

backbone network for global PACS to meet the two-second PACS medical image transfer 

requirement. Thus, we compare the average end-to-end message delays of Simulation Cases 

7 to 15 shown in Tables 5.9,5.11, and 5.13. 

As shown in Table 5.9 for a scale-down factor of 100, the average end-to-end message 

delays are: 0.18 seconds for the 450-kbps scale-down transmission link case, 0.05 seconds for 

the 1550-kbps scale-down transmission link case, 0.02 seconds for the 6220-kbps scale-down 

transmission link case. As shown in Table 5.11 for a scale-down factor of 1000, the average 

end-to-end message delays are: 0.19 seconds for the 45-kbps scale-down transmission link 

case, 0.07 seconds for the 155-kbps scale-down transmission link case, 0.03 seconds for the 
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I Percent I Message Size I Remarks 

95% 10 bytes Overlay commands carrying 
pointer framing information 

1% 1.6 kbits MRI images per exam. (see Table 1.1) 
(200 bytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 4.0 kbits Other X-ray images per exam. 
(500 bytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 6.4 kbits Ultrasound images per exam. 
(800 bytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 8 kbits Chest X-ray images per exam. 
(1 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

1% 12 kbits CAT images per exam. 
(1.5 kbytes) Occasionally on-line image transfer 

Table 5.12: Message Size Distribution of 95% Overlay Commands of 100 kbytes for the 
Scale-Down Simulations with a Scale-Down Factor of 10000 

Link Bandwidths I 4.5 kbps I 15.5 kbps I 62.2 kbps 
A vg. Msg. Size 49.9 bytes 46.0 bytes 50.1 bytes 
Avg. End-to-End Msg. Delay 0.29 sec 0.09 sec 0.04 sec 
Max. End-to-End Msg. Delay 6.94 sec 1.24 sec 0.43 sec 
% of Msg. Delay above 1.0 sec 6.15% 0.60% 0.0% 
Total End-to-End Msgs. 1820 1821 1800 
Total End-to-End ATM Cells 3460 3292 3421 
Avg. End-to-End ATM Cell Delay 880 ms 223 ms 80 ms 
Avg. Network Throughput 0.8 kbps 0.7 kbps 0.8 kbps 

Table 5.13: Summary of Simulation Results of 4.5-kbps, 15.5-kbps, and 62.2-kbps Trans
mission Links for a Scale-Down Factor of 10000 and 95% Overlay Commands of 100 kbytes 
for the Proposed National Backbone Network 
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Link Bandwidths I 45 Mbps I 155 Mbps I 622 Mbps I 
Scale-Down Factor 100 (Table 5.9) O.lBsec 0.05 sec 0.02 sec 
Scale-Down Factor 1000 (Table 5.11) 0.19 sec 0.07 sec 0.03 sec 
Scale-Down Factor 10000 (Table 5.13) 0.29 sec 0.09 sec 0.04 sec 

Table 5.14: Summary of the Average End-to-End Message Delays of 45-Mbps, 155-Mbps, 
and 622-Mbps Transmission Link Simulation Cases for Scale-Down Factors of 100, 1000, 
and 10000 and 95% Overlay Commands of 100 kbytes for the Proposed National Backbone 
Network 

622-kbps scale-down transmission link case. As shown in Table 5.9 for a scale-down factor 

of 10000, the average end-to-end message delays are: 0.29 seconds for the 4.5-kbps scale-

down transmission link case, 0.09 seconds for the 15.5-kbps scale-down transmission link 

case, 0.04 seconds for the 62.2-kbps scale-down transmission link case. 

We summarize and compare these average end-to-end message delay results of Simulation 

Cases 7 to 15 in Table 5.14. Figure 5.9 shows the relationship between the scale-dwon factors 

and the average end-to-end message delays of different transmission link cases of 45 Mbps, 

155 Mbps, and 622 Mbps. Based on the simulation results shown in Table 5.14 and 

Figure 5.9, we conclude that: 

1. All average end-to-end message delays of Simulation Cases 7 to 15 meet the two-

second PACS medical image transfer requirement. 

2. The average end-to-end message delays of the simulation cases with larger scale-down 

factors, e.g., Simulation Cases 13, 14, and 15 using a scale-down factor of 10000, 

are higher than those of the simulation cases with smaller scale-down factors, e.g., 

Simulation Cases 7, 8, and 10 using a scale-down factor of 100. 
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Figure 5.9: Relationship between the Scale~Down Factors and the Average End-to-End 
Message Delays of Different Transmission Link Cases of 45 Mbps, 155 Mbps, and 622 
Mbps. 
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3. Based the trend of the average end-to-end message delays shown in Table 5.14 and 

Figure 5.9, the average end-to-end message delays of the real-world (without scaling 

down) simulation cases will be smaller than those of the scale-down simulation cases, 

such as Simulation Cases 7 to 15. 

For example, for the simulation cases (i.e., Simulation Cases 7, 10, and 13) of 45-Mbps 

transmission links, the average end-to-end message delay of the real-world simulation 

case will be smaller than 180 ms, which is the average end-to-end message delay of 

Simulation Case 7 using a scale-down factor of 100. 

For the simulation cases (Le., Simulation Cases 8, 11, and 14) of 155-Mbps transmis

sion links, the average end-to-end message delay of the real-world simulation case will 

be smaller than 50 ms, which is the average end-to-end message delay of Simulation 

Case 8 using a scale-down factor of 100. 

For the simulation cases (Le., Simulation Cases 9, 12, and 15) of 622-Mbps transmis

sion links, the average end-to-end message delay of the real-world simulation case will 

be smaller than 20 ms, which is the average end-to-end message delay of Simulation 

Case 9 using a scale-down factor of 100. 

4. The scale-down method is a reasonable approach of using COMNET II.5 for simulat

ing the inter-region remote consultation and diagnosis across the proposed ATM/SONET 

based U.S. national backbone network for global PACS. 

From the simulation results shown in Tables 5.4, 5.6, 5.9, 5.11, and 5.13 of Simulation 

Cases 1 to 15 and Figure 5.9, and based on the discussions in the previous several sections, 
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we conclude that our proposed ATM/SONET based national backbone network for global 

PACS in the United States meets the two-second PACS medical image transfer requirement 

of global PACS. 



CHAPTER 6 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
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The contribution of this dissertation is the design and simulation of a proposed national 

backbone network for global PACS in the United States. The global PACS and telemedicine 

applications can provide time efficient treatments for patients and can save time and cost 

of health care services. To discuss our conclusions, we re-state the objective of this disser

tation. The main goal is to design and simulate global backbone networks for global PACS 

and telemedicine applications. Specifically, the goals are to: 

1. Investigate the bandwidth requirements of the global PACS environment, based on 

user scenario. 

2. Determine the internetworking methodology of design which can be applied to global 

PACS backbone network designs. 

3. Investigate the multimedia communications design issues which can be applied to 

global PACS. 

4. Design a national backbone network for global PACS in the United States. 

5. Simulate the backbone network design to determine its performance to meet the two

second PACS medical image transfer requirement of global PACS. 

These goals are achieved in this dissertation. The summary, conclusions, and future 

directions are described as follows. The global and local PACS requirements are described 
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in Chapter 1 to justify the needs of very high-speed and high-bandwidth communica

tions networks. For global PACS, very high-bandwidth backbone networks are needed 

to support multimedia-communications-based remote consultation and diagnosis and other 

telemedicine applications. The needs of very high-bandwidth backbone networks can be 

justified by the huge data volumes of medical images shown in Tables 1.1 and 1.2 and the 

very high bandwidths of multimedia communications shown in Tables 1.3,1.4, and 3.1. 

The global PACS environment is an internetworking environment which includes local 

PACSs in hospitals, regional, national, and international backbone networks. Gateways 

connect local PACSs to regional backbone networks. The national backbone network inter

connects regional backbone networks to support inter-region communications. Chapter 2 

discusses the methodology for internetworking designs for backbone networks. The issues 

of gateway designs and internet working environments are investigated. One case study 

of integrated gateway implementation is presented. The presented case study for porting 

communications protocol software from one operating system to another incompatible pp

erating system is valuable for internetworking designs of high-speed backbone networks, 

which may need to port communications protocol software from UNIX operating system 

to other real-time operating systems supporting very high-speed internetworking. 

In Chapter 3, we investigate issues of constant-bit-rate and variable-bit-rate multimedia 

communications services. The communications requirements for time-sensitive voice and 

video communications services and for error-sensitive data and image communications ser

vices are considered in the global backbone network designs for global PACS. We present 

the concepts of the effective end-user bit rates and the aggregate network bit rates. The 
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differences between global multimedia communications networks and the traditional data 

communications networks are also presented. The impacts of high-speed, long-distance, and 

large-scale factors are considered in the designs of global backbone networks. We discuss 

the end-to-end functional distribution between the end systems and the global backbone 

networks. We conclude that, to achieve very high-bandwidth global backbone networks, 

most of the communications protocol functions will be in the end systems, and the back

bone networks only provide very high-speed cell-switching and transport functions. The 

packet-switched X.25 and IP backbone networks, the frame-switched frame relay back

bone networks, and the cell-switched ATM backbone networks are compared in the end of 

Chapter 3. 

In Chapter 4, first, we discuss the basic concept of the proposed national backbone net

work for global PACS in the United States, the B-ISDN Protocol Reference Model, and the 

SONET and ATM standards and technologies. Then, the traffic control and network man

agement issues of very high-speed, high-bandwidth, long-distance global backbone networks 

are discussed. The fully connected topology of the proposed national backbone network 

for global PACS in the United States is presented. We investigate the reasons why such a 

fully-connected topology is chosen from the technical and economical viewpoints. 

In Chapter 5, COMNET U.5 Simulation and Animation Software is used to simulate the 

proposed ATM/SONET based national backbone network for global PACS. We discuss the 

backbone network model description for the proposed national backbone network for global 

PACS first. Since COMNET U.5 is based on the discrete event simulation methodology, it 

provides realistic results if the number and rate of discrete events are not too high. However, 
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because a fixed 53-byte ATM cell is represented by a discrete event in the COMNET II.5, 

and the volumes of multimedia communications and medical image transfers are very large, 

there are so many ATM cells, that is, so many discrete events. The simulations of the real

world ATM/SONET based backbone networks are over the computation and disk space 

capacities of the DEC 5000/133 workstation on which COMNET II.5 runs. Our scale

down method is used in the simulations to reduce the computation time and disk space 

requirements for simulating the proposed national backbone network using COMNET II.5. 

We investigate the validation of the scale-down method, which is a good approximation 

for estimating the end-to-end delays of real-world ATM cells. The simulation results show 

that the proposed U.S. national backbone network for global PACS meets the two-second 

PACS medical image transfer requirement of global PACS. 

For the future directions of this research project, the mathematical models should be 

added for validating the proposed national backbone network for global PACS. The math

ematical models are based on the queueing theory, Petri Net performance modeling, and 

stochastic analysis techniques. We believe that the combination of mathematical models, 

COMNET II.5 Simulation and Animation Software, discrete event simulation methodology, 

and our scale-down method will provide better simulation results to verify and validate the 

designs of ATM/SONET based global backbone networks for global PACS and telemedicine 

applications. 
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